
      
  

 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------x 
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION,  : 
 : 

Plaintiff, : 
 : 

vs. : Case No. 09-CV-6829 (JSR) 
 : 

BANK OF AMERICA CORPORATION,   :  
 : 

Defendant. : 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------x 

AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH A. GRUNDFEST 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA  )  
     )   ss.: 
COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA ) 

JOSEPH A. GRUNDFEST, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 

I. Qualifications 

1. I am the William A. Franke Professor of Law and Business at Stanford Law 

School, where I also co-direct the Rock Center on Corporate Governance.  I joined Stanford’s 

faculty in 1990 after serving as a Commissioner of the United States Securities and Exchange 

Commission (“SEC” or “Commission”) from November of 1985.  I am an economist and 

attorney, and have completed all requirements for a Ph.D. in economics from Stanford 

University, but for the dissertation. My scholarship has been published in the Harvard and 

Stanford Law Reviews and the Yale Law Journal.  The National Law Journal listed me as among 

the 100 most influential attorneys in the United States in 1997, 2000 and 2006, and Directorship 

Magazine has listed me as among the 100 most influential leaders in the field of corporate 

governance for the last two years. I established and serve as principal investigator for the 

Stanford Class Action Securities Clearinghouse, a leading on-line resource that monitors federal 
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class action securities fraud litigation activity, including the settlement of those claims. My 

biography and publication list are attached as Exhibit (“Ex.”) A.  

2. I have personal knowledge of the procedures involved in settling SEC 

enforcement actions.  As a Commissioner, I participated in the review and approval of hundreds 

of settled administrative and injunctive enforcement proceedings.  Through deliberations and 

consultations with the Commission’s staff in these hundreds of cases, and through the review and 

comparison of information contained in Wells Submissions and in complaints filed in settled 

actions, I became familiar with considerations that cause the Commission and defendants to 

settle disputes by having the Commission file complaints that do not describe legitimate defenses 

available to the settling defendants, and having defendants consent to the filing of such 

complaints. The complaints filed in these settled matters also commonly omit facts that, if 

proven at trial, would exonerate defendants or mitigate penalties to which they might be exposed. 

In the private practice of law, both prior and subsequent to my service as a Commissioner, I 

gained further personal knowledge of factors that cause the Commission and respondents to 

settle actions on such terms and conditions.  

3. Settlement dynamics are also a focus of my current scholarship. I have recently 

published an article that applies real option theory to the analysis of settlement behavior. Real 

option theory, among other analytic contributions, explains how and why risk neutral defendants 

rationally pay substantial amounts to settle lawsuits that have negative expected value to 

plaintiffs (i.e., lawsuits that plaintiffs are either likely to lose or that will generate expected costs 

in excess of expected benefits). Joseph A. Grundfest & Peter H. Huang, The Unexpected Value 

of Litigation: A Real Options Perspective, 58 Stanford L. Rev. 1267 (2006). 
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4. Because of the significant public policy concerns raised by this Court in 

connection with its review of the pending settlement in this proceeding, and because of the 

implication of those concerns for the Commission’s and respondents’ ability to settle disputes 

over alleged violations of federal securities law, I am providing my services in this matter on a 

pro bono basis. Bank of America Corporation (“Defendant” or “Bank of America”) has agreed to 

reimburse expenses, if any, incurred in conjunction with my participation in this proceeding.  

II. Summary of Opinion 

5. It is common practice in settled proceedings for the Commission to file 

complaints that cast defendants’ actions in a harsh light and then to prohibit defendants from 

challenging the Commission’s rendition of facts and law as articulated in the complaint. These 

complaints typically omit mention of valid defenses and of countervailing facts or mitigating 

circumstances that, if proven at trial, could cause the Commission to (i) lose its case against 

some or all defendants, (ii) prevail on grounds narrower than those alleged, or (iii) obtain relief 

less onerous than imposed through the settled action. The relevant literature, summarized in Part 

III below, confirms this conclusion. 

6. Publicly available information, including filings with the Commission, establishes 

that there is substantial risk to the Commission that it would not prevail if this matter were 

litigated to judgment because a court or a fact-finder could readily conclude that Bank of 

America did not violate the federal securities laws.   More precisely, as explained in Part IV, 

Defendant has a powerful claim that it engaged in no misrepresentation or omission.  Defendant 

has a further powerful claim that any misrepresentation or omission, even if one was found to 

exist, was immaterial and hence not actionable.  
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7. Notwithstanding the existence of multiple significant defenses, and a high 

probability that the Commission would not prevail if the matter were pursued to judgment, it can 

be entirely rational for defendants to settle disputes with the Commission, as explained in Part V. 

III. SEC Settlement Practices 

8. At the August 10 hearing in this action, the Court requested that the parties 

address whether the settlement in this action is “fair and reasonable.”  8/10/09 Tr. 45:1-4. 

9. Complaints filed by the Commission are prosecutorial documents. They typically 

do not set forth the full set of facts and circumstances relevant to the Commission’s allegations. 

They commonly omit reference to valid legal defenses. They often fail to mention evidence 

inconsistent with the Commission’s allegations. They usually do not mention exonerating or 

exculpating factors. Commission policy also generally prohibits settling defendants from 

publicly presenting facts or theories of law that undercut the Commission’s complaint. The 

natural result of the combination of these Commission policies is a one-sided record in which the 

Commission asserts its version of the facts and the law, and the settling defendants commit not to 

challenge that rendition. This is part of the price of settling with the Commission.  

10. At the August 10 hearing, the Court thus found itself in the difficult position of 

trying to assess the fairness of a settlement based only on the SEC’s side of the story as reflected 

in the SEC’s complaint, a form of consent judgment, and Bank of America’s consent.  None of 

these documents addressed any weaknesses in the SEC’s case, and none set forth the defenses 

that Bank of America could mount if the action were litigated to judgment. 

11. This reality regarding SEC settlement practice is well documented:   

(a) “The Commission and its Staff ordinarily—although not uniformly—have 

resisted attempts to include mitigating or exculpatory language in orders issued in 

settled cases. This resistance most likely stems from the view that discussion of 
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mitigating facts could be interpreted as indicative of a weakness in the case 

against the respondent, as negating a finding of scienter, or as contradictory to the 

fact that the respondent neither admits nor denies the matters contained in the 

Order.”  American Bar Association Report of the Task Force on SEC Settlements, 

47 Bus. Law. 1083, 1169 (1992).  “The divergence in the parties’ marginal 

propensity towards settlement creates uneven bargaining power, with the 

Commission holding the upper hand. Short of an unacceptable sanction or 

inflammatory language, many respondents will consent to the violation(s) the 

Commission wants to allege, including an expansive enunciation of the applicable 

legal principles, in return for a few cosmetic changes in the settlement 

documents.” Id. at 1094.   

(b) “It is sometimes possible to obtain some recognition of exculpatory or 

mitigating facts in the settlement papers and the litigation release or press release.  

Such recognition usually is extremely limited.  It seldom, if ever, converts a 

prosecutorial document into an objectively bland statement, much less an 

articulation of the defense’s perception of the case.  Indeed, it is very difficult at 

the time of a public announcement of a Commission enforcement action to obtain 

substantial press recognition of the defense’s side of the story.  Moreover, any 

statement by the defendant that could be interpreted as a denial of the 

Commission’s allegations carries a risk that the staff will view the statement as a 

repudiation of the settlement and will take action to vacate it.” The Securities 

Enforcement Manual (American Bar Association 2d ed. 2007), at 273. 
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(c) “Typically, the SEC presents respondents with draft orders and settlement 

conditions that are nonnegotiable. If a respondent elects not to settle, the SEC 

initiates an action almost immediately and seeks penalties even greater than those 

offered in the settlement. As a practical matter, respondents confront a Hobbesian 

choice: to accept whatever severe penalties are being imposed to conclude the 

matter or to face the uncertainty and expense that will result from a decision to 

resist. Consequently, the SEC has tremendous leverage in fashioning the final 

outcome of the case.” Anne Flannery, Time for Change:  A Re-Examination of the 

Settlement Policies of the Securities and Exchange Commission, 51 Wash. & Lee 

L. Rev. 1015, 1018 (1994).  

12. SEC policy is also “not to permit a defendant or respondent to consent to a 

judgment or order that imposes a sanction while denying the allegations in the complaint or order 

for proceedings.”  17 C.F.R. § 202.5(e).  Consistent with this requirement, and as is the case in 

every matter settled with the Commission, the terms of the consent to which Bank of America 

agreed in this action contains an express prohibition against making “any public statement 

denying, directly or indirectly, any allegation in the complaint or creating the impression that the 

Complaint is without factual basis.” Proposed Final Consent Judgment as to Defendant Bank of 

America Corporation, at ¶ 10. 

13. The literature is again consistent with this observation.  As explained in The 

Securities Enforcement Manual, at 267, “The SEC takes the position that subsequent statements 

by defendants denying the charges or otherwise asserting innocence constitutes a repudiation of 

the settlement.” Thus, “In SEC v. Angelos, 1996 SEC LEXIS 744 (D. Md. Mar. 20, 1996), the 

SEC moved to vacate a consent agreement based on the defendant’s denial of culpability; the 
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motion was withdrawn after the defendant withdrew his denial; see also, Litig. Release No. 

14886, 1996 SEC LEXIS 1172 (Apr. 22, 1996).  In another settlement, SEC v. Tyson, Litig. 

Release No. 15115, 1996 SEC LEXIS 2856 (Oct. 9, 1996), the defendant made comments 

through a representative that were construed by the SEC as denying the allegations of the 

complaint.  To prevent the SEC from withdrawing its consent to the settlement, the defendant 

retracted the comments. See also SEC v. Manion, Litig. Release No. 16228, 1999 SEC LEXIS 

1502 (Aug. 2, 1999).” Id. at 267, n.17.  

14. Therefore, until this Court’s order directing that the parties set forth the basis for 

this settlement, the consent precluded Bank of America from presenting facts and legal 

arguments supporting the conclusion that the Commission’s complaint has no merit, and that 

Bank of America did not violate federal securities laws. 

IV. The Commission Faces a Very Significant Risk that it will not Prevail if it Litigates 
this Matter Through to Judgment   

15. The Commission faces a very significant risk that it will not prevail if this matter 

is litigated to judgment. Defendant has a powerful claim that neither it nor Merrill Lynch & Co., 

Inc. (“Merrill”) ever represented that bonuses would not be paid to Merrill employees.  

Accordingly, there is no actionable misrepresentation or omission.  Further, even if one 

concludes that there was a misrepresentation or omission, irrefutable facts in the public record 

establish that shareholders, investors, analysts, and the press understood that Merrill employees 

would be paid billions of dollars in bonuses. These facts include: (i) express provisions of the 

Merger Agreement1 and Proxy Statement2; (ii) filings with the Commission that are part of the 

Proxy Statement itself by being incorporated by reference; and (iii) information in the press and 

                                                 
1 Agreement and Plan of Merger by and between Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. and Bank of America 
Corporation (Sept. 15, 2008) (“Merger Agreement”). 
2 Joint Definitive Proxy Statement (Schedule 14A) (Nov. 3, 2008) (“Proxy Statement”). 
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analyst reports establishing that the market correctly understood that Merrill would be paying 

billions of dollars in 2008 year-end bonuses.  The alleged misrepresentation or omission is 

therefore immaterial, even if it existed. 

16. The Commission’s complaint, however, makes no mention of any of this publicly 

available information. The Complaint is thus, in no sense, a fair or accurate rendition of the total 

mix of information available to investors in connection with the alleged violation.  It is an 

advocacy document containing allegations of misrepresentation, omission, and materiality that 

can be powerfully refuted.   

A. Materiality  

17. A misrepresentation or omission must be material in order to violate Section 

14(a).  3 Thomas Lee Hazen, Treatise on the Law of Securities Regulation (6th ed. 2009), at 100.  

Materiality is a “mixed question of law and fact” and is determined with reference to the “total 

mix” of information available to investors. Basic v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224, 231-32 (1988); TSC 

Indus., Inc. v. Northway, Inc., 426 U.S. 438, 449-50 (1976); Press v. Chemical Inv. Servs. Corp., 

166 F.3d 529, 538 (2d Cir. 1999).  

18. A determination of materiality often requires a “highly factual” inquiry that 

cannot be limited to a cherry-picked subset of information carefully edited by a plaintiff; it 

requires consideration of the full text of all relevant documents.  Hazen, at 101-02 (“In assessing 

materiality courts should not focus alone on one particular sentence that is part of a larger 

statement without considering the entirety of the statements in question”); In re Avon Prods., 

2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 34564, at *6 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 23, 2009).  Filings made with the 

Commission, especially when incorporated by reference, are properly considered.  See Rothman 

v. Gregor, 220 F.3d 81, 88 (2d Cir. 2000); Cortec Indus., Inc. v. Sum Holding L.P., 949 F.2d 42, 

47 (2d Cir. 1991).  Press reports and securities analyst materials indicating the market’s 
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awareness of relevant information also enters into the calculus. See, e.g., Beleson v. Schwartz, 

599 F. Supp. 2d 519, 525 (S.D.N.Y. 2009) (considering securities analysts’ reports); In re Yukos 

Oil Co., 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 78067, at *66-68 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 25, 2006) (considering 

newspaper articles); see also Seibert v. Sperry Rand Corp., 586 F.2d 949, 952 (2d Cir. 1978).  

Moreover, “[m]ateriality depends not upon the literal truth of statements, but upon the ability of 

reasonable investors to become accurately informed.” Hazen, at 101 (citing United States v. 

Berger, 473 F.3d 1080, 1098-99 (9th Cir. 2007) (“[M]ateriality should be assessed, not from the 

SEC’s perspective, but from the investor’s perspective.”)).   

19. It is therefore significant to observe that Merrill’s own filings with the 

Commission, several of which are incorporated by reference into the Proxy Statement,3 clearly 

indicate that billions of dollars in compensation and benefits would be paid in 2008. 

20. Merrill’s Form 10-Q for the first quarter filed on May 6, 2008, states at 73 that 

“Compensation and benefits expenses were $4.2 billion for the first quarter of 2008, down 14% 

from $4.9 billion in the year-ago quarter due to a decline in compensation expense accruals 

reflecting lower net revenues.”  

21. Merrill’s Form 10-Q for the second quarter filed on August 5, 2008, states at 82 

that “Compensation and benefits expenses were $3.5 billion for the second quarter of 2008, 

down 26% from $4.7 billion in the year-ago quarter due to a decline in the current year accruals 

reflecting lower net revenues and reductions in headcount.”  

                                                 
3 The Proxy Statement incorporates by reference Merrill’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the 
year ended December 28, 2007, Proxy Statement dated March 14, 2008, 59 Current Reports on 
Form 8-K of various dates (other than the portions of those documents not deemed to be filed), 
and Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q for the quarters ended March 28, 2008, and June 27, 2008, 
as well as all public filings made between the November 3, 2008 Proxy Statement mailing date 
and the date of the shareholder vote, on December 5, 2008, including Merrill’s Form 10-Q for 
the third quarter of 2008, which was filed on November 5, 2008.  Proxy Statement at 124.  
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22. On October 16, 2008, Merrill’s earnings release for the third quarter stated at 8 

that, “[c]ompensation and benefits expenses were $3.5 billion for the third quarter of 2008, up 

76% from $2.0 billion in the third quarter of 2007, primarily due to the reversal of compensation 

expense accruals in the prior-year quarter.  Compensation and benefits expenses were $11.2 

billion for the first nine months of 2008, down 3% from $11.6 billion in the first nine months of 

2007 primarily due to a decline in compensation expense accruals reflecting lower net revenues 

and reductions in headcount.”  Merrill’s preliminary unaudited earnings summary, annexed 

thereto as Attachment II, also disclosed nine months accrued compensation and benefits of 

$11.170 billion.  Id. at 14. 

23. In the accompanying earnings call on the same day, Nelson Chai, then Merrill’s 

Chief Financial Officer, stated as follows:  

“I’ll start with the Compensation Expenses for the quarter, which were $3.5 
billion, flat from the second quarter, but up versus the prior-period quarter.  The 
increase was due largely to timing of compensation accruals as we reduced 
incentive compensation accruals in the third quarter of 2007 that had been taken 
during the first half of the record year last year.  In fact, on a year-to-date basis, 
comp expense is down slightly from comparable 2007 levels.” 

24. Consistent with the earlier earnings release and earnings call, Merrill’s Form 10-Q 

for the third quarter filed on November 5, 2008, states at 86 that “Compensation and benefits 

expenses were $3.5 billion for the third quarter of 2008. In the third quarter of 2007, primarily as 

a result of a reversal of previously accrued 2007 compensation costs, compensation and benefits 

expenses were $2.0 billion. The quarterly year over year increase reflects the reversal of the 

accruals in 2007, partially offset by lower costs in 2008 as a result of reduced headcount levels.”  

25. Significantly, Merrill’s earnings release, earnings call, and filing of its Form 10-Q 

for its third quarter of 2008 all occurred after announcement of the merger.  These documents all 

reflected that Merrill continued to accrue for compensation and benefits, and at roughly the same 
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rate as in earlier quarters.  These accruals thus show that even after the Merger Agreement was 

signed Merrill was publicly on track to pay billions of dollars in bonuses.   

26. Total compensation and benefits expense for the first three quarters of 2008 was 

thus clearly disclosed as $11.170 billion, precisely the sum that would be derived from simple 

addition of the prior disclosures, with a small adjustment for rounding.  Merrill Lynch & Co., 

Quarterly Report (Form 10-Q), at 5 (Nov. 5, 2008).  Simply annualizing accruals for the first 

three quarter leads to an estimate that Merrill was on track to pay $14.893 billion in 

compensation and benefits for the year.4  

27. In fact, actual compensation and benefits closely tracked those that could be 

derived from this mathematical calculation.  Merrill’s Form 10-K for 2008, filed with the SEC 

on February 25, 2009, reported at 24 that actual compensation and benefits paid by Merrill “were 

$14.8 billion in 2008 and $15.9 billion in 2007. The year over year decrease primarily reflects 

lower incentive-based compensation costs as a result of lower net revenues and net earnings, as 

well as reduced headcount levels. The overall decrease in compensation and benefits expense 

was driven by a 30% decline in incentive-based compensation, partially offset by increased 

                                                 
4 Under GAAP standards, bonus accruals are considered current liabilities for accounting 
purposes and thus the best estimate of such amounts must be disclosed.  See Barry J. Epstein, et 
al., GAAP Codification Enhanced 718-19 (Wiley 2009); ASC 210-10-45-6 (Financial 
Accounting Standards Board 2009); see also FAS 5 ¶ 11 (“[T]he financial statements shall . . . 
give an estimate of the amount or range of loss or possible loss or state that such an estimate 
cannot be made.”); ASC 450-20-30-1 (“When no amount within the range is a better estimate 
than any other amount, however, the minimum amount in the range shall be accrued.”).  Thus, 
continued accruals for compensation throughout 2008 — and the lack of any reversal or 
reduction of such accruals — manifested an intent to pay annual compensation, including year-
end bonuses, of at least the amounts already accrued.  Moreover, assuming fourth quarter 
accruals at the average of the prior three reported quarterly amounts yields a fourth quarter 
accrual of $3.723 billion ($11.170 billion divided by 3) and a total 2008 expected compensation 
and benefits expense of $14.893 billion ($11.170 billion plus $3.723 billion).  
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amortization of prior year stock compensation awards.” See id. at 52 (reporting 2008 

compensation and benefits expenses of $14.763 billion).  

28. A reasonable investor reviewing the Proxy Statement, including Merrill’s 

financial statements, thus would have been able to determine with a high degree of accuracy 

Merrill’s 2008 compensation expenses, including bonuses. The actual payment of $14.763 

billion was lower than the annualized projection of $14.893 billion by $130 million, or less than 

one percent.5  The anticipated amount of Merrill’s actual annual compensation and benefits 

expense had been clearly telegraphed to the investment community through the quarterly 

accruals, all in accordance with GAAP. 

29. Consistent with Merrill’s disclosures, my review of information in the public 

domain in the period between the date of the Merger Agreement (September 15, 2008) and the 

date of the shareholder vote (December 5, 2008), indicates that there is irrefutable evidence that 

investors, analysts, and the press also understood and anticipated that Merrill would pay billions 

of dollars in bonuses.  

(a) On October 18, 2008, two days after the third quarter earnings release, The 

Guardian reported that Merrill had accrued $11.7 billion for staff salaries and 

bonuses through the first nine months of the year.  Noting that “[p]ay plans for 

bankers have been disclosed in recent corporate statements,” the article stated that 

“[a]t Merrill, which was on the point of going bust last month before being taken 

over by Bank of America, the total accrued in the last quarter grew 76% to 

$3.49bn.”  Ex. B at 1-2. 

                                                 
5 The variance from the annualized estimate is 0.87% ($130 million divided by $14.893 billion).  
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(b) Within five days, the topic of Wall Street bonuses was being discussed on 

cable news networks.  On October 23, 2008, CNN’s Situation Room reported that 

Merrill had set aside $11.2 billion for pay packages through the third quarter of 

2008.  Ex. C at 10. 

(c) Four days later, on October 27, 2008, The New York Times reported that 

Merrill was “allocating about $6.7 billion to pay bonuses.”  Ex. D at 1.  That 

report added:  “The money Merrill has set aside for bonuses equates to an average 

$110,000 for each of its 60,900 people, up from $108,000 a year ago …. The 

bonus figures are based on estimates that about 60 percent of the compensation 

and benefits expenses reported by the companies will be paid in year-end 

bonuses, as occurred in past years.”  Id. The report further quoted a Merrill 

spokeswoman as follows:  “the firm’s accrued bonuses were not down as much as 

those at Goldman and Morgan Stanley because Merrill cut expenses last year.”  

Id. at 1-2.  An essentially identical report appeared in Bloomberg on the same 

date.  Ex. E. 

(d) The next day, NBC’s Today Show reported that “at Merrill Lynch, 

Bloomberg estimates $6.7 billion [was] set aside for bonuses, $110,000 on 

average, higher than a year ago because 3,000 jobs have been cut.”  Ex. F at 1.   

(e) Two days later, on October 30, 2008, Bloomberg reported that Merrill and 

its competitors Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley had “already set aside $20 

billion to pay bonuses this year.”  Ex. G at 1.  That report noted that “industry 

veterans” had said that the Wall Street firms “will …pay bonuses this year;” that 

bonuses “typically account for about two-thirds of compensation at the biggest 
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Wall Street firms;” and that “bonuses are accrued throughout the year.”  Id.  The 

report further quoted John Gutfreund, the former CEO of Salomon Brothers, 

explaining that:  “Odds that Wall Street will forgo the [year-end bonus] payouts 

are ‘slim to none.’”  Id. 

(f) The very next day, on October 31, 2008, the Financial Times similarly 

reported that Merrill, Goldman Sachs, and Morgan Stanley had “already set aside 

$20 billion to pay bonuses this year,” and reiterated Mr. Gutfreund’s observation 

that “odds that Wall Street will forgo the payouts are ‘slim to none.’”  Ex. H at 1. 

(g) On November 13, 2008, the Fox News Network on its 6 p.m. television 

news show “Fox Special Report with Brit Hume” reported that, notwithstanding 

“five straight quarters of losses,” Merrill “has allocated $6.7 billion” for year-end 

bonuses.  Ex. I at 8.  Mr. Hume went on to say:  “Workers at Merrill Lynch will 

actually receive larger bonuses than last year,” because the total number of 

Merrill employees had decreased from the prior year so “the bonus money will be 

divided among fewer people.”  Id. 

(h) On December 3, 2008, two days prior to the shareholder vote, Bloomberg 

reported yet again that Merrill would be paying billions of dollars in year-end 

bonuses.  This Bloomberg report very specifically noted that Merrill “plans to cut 

year-end bonuses” by “about 50 percent” compared to the prior year.  Ex. J at 1.  

An essentially similar report was issued the same day by Market Watch.  Ex. K.  

See also Ex. E at 4 (estimating Merrill’s 2007 bonuses at $6.94 billion). 

30. Media reports thus clearly indicate a broad-based awareness by prominent news 

sources that billions of dollars of bonuses were expected to be paid by Merrill. 
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31. Consistent with Merrill’s disclosures, Wall Street analysts also forecast that 

Merrill would pay billions in compensation and benefits.  On September 15, 2008, the day the 

merger was announced, analysts at Bernstein Research projected Merrill’s 2008 compensation 

and benefits expense at $14.287 billion.  Ex. L at 7.  In October, Bernstein Research increased its 

projection to $14.470 billion.  Ex. M at 16.  Other analysts shared that view.  At Wachovia the 

estimate was $14.363 billion.  Ex. N at 2.  Buckingham Research Group projected $14.3 billion.  

Ex. O at 4.  Morgan Stanley projected $14.420 billion.  Ex. P at 4.  JP Morgan projected $14.336 

billion.  Ex. Q at 3.  The same was true in November, when analysts at Oppenheimer & Co. 

projected Merrill’s compensation and benefits expense at $14.874 billion.  Ex. R at 6.  It is 

particularly valuable to observe that all of these analyst forecasts fall within 3.22% of the actual 

annual compensation and benefits result reported by Merrill, see ¶ 27, supra.6  

32. I have also reviewed the available media information to determine whether there 

is any indication suggesting any expectation that Merrill would pay no bonus to its employees in 

2008.  There is no such indication.   

(a) There were approximately 1200 news articles and other published reports 

filed during the period from September 1, 2008 (before the merger was 

announced) through December 6, 2008 (after the vote of the shareholders took 

place) that resulted from searches reasonably designed to identify reports on this 

topic.  The search results included all reports available on the Bloomberg and 

                                                 
6 The widest divergence from the $14.763 billion in actual compensation costs was the initial 
estimate from Bernstein Research of $14.287 billion.  The $476 million difference ($14.763 
billion minus $14.287 billion) is only 3.22% of the actual compensation and benefits expense 
reported for 2008 ($476 million divided by $14.763 billion).  Bernstein’s revised estimate of 
$14.470 billion, like many of the other analyst projections, was even closer to the actual results.   
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Factiva databases7 that referenced “Merrill” and contained any of the following 

terms: “bonus,” “variable incentive compensation” or “VICP.”  None of the 

media reports that were located in those searches suggested that Merrill would not 

pay year-end bonuses in 2008. 

(b) I have also reviewed numerous analyst reports published during the period 

between the announcement of the merger and the shareholder vote.  Such reports 

were filed by analysts at prominent firms, including, JP Morgan, Morgan Stanley, 

Oppenheimer & Co., Bernstein Research, Wachovia and Buckingham Research 

Group, among others.  None of those analyst reports suggested any expectation 

that Merrill would not pay year-end bonuses in 2008. 

33. The public record regarding the content of press reports, analyst reports, and 

Merrill’s own filings with the Commission, therefore establishes a significant risk that if this 

matter were litigated to judgment the Commission would not be able to establish that any 

misrepresentation or omission was material, even if it existed. 

B. Misrepresentations and Omissions  

34. The Complaint alleges that Bank of America made “representations that Merrill 

was prohibited from making [year-end bonus] payments.”  Complaint ¶ 3.  Defendant, however, 

has a powerful argument that there was no such representation, and hence no misrepresentation 

or actionable omission – and most certainly no material misrepresentation or omission. 

35. The Merger Agreement states that Merrill “shall not … without the prior written 

consent of” Bank of America “pay any amounts to Employees not required by any current plan 
                                                 
7 These databases contain news articles and press reports from leading publishers, including Dow 
Jones Newswire, Reuters, Barron’s, Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, 
USA Today, The Financial Times, Newsweek, BusinessWeek, Time, The Economist and many 
others, as well as transcripts of news programs on major radio and television networks, including 
ABC, NBC, CBS, Fox, CNN, NPR and the BBC, among others. 
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or agreement (other than base salary in the ordinary course of business).”  Merger Agreement 

§§ 5.2 and 5.2(c)(ii).  The Merger Agreement in that same section 5.2 also makes clear that this 

language regarding the payment of bonuses is subject to a specific exception “set forth in . . . the 

Company Disclosure Schedule” which, as alleged in the Complaint, provides discretion for 

Merrill to pay “up to $5.8 billion” in year-end bonus compensation.  Complaint ¶ 2; Merger 

Agreement § 5.2.  The plain language of this commitment allows Merrill to pay any amount 

whatsoever – even many billions of dollars – provided that Bank of America provides its prior 

written consent.  There is, simply put, no promise not to pay bonuses. 

36. Because the Merger Agreement never represents that bonuses would not be paid, 

nor does it ever make any representation as to the amount of bonuses that would be paid, 

Defendant can reasonably assert that there is no representation that can be alleged to be false.  

Because there is no representation that bonuses would not be paid, and no representation as to 

the amount of the bonuses that would, or would not, be paid, Defendant can further reasonably 

claim that there is no omission of a “material fact necessary in order to make the statements 

therein not false or misleading.”  17 C.F.R. § 240.14a-9(a). 

37. Indeed, in Section 5.1 of the Merger Agreement, the parties covenant that they 

“shall” conduct their respective businesses “in the ordinary course in all material respects” and 

“use reasonable best efforts to maintain and preserve intact its business organization and 

advantageous business relationships and retain the services of its key officers and key 

employees.”  Merger Agreement § 5.1.  As explained in detail, it was well understood by 

investors, analysts, and the press that the ordinary course of business for Merrill — just like its 

competitors — would involve the payment of bonuses.  Thus, contrary to the suggestion that 

Defendant engaged in a material misrepresentation or omission by representing that Merrill 
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would not pay bonuses, the Merger Agreement contains language clearly indicating that 

investors should expect that bonuses would be paid. 

38. Additional disclosures contained in Merrill’s filing with the Commission on Form 

8-K, dated September 18, 2008, at 4, which was part of the Proxy Statement, having been 

incorporated therein by reference at page 124 of that document, further supports the conclusion 

that there was no misrepresentation or omission. 

“The Merger Agreement has been included to provide investors and security 
holders with information regarding its terms. It is not intended to provide any 
other factual information about Merrill Lynch or Bank of America. The 
representations, warranties and covenants contained in the Merger Agreement 
were made only for purposes of that agreement and as of specific dates, were 
solely for the benefit of the parties to the Merger Agreement, may be subject to 
limitations agreed upon by the contracting parties, including being qualified by 
confidential disclosures made for the purposes of allocating contractual risk 
between the parties to the Merger Agreement instead of establishing these matters 
as facts, and may be subject to standards of materiality applicable to the 
contracting parties that differ from those applicable to investors. Investors are not 
third-party beneficiaries under the Merger Agreement and should not rely on the 
representations, warranties and covenants or any descriptions thereof as 
characterizations of the actual state of facts or condition of Merrill Lynch or Bank 
of America or any of their respective subsidiaries or affiliates. Moreover, 
information concerning the subject matter of the representations and warranties 
may change after the date of the Merger Agreement, which subsequent 
information may or may not be fully reflected in Merrill Lynch’s public 
disclosures.”  

39. These disclosures buttress the conclusion that Defendant engaged in no 

misrepresentation or omission. They inform investors that the Merger Agreement contains no 

“factual information about Merrill Lynch or Bank of America.” Accordingly, no factual 

representation is made regarding the payment of 2008 bonuses for Merrill employees.  Because 

there is no representation, it follows that there can be no misrepresentation or omission related to 

a representation that was not made. Instead, factual information regarding Merrill’s 2008 

compensation and benefits is to be found in Merrill’s disclosures filed in its quarterly reports, 

which, as described above, were incorporated into the Proxy Statement by reference and clearly 
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placed the market on notice that Merrill would be paying billions of dollars in 2008 bonuses to 

its employees.  

40. None of the information contained in the Proxy Statement is to the contrary.  

41. This discussion of Defendant’s ability to demonstrate that its disclosures 

contained no misrepresentations or omissions, and that if there were any disclosures or omissions 

they were immaterial, is not intended as an encyclopedic inventory of all defenses that could be 

raised or of all facts relevant to the matter pending before this Court.   

V. Incentives to Settle Notwithstanding the Existence of Powerful Defenses  

42. For the reasons stated above, there is a significant risk to the Commission that, if 

this matter were litigated to judgment, the Commission would not prevail, and that a fact-finder 

would conclude that Bank of America did not violate any federal securities law. 

43. It is nonetheless rational for a defendant in Bank of America’s position to settle 

the Commission’s allegations.  I have no personal knowledge of the considerations that caused 

Bank of America to consent to the terms and conditions of the settlement, but observe that the 

following factors are often relevant to settlement decisions by defendants. 

44. First, Bank of America is a highly regulated entity.  It can be imprudent for 

regulated entities to engage in protracted litigation with their regulators.  Second, Bank of 

America is active in the retail market and relies on access to financial markets for capital 

funding.  Reputational capital is valuable in these markets.  Quickly resolving disputes that have 

the potential to impair brand value can be a rational strategy.  Third, Congress and the 

Administration have an ongoing interest in financial services regulatory reform. There can be 

value in resolving disputes that can influence the course of this public policy debate. Fourth, as is 

the case in every major potential lawsuit that presents a risk of significant litigation costs or 

material management distraction, it can be prudent to resolve the matter so as to minimize these 
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I. ACADEMIC MATERIALS 
 
Internal Contradictions in the SEC’s Proposed Proxy Access Rule, Rock Center for 
Corporate Governance at Stanford University Working Paper No. 60, July 24, 2009.  
 
Quadrophobia: Strategic Rounding of EPS Data, Rock Center on Corporate Governance 
at Stanford University, March 2009 (wih Nadya Zhukova). 
 
Comments Regarding FASB Exposure Draft: “Disclosure of Certain Loss Contingencies, 
an Amendment of FASB Statements No. 5 and 141 (R),” August 7, 2008 (with Laura E. 
Simmons) 
 
Reinventing the Securities Disclosure Regime: Online Questionnaires as Substitutes For 
Form-Based Filings, Stanford Law School and The Rock Center on Corporate 
Governance, August 4, 2008 (with Alan L. Beller). 
 
Is There an Express Section 10(b) Private Right of Action? A Response to Professor 
Prentice, John M. Olin Program in Law and Economics, Working Paper No. 352 (Dec. 
20, 2007). 
 
The Wizard of Oz, the United States Constitution, and Corporate Governance, John M. 
Olin Program in Law and Economics, Working Paper No. (Nov. 9, 2007). 
 
“Scheme Liability”: A Question for Congress, Not for the Courts, John M. Olin Program 
in Law and Economics, Working Paper No. 344 (Aug. 2007). 
 
Fixing 404, 105 Mich. L. Rev. 1643 (2007) (with Steven E. Bochner).  
 
The Unexpected Value of Litigation: A Real Options Perspective, 58 Stanford L. Rev. 
1267 (2006) (with Peter Huang). 
 
Advice and Consent: An Alternative Mechanism for Shareholder Participation in the 
Nomination and Election of Corporate Directors, forthcoming in Lucian Bebchuk, ed., 
Shareholder Access to the Corporate Ballot. (Harvard Univ. Pres, 2005). 
 
Stock Price Response to News of Securities Fraud Litigation: An Analysis of Sequential 
and Conditional Information, 40 Abacus: A Journal of Accounting, Finance and Business 
Studies 21 (2004). (with Paul A. Griffin and Michael A. Perino). 
 
Notes on a Problem in the Interpretation of Constitutional, Statutory, and Contractual 
Texts, Faculty Presentation, Stanford Law School, January 2003. 
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Statutes with Multiple Personality Disorders: The Value of Ambiguity in Statutory 
Design and Interpretation, 54 Stanford L. Rev. 627 (2002) (with Adam Pritchard). 
 
Punctuated Equilibria in the Evolution of United States Securities Regulation, 8 Stanford 
J. L., Bus. & Fin. 1 (2002).  
 
When Does Insider Selling Support a “Strong Inference” of Fraud?, 9 Asia-Pacific J. 
Acct. & Econ. 159 (2002) (with P. A. Griffin). 
  
More Questions Than Answers and a Friendly Wager: Observations on the Third Circuit 
Task Force Report on Selection of Class Counsel, 74 Temple L. Rev. 821 (2001). 
 
The Future of United States Securities Regulation in an Age of Technological 
Uncertainty, 75 St. John’s Law Rev. 83 (2001). 
 
The Unexpected Value of Litigation, Faculty Presentation, Stanford Law School, Jan. 23, 
2002. 
 
Stock Price Response to News of Securities Fraud Litigation: Market Efficiency and the 
Slow Diffusion of Costly Information, John M. Olin Program in Law and Economics, 
Working Paper No. 208 (Nov. 2000) (with Paul Griffin and Michael Perino). 
 
Huge and Random Damages: Are Aftermarket Securities Fraud Damage Rules Irrational, 
in Violation of the Exchange Act, and Unconstitutional? (Work in Progress) (Paper 
presented at Harvard and Yale Law School faculty workshops) (Draft of Nov. 1999). 
 
Securities Regulation, The New Palgrave Dictionary of Economics and the Law (1998). 
 
Securities Litigation Reform: The First Year’s Experience, Olin Program in Law and 
Economics, Stanford Law School Working Paper No. 140 (Feb. 1997) (with Michael A. 
Perino) 
 
Real Options and the Economic Analysis of Litigation: A Preliminary Inquiry, Olin 
Program in Law and Economics, Stanford Law School Work Paper No.131 (May 
1996)(with Peter Huang). 
 
The Pentium Papers: A Case Study of Collective Institutional Investor Activities in 
Litigation, 38 Ariz. L. Rev. 559 (1996) (with Michael A. Perino). 
The Board as a Portfolio, 21 Directors & Boards 28 (1996). 
 
Why Disimply?  108 Harvard Law Review 727 (1995). 
 
We Must Never Forget That it is an Inkblot We are Expounding: Section 10(b) as 
Rorschach Test (The Fourth Annual Fritz B. Burns Lecture) 29 Loyola Los Angeles Law 
Review 41 (1995), reprinted in Corporate Practice Commentator. 
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The Changing Roles of Public, Private, and Nonprofit Enterprise in Education, Health 
Care, and Other Human Services: Comment in Victor R. Fuchs, ed., Individual and 
Social Responsibility 270 (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1995). 
  
Disimplying Private Rights of Action Under the Federal Securities Laws:  The 
Commission's Authority, 107 Harvard Law Review 963 March (1994). 
 
"Just Vote No": Minimalist Strategies for Dealing with Barbarians Inside the Gates, 45 
Stanford Law Review 857 (1993). 
 
The Limited Future of Unlimited Liability:  A Capital Markets Perspective, 102 Yale 
Law Journal 387 (1992).  
 
Zen and the Art of Securities Regulation in Kenneth Lehn & Robert Kamphuis, 
Modernizing U.S. Securities Regulation 3 (1992), reprinted in 5 J. Applied Corp. Fin. 4 
(1993). 
 
Proxy Populism, 9 Bank & Corporate Governance Law Reporter 14 (Sep. 1992). 
 
The Adverse Consequences of a Securities Transactions Excise Tax, 6 Journal of 
Accounting, Auditing and Finance 409 (1991) (with John B. Shoven).  
 
Catch 22 Time, 6 Mergers & Acquisitions Law Reporter 1 (1991).   
             
Internationalization of the World's Securities Markets, 4 J. Fin. Serv. Res. 349-378 
(1990), reprinted in M. Kosters, ed., International Competitiveness in Financial Services 
(American Enterprise Institute, 1991).          
 
When Markets Crash:  The Consequences of Information Failure in the Market for 
Liquidity, in M. Feldstein, ed., The Risk of Economic Crisis (U. Chi. Press, 1991), pp. 
62-79. 
 
The Subordination of American Capital, 27 Journal of Financial Economics 89 (1990). 
Lobbying Into Limbo:  The Political Ecology of the S&L Crisis, 1 Stanford Journal of 
Law & Public Policy 25 (1990). 
 
II. INTERNET INNOVATIONS 
 
Stanford Securities Litigation Clearinghouse. Http://Securities.Stanford.Edu (Principal 
Investigator) (First site for complete tracking of an area of litigation in federal courts). 
 
Yahoo! Preliminary Prospectus (http://IPO.Yahoo.Com; no longer posted) (First posting 
of a preliminary prospectus for a major public issue on the Internet). 
 
Brief of American Bankers Assoc., et al., Amici Curiae in Support of Petition for 
Certiorari in Montgomery Securities v. Dannenberg, U.S. Sup.Ct., No. 94-2027, filed 
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July 8, 1995, cert. denied.  (First hypertext Supreme Court brief posted on Internet.  See 
Http://Www-Leland.Stanford.Edu/Group/Law/Reckless/). 
 
III. OTHER MATERIALS SUBSEQUENT TO SEC TENURE 
 
Out of Bounds, New York Times, April 19, 2006. 
 
Comments on Proposed Executive Compensation Disclosure Requirements, Release Nos. 
34-53185; IC-27218, File S7-03-06 (April 10, 2006). 
 
Comments on Investment Company Governance and Chamber of Commerce v. SEC, 
2005 U.S. App. LEXIS 11805 (June 21, 2005), File No. S7-03-04, June 27, 2005. 
 
Over Before it Started, New York Times, June 14, 2005, at A23. 
 
How Much is Too Much? New York Times, May 28, 2004, at A23. 
 
Give the SEC Its Due: More Money, Wall St. J., Oct. 29, 2002, at A22. 
 
Comments on Proposed Section 307 Rules, Rel. No. 33-8150 submitted to the United 
States Securities and Exchange Commission (Dec. 23, 2002). 
 
Comments on Proposed Additional Form 8-K Disclosure Requirements and Acceleration 
of Filing Dates, Rel. No. 33-8106, submitted to the United States Securities and 
Exchange Commission (Oct. 3, 2002). 
 
Comments on Proposed Disclosure in Management Discussion and Analysis About the 
Implications of Critical Accounting Policies, Rel. No. 33-8098, submitted to the United 
States Securities and Exchange Commission (Aug. 20, 2002). 
Ten Things We Know and Ten Things We Don’t Know About the Private Securities 
Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Joint written testimony of Joseph A. Grundfest and 
Michael A. Perino before the Subcommittee on Securities of the Committee on Banking, 
Housing, and Urban Affairs United States Senate on July 24, 1997. 
 
Cal Micro Letter, Letter to the Hon. Vaughn R. Walker, U.S. District Court Judge for the 
Northern District of California, in re California Micro Devices Corp. Securities 
Litigation, Securities Litigation, No. C-94-2817-VRW, October 30, 1995. 
 
The Intel Letter, Letter of California Public Employee's Retirement System to counsel in 
Whittaker v. Moore, Feb. 22, 1995. (See § 38 Ariz. L. Rev. 559 (1996)) 
 
Reasons for Giving All You've Got to Give, Review of Claude N. Rosenberg, Wealthy 
and Wise, Wall Street Journal, January 6, 1995. 
 
Socialism's Puritan Ethic, Review of Derek Bok, The Cost of Talent, Wall Street Journal,  
October 21, 1993, A14. 
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Financial Scandals in the United States and Japan, 3 The American Enterprise 34 
(May/June 1992). 
 
Incentive Compensation for Executives, Politicians, and Regulators:  A 
Gedankenexperiment--or--What Would Congress Earn if Representatives Were Paid For 
Performance? Address to the Annual Joint Luncheon of the American Economic 
Association and American Finance Association January 3, 1992, excerpted in Incentive 
Pay for Politicians, Wall Street Journal, January 21, 1992, p. A 12, col. 3. 
 
Smoked Salomon:  Can Congress Slice It?, excerpted in Smoking Salomon in the New 
York Times, August 23, 1991, A19, col. 2. 
 
Shoken Fushoji Tettei Kaimei O, [Scandals and Mysteries:  A U.S. Perspective on Recent 
Developments in Japan's Securities Markets], Nihon Keizai Shimbun, July 23, 1991, p. 
27. 
 
Just Vote No or Just Don't Vote:  Minimalist Strategies for Dealing With Barbarians 
Inside the Gates, Presentation to the Council of Institutional Investors, November 7, 
1990. 
 
The Damning Facts of a New Stock Tax, Wall Street Journal, July 23, 1990, at A12, col. 
3. 
 
Son of S & L - The Sequel, Washington Post, June 3, 1990, "Outlook", Page D1, col.2. 
(edited version of "Lobbying into Limbo").  
 
What the SEC Should Do For Investors, Fortune, April 9, 1990, at 113. 
 
Who Killed Rosie Scenario?, The Wall Street Journal, Feb. 13, 1990, at A22, col. 3. 
 
Statement of Professor Joseph A. Grundfest Before the House Business and Commerce 
Committee, Pennsylvania House of Representatives, Regarding Senate Bill 1310 Relating 
to the Governance of Corporations Chartered in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.  
(February 15, 1990). 
 
Economic Thinking Changing SEC Deliberations, 22 Sec. Reg. & Law Rep. 206 (GNA)  
(Feb. 9, 1990) (interview). 
 
IV.  SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION MATERIALS 
 
Integrity and Competition in Chicago's Futures Markets, Address to the Kent College 
Commodities Law Institute, The Westing Hotel, Chicago, IL (October 12, 1989). 
 
M&A and R&D:  Is Corporate Restructuring Stifling Research and Development?, 
Address to the National Academies of Science and Engineering Academy Industry 
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Program of the National Research Council (October 11, 1989), reprinted in Corporate 
Restructuring and Industrial Research and Development (National Academy Press, 
1990). 
 
Responsibility and Regulation in the Savings and Loan Industry, Address to the U.S. 
League of Savings Institutions, Hyatt Regency Hotel, Washington, D.C. (June 26, 1989). 
 
The Future of the Securities Business in the United States: Computerized, International, 
and Competitive, Remarks to the Institute of International Bankers Annual Washington 
Conference, Four Seasons Hotel, Washington, D.C. (April 10, 1989). 
 
Regulation and the Technology of Finance, Inaugural Lecture, Center for the Study of 
Financial Markets and Institutions, Brown University (February 10, 1989). 
 
The Treadway Commission Report:  Two Years Later, Prepared for  
the 16th Annual Securities Regulation Institute, The University of California, San Diego, 
CA (January 26, 1989). 
 
Management Buyouts and Leveraged Buyouts:  Are the Critics Right?, in Y. Amidhud 
(ed.) Leveraged Management Buyouts Dow Jones-Irwin (1989). 
 
International Mergers and Acquisitions:  A View from the United States, Outline 
Prepared for the International Herald Tribune and Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom 
Conference on International Mergers and Acquisitions in the 1990's (November 10, 
1988). 
 
International Cooperation in Securities Enforcement:  A New United States Initiative, 
Address to King's College, London, England (November 9, 1988). 
 
Independent Agencies:  Independent from Whom?, Remarks to the American Bar 
Association, Administrative Law and Regulatory Practice Section, U.S. Court of Military 
Appeals, Washington, D.C. (October 14, 1988). 
 
"Perestroika" on Wall Street: The Future of Securities Trading, Financial Executives 
Institute, 57th Annual Conference, San Francisco, CA (October 12, 1988). 
 
October 19: A Partial Bibliography (Sept. 21, 1988). 
 
Would More Regulation Prevent Another Black Monday?, Remarks to the CATO 
Institute Policy Forum, Washington, D.C. (July 20, 1988). 
          
Observations on Black Monday, Address to the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago 
Conference on Bank Structure and Competition (May 12, 1988). 
 
Job Loss and Takeovers, Address to the University of Toledo College of Law Third 
Annual Colloquium on Corporate Law and Social Policy (March 11, 1988). 
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Is the Sky Really Falling? The State of Insider Trading Law After the Winans Decision, 
Federal Bar Association Luncheon, National Lawyers' Club, Washington, D.C. (January 
26, 1988). 
 
After the Crash: Linkages Between Stocks & Futures, in Mackay, R., ed. After the Crash, 
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research (1988). 
 
Shareholder Gains from Takeovers and Restructurings, 1 J. Applied Corp. Fin. 5 (1988) 
(with B. Black). 
 
Politics and Takeovers:  A Brief Washington Perspective, in A.J. Auerbach (ed.) 
Corporate Takeovers:  Causes and Consequences, Nat. Bur. Econ. Res. (1988). 
 
Regulating the International Capital Markets:  A New World and A New Perspective, 
City Association Lecture, The Butchers Hall, Bartholomew Close, London (November 
11, 1987). 
 
Two-Tier Bids Are Now a Defensive Technique, Nat. L.J., November 9, 1987 at 26. 
 
Comments on "Why Are the Parts Worth More than the Sum?," in Browne, L.E. and E.S. 
Rosengren (eds.), The Merger Boom, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston (Oct. 1987). 
 
The New Technology of Finance, 3 Financial Executive 5 (September/October 1987). 
 
Proxmire's Doubletalk on Takeovers, Wall St. J., Sept. 16, 1987, at 34, col. 3. 
 
Fads in Ads:  Recent Developments in Mutual Fund Advertising, Address to the 
Investment Company Institute, Mutual Fund Training Conference--1987, Hyatt Regency 
Hotel, Washington, D.C. (June 15, 1987). 
 
Two-Tier Tender Offers:  A Mythectomy, Address to the United Shareholders 
Association, Annual Meeting, Willard Hotel, Washington, D.C. (June 15, 1987) and to 
the National Association of Manufacturers' Congress of American Industry, Government 
Regulation and Competition Session, J.W. Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. (May 27, 
1987). 
 
Morality on Wall Street, Commencement Address, University of Southern California 
Graduate School of Business Administration, Bovard Auditorium, University of Southern 
California, Los Angeles, California (May 7, 1987). 
 
Corporate Responsibility:  Panel Response, 8 Cardozo L. Rev. 4 (March 1987). 
 
The Securities and Exchange Commission:  Prospects for 1987, Address to the 
Association of Public Corporations, Biscayne Bay  
Marriott, Hotel & Marina, Miami, Florida (January 12, 1987). 
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Preliminary and Partial Observations on Program Trading and Investor Confidence, 
Address to the National Security Traders Association, 53rd Annual Convention, Boca 
Raton Hotel & Club, East Camino Real, Boca Raton, Florida (October 19, 1986). 
 
Concept Release on Takeovers and Contests for Corporate Control, 51 Federal Register 
150 (August 5, 1986). 
 
Current Developments in Mergers and Acquisitions, 11 J. Corp. L. 4 (Summer 1986). 
 
To Catch a Thief:  Recent Developments in Insider Trading Law and Enforcement, 
Address to the National Investor Relations Institute, New York Chapter, Grand Hyatt 
Hotel, Ballroom D, New York, N.Y. (June 20, 1986). 
 
Enforcing the Securities Laws:  A Search for Priorities, Address to the Sixth Annual Ray 
Garrett, Jr. Corporate and Securities Law Institute, Terrace West, Hotel Knickerbocker, 
Chicago, Illinois (May 1, 1986). 
 
Carnation Revisited:  Toward an Optimal Merger Disclosure and Rumor Response 
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LENGTH: 654 words

HEADLINE: Front: Wall Street banks in $70bn staff payout: Pay and bonus deals equivalent to 10% of US
government bail-out package

BYLINE: Simon Bowers

BODY:

Financial workers at Wall Street's top banks are to receive pay deals worth more than $70bn (£40bn), a substantial
proportion of which is expected to be paid in discretionary bonuses, for their work so far this year - despite plunging the
global financial system into its worst crisis since the 1929 stock market crash, the Guardian has learned.

Staff at six banks including Goldman Sachs and Citigroup are in line to pick up the payouts despite being the
beneficiaries of a $700bn bail-out from the US government that has already prompted criticism. The government's cash
has been poured in on the condition that excessive executive pay would be curbed.

Pay plans for bankers have been disclosed in recent corporate statements. Pressure on the US firms to review
preparations for annual bonuses increased yesterday when Germany's Deutsche Bank said many of its leading traders
would join Josef Ackermann, its chief executive, in waiving millions of euros in annual payouts.

The sums that continue to be spent by Wall Street firms on payroll, payoffs and, most controversially, bonuses
appear to bear no relation to the losses incurred by investors in the banks. Shares in Citigroup and Goldman Sachs have
declined by more than 45% since the start of the year. Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley have fallen by more than
60%. JP MorganChase fell 6.4% and Lehman Brothers has collapsed.

At one point last week the Morgan Stanley $10.7bn pay pot for the year to date was greater than the entire stock
market value of the business. In effect, staff, on receiving their remuneration, could club together and buy the bank.

In the first nine months of the year Citigroup, which employs thousands of staff in the UK, accrued $25.9bn for
salaries and bonuses, an increase on the previous year of 4%. Earlier this week the bank accepted a $25bn investment by
the US government as part of its bail-out plan.
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At Goldman Sachs the figure was $11.4bn, Morgan Stanley $10.73bn, JP Morgan $6.53bn and Merrill Lynch
$11.7bn. At Merrill, which was on the point of going bust last month before being taken over by Bank of America, the
total accrued in the last quarter grew 76% to $3.49bn. At Morgan Stanley, the amount put aside for staff compensation
also grew in the last quarter to the end of August by 3% to $3.7bn.

Days before it collapsed into bankruptcy protection a month ago Lehman Brothers revealed $6.12bn of staff pay
plans in its corporate filings. These payouts, the bank insisted, were justified despite net revenue collapsing from
$14.9bn to a net outgoing of $64m.

None of the banks the Guardian contacted wished to comment on the record about their pay plans. But behind the
scenes, one source said: "For a normal person the salaries are very high and the bonuses seem even higher. But in this
world you get a top bonus for top performance, a medium bonus for mediocre performance and a much smaller bonus if
you don't do so well."

Many critics of investment banks have questioned why firms continue to siphon off billions of dollars of bank
earnings into bonus pools rather than using the funds to shore up the capital position of the crisis-stricken institutions.
One source said: "That's a fair question - and it may well be that by the end of the year the banks start review the
situation."

Much of the anger about investment banking bonuses has focused on boardroom executives such as former Lehman
boss Dick Fuld, who was paid $485m in salary, bonuses and options between 2000 and 2007.

Last year Merrill Lynch's chairman Stan O'Neal retired after announcing losses of $8bn, taking a final pay deal
worth $161m. Citigroup boss Chuck Prince left last year with a $38m in bonuses, shares and options after
multibillion-dollar write-downs. In Britain, Bob Diamond, Barclays president, is one of the few investment bankers
whose pay is public. Last year he received a salary of £250,000, but his total pay, including bonuses, reached £36m.
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HEADLINE: Fight For the Middle Class; Ohio Voting Problems

BYLINE: Allan Chernoff, William Schneider, Mary Snow, Ali Velshi, Jessica Yellin, Dana Bash, Wolf Blitzer, Brian
Todd, Candy Crowley, Dana Milbank, Drew Griffin, Jeanne Moos

GUESTS: Stephen Hayes

HIGHLIGHT:

John McCain channels Joe the plumber in Florida, while Barack Obama accuses him of favoring Joe the CEO.
Could voting problems be even worse in Ohio this year than in 2004? Hillary Clinton continues barnstorming for
Barack Obama. A recap of today's testimony by Alan Greenspan before Congress. The latest on huge bonuses given to
executives by banks who got government bailout money.

BODY:

WOLF BLITZER, CNN ANCHOR: And, to our viewers, you're in THE SITUATION ROOM.

Happening now: John McCain channels Joe the plumber in Florida, while Barack Obama accuses him of favoring
Joe the CEO. This hour, the late fight for middle-class voters, are both candidates pandering? The best political team on
television is standing by.

Plus, first, Colin Powell endorsed Obama. Now another former member of the Bush administration is following his
lead. CNN is working the story.

And Hillary Clinton gets busy on the campaign trail. Now she is helping Obama, other senators, and herself.

We want to welcome our viewers in the United States and around the world.

I'm Wolf Blitzer. You are in THE SITUATION ROOM.
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This hour, John McCain's presidential hopes are riding on Florida. He is on a bus tour through that important
battleground state, and he is relying on some familiar themes to try to get traction. But he got a little sidetracked along
the way, when the subject of Sarah Palin's expensive wardrobe came up.

Let's go the CNN's Dana Bash. She's live in Florida. She's watching what is going on. What is going on? I see a big
rally under way behind you, Dana.

DANA BASH, CNN CONGRESSIONAL CORRESPONDENT: That is right. I am sure you can hear it. John
McCain is literally about to walk in the room here. And, obviously, his supporters are very excited about this -- about
that.

This is his final rally of the day. He has been crisscrossing the critical central part of the state, Wolf. And of all of
the states up for grabs, Florida's 27 electoral votes really does bring the biggest prize. And John McCain is behind here.
He is trying to catch up, and he's doing it with relentless attacks on Barack Obama's tax policy.

(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE)

BASH (voice-over): A daylong Florida bus tour that John McCain's campaign dubbed, you guessed it, the Joe the
Plumber tour. But Joe wasn't here. McCain instead sat with a group that included Tom the Contractor and Richard the
Florist.

Florida voters, McCain aides said, are concerned about tax hikes under Barack Obama, though reporters were
rushed out and not permitted to hear for themselves. All day, McCain continued to use the Joe metaphor to pound
Obama's tax plan.

SEN. JOHN MCCAIN (R-AZ), PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE: Whether it's Joe the Plumber in Ohio or Joe over
here, we shouldn't be taxing our small businesses more, as Senator Obama wants to do. We need to be helping them
expand their businesses and create jobs.

BASH: But back on his bus, evidence that McCain's message about fighting for the average Joe has been muddled.
Local reporters repeatedly pressed McCain about Sarah Palin's RNC-financed $150,000 wardrobe, which McCain
reportedly was unhappy about having to explain.

She needed clothes at the time. They'll be donated at the end of this campaign, McCain told reporters.

Meanwhile, it's not just Obama that McCain is fighting in these final days. Increasingly, it is also George W. Bush.

In an interview with The Washington Times, a rapid-fire attack on a slew of Bush policies. Spending, the conduct
of the war in Iraq for years, growth in the size of government larger than any time since the Great Society, obviously
failure to both enforce and modernize financial regulatory agencies, failure to address the issue of climate change
seriously... those are just some of them, he finally joked.

Taking more decisive steps like that to separate himself from the unpopular president is something McCain aides
tell CNN they wish he did long ago.

(END VIDEOTAPE)

BASH: And to that end, McCain did something shall we say rather audacious, Wolf. He actually tried to link
Barack Obama to George Bush.

He did it in a statement reacting to the bad-news jobs report that came out today. And I want to put this up on the
screen and the wall for our viewers to see it.
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Here's what he said. He said, "Barack Obama's only answer is to double down on the Bush administration's legacy
of out-of-control spending, raise taxes on small businesses, impose mandates on employers." And, Wolf, it went on
from there.

BLITZER: All right, that's a new line from the senator, trying to link Barack Obama to George W. Bush, as
opposed to himself. All right. We will watch this. Dana, thank you.

Barack Obama is now heading to Hawaii to see his very sick 85- year-old grandmother after getting in some quality
time out on the campaign trail earlier in the day.

During an event in Indiana, Senator Obama also worked in a few verbal shots at John McCain.

Let's go to CNN's Jessica Yellin -- Jessica.

(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE)

JESSICA YELLIN, CNN CONGRESSIONAL CORRESPONDENT (voice-over): Wolf, in Indiana today, Barack
Obama was on the offense. Not only is he trying to take this red state from his Republican opponent; he is also fighting
to turn John McCain's new message about taxes against him. Five months ago, Barack Obama narrowly lost the Indiana
primary to Hillary Clinton the populist.

SEN. HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON (D-NY), FORMER PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE: And I have gone all
across Indiana. I have said my campaign is about jobs, jobs, and jobs.

BASH: Today, so is Obama's.

SEN. BARACK OBAMA (D-IL), PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE: Where I come from, there's nothing more
fundamental than a good-paying job.

YELLIN: With that message, Obama has come to within five points of John McCain in Indiana, a state so red it, it
last elected a Democratic president 44 years ago. But McCain is trying to shift focus from jobs to taxes, launching a
fuselage of attacks on the Obama tax plan.

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: I'm Joe the plumber.

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: I'm Joe the plumber.

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Barack Obama: higher taxes, more spending, not ready.

YELLIN: So now Obama is taking aim at McCain's tax policy.

OBAMA: You know, there's a building in the Cayman Islands that supposedly houses 18,000 corporations. Think
about that. That's either the biggest building or the biggest tax scam in the world. I think we know which one it is. That's
the system my opponent defends.

YELLIN: And mocking McCain for telling Wolf Blitzer he believes high taxes drive American companies
overseas.

MCCAIN: We should be cutting corporate tax for every business in America.

YELLIN: Says Obama --

OBAMA: More tax cuts for jobs outsourcing, that's what Senator McCain proposed as his answer to outsourcing.
He said that's simple fundamental economics. I say let's end tax cuts for companies that shift jobs overseas, give them to
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companies that are investing right here in Indiana, right here in the United States of America.

YELLIN (on camera): And now, Wolf, Barack Obama is taking two days off to spend time with his grandmother.
By all accounts, she is gravely ill. He will return to the campaign trial with stops in Nevada on Saturday -- Wolf.

(END VIDEOTAPE)

BLITZER: And we wish her only the best. Jessica, thank you.

A dozen days before the presidential election, Barack Obama and John McCain certainly have come a long way,
but with Obama now holding an eight-point lead in our new poll of polls averaging the latest national surveys. Back in
June, by the way, when the general election effectively began, Obama was ahead by four points. McCain briefly moved
ahead of Obama after the Republican National Convention in early September. Eight percent still are unsure how they
will vote. That is just slightly less than back in June.

The economy, of course, is front and center in voters' minds and today was another roller-coaster ride for the Dow
Jones industrials.

Let's go right to CNN senior basically correspondent Ali Velshi. He's watching this story for us.

It closed up, but Wall Street, I think it's fair to say, Ali, very much on edge right now.

ALI VELSHI, CNN SENIOR BUSINESS CORRESPONDENT: Right.

And the beauty of it closing up is, we don't have the spend too much time on markets, because this must be
exhausting, even for our viewers, to try and keep track of everything that is going on. What you need to think about is
really the biggest problem in the economy in the months ahead and the one that we have really got to keep a tight eye
on, and that is jobs.

Dana referred to a jobs report that came out today. Let me show you what it is. It is the weekly report of the people
who filed for jobless claims for the first time. So, we get that report today and that talks about the week ending of
October 18th, last week. We expected to be 465,000 people filing for unemployment claims for the first time last week.
The number was 478,000. Anything above 400,000 is bad news. Anything above 400,000 is bad news for the economy
and is thought of as a recession.

Now, the other thing we have been getting, Wolf -- we talked about this yesterday -- we will talk about it again
today -- we have been getting more job cut news. Chrysler has shut down one shift at its north Toledo, Ohio, plant.
That's 825 jobs. Goldman Sachs laying off 3,260 people.

And yesterday we told you about Yahoo! and Merck and their layoffs. So we have got about 8,500 announced
layoffs this month. And that generally indicates that there's a lot more underlying that.

The bottom line is, Wolf, how do you recover an economy with people continuing to lose jobs? Now there's two
weeks -- less than two weeks to go to the election. We won't have the next job report for two weeks. In other words, that
will be after the election. So, at this point, this is the information that these candidates have to go on. We are expecting
to continue to see more job cuts in the next two weeks.

BLITZER: And there will be political ramifications, no doubt about that.

VELSHI: Yes.

BLITZER: Ali, thanks very much.
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A huge reason for the market turmoil, the housing mortgage meltdown. More than 81,000 homes were foreclosed in
September alone, 81,000 homes. But help could be on the way to help keep some cash- strapped homeowners in their
homes. The Treasury Department and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation are now working together to try to
prevent unnecessary foreclosures.

Under the plan, the Treasury Department would provide guarantees to mortgage lenders and that's aimed at getting
them to modify and streamline those loans to make them more affordable and homeowner friendly. We will continue to
watch this important story.

A dire warning coming in from the former chairman of the Federal Reserve. He is called on the carpet by Congress.
Alan Greenspan says America is in the midst right now -- and I'm quoting him -- of a once- in-a-century credit tsunami.

Lines so long, some voters could not even cast ballots, that is what happened in Ohio last time around, four years
ago. Here is the question. Has anything changed since then? We are on the scene in that key battleground state. There is
concern it could be even worse this time.

And she is barnstorming for Barack Obama, also making a pitch for key congressional candidates.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

CLINTON: With your help, America will once again rise from the ashes of the Bushes.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

BLITZER: We have some brand-new poll of polls from the crucial battleground states. Let's check them out.

First, Florida, right now, in our poll of polls, 48 percent for Obama, 45 percent for McCain, seven percent unsure,
three-point advantage for Obama in Florida. Let's take a look at the next poll right now. That would be West Virginia.
McCain in this CNN poll of polls, 47 percent, Obama 45 percent in West Virginia. That is a significant narrowing from
where it was in that CNN/"TIME" magazine poll only yesterday, West Virginia. Let's go to the next poll. It's
Pennsylvania. Right now, Obama is at 51 percent, 41 percent for McCain. That is a 10-point advantage, eight percent
still unsure. In Virginia, Obama is ahead right now in our poll of polls by, what, eight points, Obama 51, McCain 43, six
percent remaining unsure.

In Nevada right now, Obama is holding a steady lead, four points, Obama 49, McCain 45, six percent unsure.
Finally, in the key battleground state of Ohio -- no Republican has ever been elected president without winning Ohio --
right now, in our poll of polls, Obama at 50 percent, McCain at 43 percent, seven percent unsure. That is a seven-point
advantage in Ohio right now for Barack Obama.

People are waiting for hours to cast their ballots, many saying they could not even vote. That was the scene in parts
of Ohio in the last presidential election four years ago. Here is the question. Could it be even worse this time around?

Mary Snow is one of CNN's dedicated correspondents covering the battleground states for us.

All right, Mary, what is the answer? Are we going to see these problems again?

MARY SNOW, CNN CORRESPONDENT: Wolf, one expert who is being paid to take a look at all the scenarios
here says there is the potential that things could be worse this time around. Of course, election officials are trying to
avoid that by trying to encourage as many people as possible to get to the polls before November 4.

(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE)

SNOW (voice-over): Ohio is hoping its early voting will prevent a repeat of this, lines that lasted for more than five
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hours in places like Franklin County, which includes Columbus.

Engineering professor Ted Allen was hired by the county to look at what went wrong.

TED ALLEN, ENGINEERING PROFESSOR, OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY: We estimate that between 20,000
and 30,000 people were deterred from voting.

SNOW: Twenty thousand to 30,000 people who couldn't vote, and that's just in one county.

Allen says lines were longest in urban areas. And, as a result, African-Americans, on average, had to wait
half-an-hour longer than everyone else to vote. One big problem? Not enough machines. The state has doubted the
number from 2004.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: The first thing the voter would do would be to vote on this page.

SNOW: Touch-screen machines like these will be used in Franklin County for the first time in a presidential
election. Ohio's secretary of state, Jennifer Brunner, who inherited the machines, was so skeptical of them, she ordered
backup paper ballots at polling places.

JENNIFER BRUNNER, OHIO SECRETARY OF STATE: We -- we have very poorly engineered systems, that I
know that there are some on the horizon that would be an improvement, but we're waiting on a very slow federal
certification and testing process.

SNOW: There's more emphasis on better training for poll workers.

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: If David's address or what he provides me with does not match what I have in here,
that's not going to work.

SNOW: We did a walk-through of the early voting process using a paper ballot. State and local ballot measures
make it lengthy.

MICHAEL STINZIANO, DIRECTOR, FRANKLIN COUNTY, GEORGIA, BOARD OF ELECTIONS: In the
time wait study we did, it takes about seven to nine minutes for the average person.

SNOW (on camera): OK.

STINZIANO: Obviously, we have seen anywhere from maybe three minutes to an hour.

SNOW (voice-over): Crunching the numbers into simulations, Ted Allen says long ballots, coupled with high
turnout, could be problematic.

ALLEN: Amazingly it, takes so much longer to vote with the new machines, we're predicting that there might be
lines, and, depending on the turnout, it might actually be worse than 2004.

SNOW (on camera): Worse than 2004?

ALLEN: Possibly.

(END VIDEOTAPE)

SNOW: And, Wolf, here in Franklin County, some people are being asked to vote on as many as 24 state races or
ballot initiatives. County officials are saying they are encouraging people to look at a Web site of a sample ballot. But,
still, there is record turnout expected on Election Day -- Wolf.
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BLITZER: Wow. OK. We will watch it with you. Mary is part of our battleground coverage reporters. She and
several others are dedicated in heavily contested states all the way through Election Day to work there every single day.
Stay tuned for more of their reports on all of the issues important to these states and important to you.

In these last days before the election, Hillary Clinton is crisscrossing the country, aiming to pump up support, not
just for Barack Obama, but also for Democrats in key congressional races, and Senate races as well, including Al
Franken in Minnesota. Let's go to CNN senior political analyst Bill Schneider. He's working the story for us. Bill, are
the Democrats bringing in a new contender into this race?

WILLIAM SCHNEIDER, CNN SENIOR POLITICAL ANALYST: Actually, an old contender who has been
around the track many times.

(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE)

SCHNEIDER (voice-over): The marathon runner is back in the race.

CLINTON: We are 15 days from the finish line. This has been a marathon race.

SCHNEIDER: Hillary Clinton is out on the campaign trail rallying the troops for Barack Obama.

CLINTON: Will you vote today? Go right from here to vote.

SCHNEIDER: And for Democratic House and Senate candidates like Al Franken in Minnesota.

CLINTON: Now, it's said you can't go home again, but for Al, I don't think he ever really left. He certainly left his
heart here in this state.

SCHNEIDER: Senator Clinton has reactivated her political action committee which contributes to Democratic
congressional campaigns. If Obama wins, it's likely to shut down the Democratic nomination until 2016. If Obama
loses, Clinton becomes the instant front-runner for 2012.

Is it really in Senator Clinton's interest for Barack Obama to get elected? The question came up at a bipartisan
dinner last week.

MCCAIN: I can't shake that feeling that some people here are pulling for me.

(APPLAUSE)

MCCAIN: I'm delighted to see you here tonight, Hillary.

SCHNEIDER: Clinton may be making a different calculation -- that Democrats are likely to enjoy a big victory this
year. She wants it to be her victory, too. She's bursting with ideas.

CLINTON: Jobs, baby, jobs. That's what we're for! With your help, America will once again rise from the ashes of
the Bushes. Tell them Hillary sent you to vote for Barack Obama.

SCHNEIDER: Clinton lost the nomination but she gained respect during the course of the primary campaign. Her
favorability ratings went up. That doesn't look like a loser.

(END VIDEOTAPE) SCHNEIDER: If Obama wins, Clinton could be the leading force in the Senate for his
agenda, and possibly one day the first woman to become Senate majority leader -- Wolf.

BLITZER: Bill Schneider, working the story, thank you.
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Hillary Clinton, by the way, is not the only Clinton showing support for Barack Obama and other fellow
Democrats, Bill Clinton also out there on the campaign trail. He is heading to Kentucky tomorrow to campaign for
Bruce Lunsford. Lunsford is locked in a tight race for Kentucky's U.S. Senate seat against the Republican incumbent,
Mitch McConnell, the Senate minority leader. We will be all over that story tomorrow.

Joe Biden takes aim at John McCain, Barack Obama's running mate saying McCain is getting out of control on the
campaign trail. But will this campaign tactic trump Joe the plumber?

And billion-dollar bonuses to Wall Street execs, sounds like it what it used to be before the global financial bailout,
but would you believe, guess what, it is happening right now?

And a stunning endorsement for Barack Obama. You're going to find out who is crossing party lines. We are
talking about that and more with the best political team on television.

Stay with us. You're in THE SITUATION ROOM.

(NEWS BREAK)

BLITZER: The former Federal Reserve chairman Alan Greenspan is warning the nation that -- the nation, that is, is
in dire economic straits, but he doesn't seem entirely sure how we got here.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

ALAN GREENSPAN, FORMER FEDERAL RESERVE CHAIRMAN: The problem here is something which
looked to be a very solid edifice and indeed a critical pillar to market competition and free markets did break down. And
I think that, as I said, shocked me. I still do not fully understand why it happened.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

BLITZER: Greenspan giving members of Congress an earful today, and they gave it right back to him.

And new reason for Americans to be outraged by Wall Street. Why are firms that are getting bailed out giving
corporate big shots big, fat bonuses? Brian Todd standing by.

And John McCain is accusing Barack Obama of saying anything to win. Could that be said of both presidential
candidates? The best political team on television is standing by for us on that score. Stay with us. You're in THE
SITUATION ROOM.

BLITZER: To our viewers, You're in THE SITUATION ROOM.

Happening now: For years, his words were financial gospel, but the former Federal Reserve chairman Alan
Greenspan admits he made a key mistake during his tenure. Should he shoulder any blame for the mortgage meltdown?
Stand by.

Wall Street gets a $700 billion bailout at taxpayer expense, but is that money going to billion-dollar bonuses for
some of the execs?

And the Obama campaign strikes back with accusations about McCain's alleged loss of control on the campaign
trail -- all of this coming up, plus the best political team on television.

I'm Wolf Blitzer. You are in THE SITUATION ROOM.

A disturbing description today of America's economic crisis, the former Fed chairman Alan Greenspan telling
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Congress that the nation is in the midst in his words of a once-in-a-century credit tsunami.

Let's go to our senior correspondent, Allan Chernoff. He is working the story for us.

The Alan Greenspan we saw today, there's no doubt about it, was not the Alan Greenspan who appeared so many
times before Congress over the years when he was the chairman.

ALLAN CHERNOFF, CNN SENIOR CORRESPONDENT: That is right, Wolf. We are used to seeing Alan
Greenspan as the financial guru. He essentially was the finance professor when he appeared before Congress. For the 18
years that he was chairman of the Federal Reserve, congressmen were pretty much his students, but not today. Today,
he was humbled before Congress.

(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE)

REP. DENNIS KUCINICH (D), OHIO: You, Mr. Greenspan, promoted adjustable-rate mortgages that fueled the
subprime market.

CHERNOFF (voice-over): For a change, it was former Federal Reserve chairman Alan Greenspan who was getting
a lecture from Congress -- not the other way around.

REP. JIM COOPER (D), TENNESSEE: What did you do in your tenure to help Americans and to help Congress
understand the real numbers for America?

CHERNOFF: Some members of Congress blamed Greenspan for the financial crisis because he used to run the
nation's central bank.

REP. HENRY WAXMAN (D), CALIFORNIA: The Federal Reserve had the authority to stop the irresponsible
lending practices that fueled the subprime mortgage market. But its long-time chairman, Alan Greenspan, rejected pleas
that he intervene.

CHERNOFF: Congress' General Accounting Office, in 1994, warned of the dangers of financial derivatives like
mortgage-backed securities. Greenspan, a fierce advocate of free markets and finance, said at the time banks could
handle any problems themselves.

WAXMAN: My question for you is simple, were you wrong?

GREENSPAN: Well, partially.

CHERNOFF: The former Fed chairman admitted he's stunned that banks failed to control their risk taking.

GREENSPAN: I made a mistake in presuming that the self-interest of organizations, specifically banks and others,
was such as that they were best capable of protecting their own shareholders and the equity in the firms. I think that, as I
said, shocked me. I still do not fully understand why it happened.

CHERNOFF: But Greenspan refused to take blame for what he described as a once in a century credit tsunami,
arguing it's the fault of banks and other big investors, who became too greedy in trying to profit from the mortgage
boom.

(END VIDEOTAPE)

CHERNOFF: Some congressmen were still interested in hearing Greenspan's forecast. And he's predicting tough
times ahead -- rising unemployment. And he says that the economy won't improve until housing stabilizes, which he
says is a good number of months away -- Wolf.
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BLITZER: We've got a lot of problems ahead of us before this thing gets better. Alan, thank you.

On Wall Street, the Dow was up 170 points today. But there's still outrage aimed at some firms that are taking
government bailout money with one hand, while still handing out massive bonuses with the other.

Brian Todd has been working this story for us -- Brian, what is going on?

BRIAN TODD, CNN CORRESPONDENT: A big part of this, Wolf, is the culture of Wall Street not changing yet.
With loopholes in the government's new rules on executive pay, we've learned many of these banks are up to the same
old tricks.

(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE)

TODD (voice-over): You're figuring out how to stay in your home. Your taxpayer dollars are going to investment
banks to keep them solvent. But some of them are doling out tens of billions of dollars for employee bonuses and
salaries.

REP. DENNIS KUCINICH (D), OHIO: The banks and these other firms feel that they can just take this money and
distribute it for bonuses? Are you kidding me? I mean this -- this goes beyond unfair. This is an outrage.

TODD: Congressman Dennis Kucinich is asking his staff to investigate how widespread this is. We were able to
get figures for four major banks. Goldman Sachs had set aside $13.5 billion through the third quarter for pay packages.
At Goldman, that averages out to more than $414,000 per employee. Morgan Stanley has accrued $10.7 billion through
three quarters; Merrill Lynch, $11.2 billion; and Citigroup, which has an investment and a deposit bank, has set aside
more than $25.8 billion.

Total -- more than $61 billion set aside in salaries and bonuses for the first three quarters. At three of the four, those
numbers are down from the same period last year.

Contacted by CNN, representatives of all four denied being irresponsible with the government's money. Some said
their top execs didn't take bonuses last year. Others said they're cutting costs and laying off people. Merrill Lynch said
some of this money is performance-based. But with performances that led to a financial crash, some compensation
experts try to put the outrage in context.

PROF. KEVIN J. MURPHY, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA: If they can't pay them in form of
bonuses, they'll pay them in the form of salaries. If they can't pay salaries, they'll find some other way to pay them. And
if they can't find another way to pay them, they will lose their top talent to hedge funds, private equity or other
unrestricted markets. And that's going to be bad news for taxpayers, for shareholders and the financial markets.

(END VIDEOTAPE)

TODD: But another analyst tells us hedge funds are in big trouble. Many have gone bust, he says. And the ones that
remain in business are laying people off, Wolf.

It's pretty bad all the way around.

BLITZER: But some of those banks that are involved in this -- they're taking government's cash, but they really
didn't want to take some government cash. So what's that part of the story all about?

TODD: That's right. And you've got to be fair to those banks. Citigroup is one of them. You know, when it's been
raising capital and laying off people for a year, not going under. When Henry Paulson sat down with these other banks
that were failing and injected cash into them, he said he's going to inject cash into banks like Citigroup, too. Citigroup
accepted that to reinvigorate lending activities. So when you talk about these pay practices, you've got to be fair to
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banks like Citigroup, that were not going under.

BLITZER: Brian Todd, thanks very much for the story.

Push comes to shove out there on the campaign trail.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) SEN. JOSEPH BIDEN (D-DE), VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE: I'll talk a little bit
in terms of racing terms. Right now, right now, our campaigns are trading a little paint.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

BLITZER: Joe Biden says John McCain doesn't have a steady hand on the wheel. The best political team on
television is all over that one.

And from a giant sized puppet of Barack Obama to a "Joe the Plumber's" costume, CNN's Jeanne Moos -- she'll
bring us the Moost Unusual side of this campaign.

Stick around. You're in THE SITUATION ROOM.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

MCCAIN: Twelve days to go, 13 days to go in this election and he changed his tax plan because the American
people had learned the truth about it and they didn't like it.

(APPLAUSE)

MCCAIN: It's another example that he'll say anything to get elected.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

BLITZER: Allegations of pandering in these, the final days of this campaign.

Let's discuss this and more with our senior political correspondent, Candy Crowley; our political contributor, Dana
Milbank of "The Washington Post;" and Steve Hayes, the senior writer for "The Weekly Standard."

Guys, thanks very much.

It's getting a little rough, but it expected in these final days, shouldn't it be?

CANDY CROWLEY, CNN SENIOR POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT: Absolutely. I mean this is -- boy, this is
when they pull everything out, particularly if you're John McCain and you're running behind, you pull out what you've
got. If you don't do it now, you can't do it Wednesday after the election.

It is not all that unusual for candidates to each accuse the other of pandering or saying anything and doing anything,
because it brings up that sort of craven politician thing. So it's not at all surprising.

BLITZER: And you heard Dana Bash say that McCain is now suggesting if you liked the policies of President
Bush over the past eight years, vote for Barack Obama, because he's going to be more Bush.

DANA MILBANK, CNN CONTRIBUTOR "WASHINGTON POST": Why not, right?

(LAUGHTER)

MILBANK: Throw everything out there right now. And this is the time in which they do this. I suspect it will get --
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it could and will get a lot worse than this. I mean, you know, saying that a guy will say anything to get elected, well,
that's pretty much the definition of politics right now. And it's virtually the same line that Bush used against Gore and
Kerry. So it's actually a retread. I think they can get much worse than this.

BLITZER: And listen to Senator Biden, Steve, because he's also out there saying a lot of things.

Listen to this.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

BIDEN: You know that term getting a little loose on the -- you know, when you're out there going 185 miles an
hour, getting a little loose?

Well, John is getting a little loose. He doesn't have much of a steady hand these days. And now -- and now is the
time, now is the time when we most need a steady hand.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

BLITZER: All right. That's part of theme, that he's erratic and, you know, he's jumping all over the place. So, what
do you think?

STEPHEN HAYES, SENIOR WRITER AT "THE WEEKLY STANDARD": Well, I think any time Joe Biden is
talking about NASCAR, that is saying anything and pandering to the voters.

(LAUGHTER)

HAYES: I mean the interesting thing about that is that as he was, you know, sort of playing with this NASCAR
metaphor, the crowd in North Carolina was utterly silent -- didn't react, didn't laugh the way that he thought they would
laugh. I mean I think it came off as inauthentic, as somebody who's probably never been to a NASCAR event by choice
talking about NASCAR in a way.

BLITZER: Although there is a NASCAR in Delaware.

HAYES: There's a NASCAR race in Dover.

BLITZER: Yes.

HAYES: I don't know whether he's gone to any (INAUDIBLE) by choice. BLITZER: I don't know if he hangs out
there, but I assume as a politician in Delaware, he probably shows up there once in a while.

CROWLEY: And he probably knows, coming from Delaware, where NASCAR is. Look, you know, it probably
didn't go over because I actually don't get that 185 miles an hour and you're, you know, a little loose. But here's what it
goes to. It goes to what the Obama campaign has been saying for several months now and trying to get out there --
there's something off here. You know, it's a he's not steady, he's -- there's a little bit something weird.

MILBANK: Yes. Maybe they should just come out and say he's old and crazy.

CROWLEY: That's exactly what he said.

MILBANK: That's what they're trying to do.

CROWLEY: Which is a better -- they're trying to say it without saying it.

MILBANK: The other side says that, well, that guy is a terrorist. I mean, we're -- let's stop beating around the Bush
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here.

(LAUGHTER)

BLITZER: Yes. But in the polls, it does show that he has a problem on this issue, that he was all over the place on
the economy. I'm talking about Senator McCain.

HAYES: Yes, I think the problem for Senator McCain is this is the narrative that the Obama campaign has tried to
peddle for months and months. And he, because of his actions on the economy, has sort of fueled it, in a sense, to use
further NASCAR analogies.

BLITZER: Only 12 days left. Some people say we can't wait for this to be over with, but there are others -- maybe
me -- who like watching these political players in action. I know you're anxious for this to be over with.

CROWLEY: You know, we have a -- just to tell a little inside story from CNN. We have a great researcher named
Rob Yuen (ph) and we also say, you know, 12 more days, 12 more days. And he goes until an automatic recount in 17
states.

BLITZER: Yes.

(LAUGHTER)

CROWLEY: So...

BLITZER: We've been there.

(LAUGHTER)

CROWLEY: That's because we (INAUDIBLE)... BLITZER: We've been there and done it. It was a long night in
2000. Do you remember that night in 2000?

MILBANK: It's all getting a bit hazy now. I've tried to repress the memory. But, you know, they've got teams of
lawyers ready for this eventuality. But I'm calling in sick on Wednesday.

BLITZER: Yes, I remember. We flew down to Tallahassee for about 30 days. It was that -- that's unlikely to
happen this time.

Stand by, guys. We've got much more to talk about.

It took some pleading, but CNN's newest star, D.L. Hughley, breaks some news.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

D.L. HUGHLEY, HOST: But you haven't endorsed anybody. You haven't endorsed anybody.

SCOTT MCCLELLAN, FORMER WHITE HOUSE PRESS SECRETARY: Right.

HUGHLEY: And it's McCain and it's Obama. You know, and I'm a new show and your endorsement would
probably mean a lot. But -- and don't look at the fact that I'm black or nothing like -- no pressure. Endorse somebody,
damn it. Endorse somebody.

(LAUGHTER)

(END VIDEO CLIP)
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BLITZER: President Bush's former press secretary, Scott McClellan, comes through and makes an endorsement.
You're going to hear who he wants to be the next president.

And he's made a pick of his own, but listen to the pop star piano man. Billy Joel sounds off on the celebrity
endorsements.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

BILL JOEL, MUSICIAN: People pay for tickets. I don't think they want to hear what you -- who you're going to
vote for or what, you know, how you think they should vote.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

HUGHLEY: But you haven't endorsed anybody. You haven't endorsed anybody.

MCCLELLAN: Right.

HUGHLEY: And it's McCain and it's Obama. You know, and I'm a new show and your endorsement would
probably mean a lot. But -- and don't look at the fact that I'm black or nothing like -- no pressure.

Endorse somebody, damn it. Endorse somebody.

MCCLELLAN: From the very beginning, I've said I'm going to support the candidate that has the best chance of
changing the way Washington works and getting things done. I will be voting for Barack Obama.

HUGHLEY: Oh, God.

(APPLAUSE)

(END VIDEO CLIP)

BLITZER: All right. Scott McClellan breaking the news on D.L. Hughley's new show. What do you think, Steve,
the former press secretary of the White House for President Bush endorsing Barack Obama?

HAYES: Well, I think all over the country, Republicans are saying to themselves can we get Scott to go work for
Barack Obama to give John McCain a chance in these last two weeks? I think it's probably too late.

BLITZER: You're not surprised by this, are you?

MILBANK: Well, I'm picturing the guy in his living room out there saying well, I'm not sure about that Colin
Powell endorsement, but that Scott McClellan --

BLITZER: Wow!

MILBANK: Yes. That's the ticket for me.

(LAUGHTER)

BLITZER: Yes. That's really going to turn things around.

MILBANK: So --
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BLITZER: You know Scott McClellan.

CROWLEY: I do. I do. Good television, I agree. I'm not sure anybody out there is going to go OK.

But, I mean, look, it's always stunning for those of us who know Scott McClellan or who watched, you know, his
total allegiance to George Bush coming up to think wow, you know, eight years later, here we are.

But in terms of affecting this election --

BLITZER: But given the book that he wrote, none of us should have been surprised, because he was very harsh in
that book. You remember that, Steve. HAYES: Yes, he was critical. I mean I think the book contained a lot of platitudes
about bipartisanship and things that, you know, sound nice in a book and sound nice when you're criticizing your former
boss. But at the end of the day, I don't, you know, I don't think any of us were surprised. I don't think this will surprise
anybody.

BLITZER: Were you surprised at Ken Adelman? Do you remember Ken Adelman? He endorsed Barack Obama,
too. He was a former Pentagon official in, what, the Reagan administration.

MILBANK: Exactly. And the man who spoke of a cake walk occurring in Baghdad.

BLITZER: Right.

MILBANK: So, yes, that was. And he had an advisory role early in the Bush Pentagon, as well. You see a bunch of
these happening over and over again.

I'm sure the Republicans would say rats on a sinking ship. But I don't think anybody would dispute that that ship
has already foundered.

BLITZER: And there are Democrats who support John McCain, including Joe Lieberman. So you can't forget that.

CROWLEY: Absolutely. So it's a -- you know, we talk a lot about how the map is beginning to mix up and it's not
going to be the same way that it's been before, with the red states and the blue states. I think we've seen some cross
allegiances here that are sometimes political and sometimes heartfelt.

BLITZER: Guys, thanks very much.

You can see, by the way, the premier of the D.L. Hughley's program. It's called "D.L. Hughley Breaks the News,"
this Saturday night, 10:00 p.m. Eastern, 7:00 Pacific only -- only here on CNN. Check it out.

Some controversy over an interview that the Republican vice presidential nominee, Sarah Palin, gave. She gave it
to our Drew Griffin. He interviewed the governor this week. You saw it here in THE SITUATION ROOM -- Drew, as
you know, you're being criticized for one question that you answered Governor Palin. Tell our viewers what the issue is.

DREW GRIFFIN, CNN SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS UNIT: Wolf, the issue was really the setup to a question in
that 25-minute interview.

First, I want you to hear what this is all about.

Here's the question.

(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) GRIFFIN: Governor, you've been mocked in the press. The press has been pretty hard on
you. The Democrats have been pretty hard on you. But, also, some conservatives have been pretty hard on you, as well.

The "National Review" had a story saying that, you know, I can't tell if Sarah Palin is incompetent, stupid,
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unqualified, corrupt or all of the above.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

GRIFFIN: The "National Review" is a conservative magazine. And the author, Byron York. Here is what York
wrote: "Watching press conference of the Republican candidate for vice president, it's sometimes hard to decide
whether Sarah Palin is incompetent, stupid, unqualified, corrupt, backward or -- or, well, all of the above."

Unfortunately, in my question, I botched it. I misquoted York by using the word I instead of reading his direct
quote, which I had in front of me, which attributes the statement to the media.

I thought it was a very good article, Wolf. I was going to get it -- use it to get the governor to answer the question
why her, you know, successful record in Alaska wasn't getting out. She had no trouble answering that question and in
no way did I intend to misquote the "National Review".

The exchange aired just once on your show, Wolf. And as soon as the "National Review" brought it to our attention
at 7:05, we immediately realized that context could be misconstrued and we cut that portion of the interview. It never
aired again.

We also sent a statement directly to the "National Review" explaining what happened and that we do not plan to
run it again.

And I've since called Byron York and his editor, Rich Lowry, explained what happened and told them both that I
regret any harm this may have brought -- Wolf.

BLITZER: All right, Drew. Thanks very much. Drew Griffin reporting for us.

The campaign is getting "Moost Unusual" -- from a 13-foot tall Barack Obama puppet to a "Joe the Plumber"
costume. CNN's Jeanne Moss has it covered.

She's the one conservative voice on "The View." And now Elisabeth Hasselbeck is ready to hit the road for a
candidate. You won't be surprised who that candidate is.

BLITZER: Let's take a look at some of the "Hot Shots" coming in from our friends at the Associated Press --
pictures likely to be in your newspapers tomorrow.

In India, stranded travelers get rest after several trains were canceled due to track vandalism.

In Turkey, a demonstrator places stickers to protest a head scarf ban at universities.

In London, an engineer performs maintenance on the Millennium Bridge.

And in Ukraine, a musician plays violin by the subway to earn some money.

Some of this hour's "Hot Shots" -- pictures worth a thousand words.

On our "Political Ticker," the piano man defends his decision to take sides in the presidential race. Billy Joel
recently teamed up with fellow musician Bruce Springsteen for a concert to benefit Barack Obama. Today Joel
appeared at the National Press Club here in Washington to explain why it's so important for him to get involved.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

JOEL: Thank you.
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But over the last few months, you know, I just -- there's a quote that keeps occurring to me. And it's a Dante quote.
And it says: "The darkest places in hell are reserved for those who maintain their neutrality in times of moral crisis."
And I thought oh, OK...

(LAUGHTER)

JOEL: All righty. I don't want -- I don't want to be in that place. So -- so I did this fundraiser.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

BLITZER: The lone conservative on the daytime talk show, "The View," now is set to campaign with Sarah Palin.
Elisabeth Hasselbeck will appear the Republican vice presidential nominee in Florida this weekend. Hasselbeck says
Palin invited her to participate and the rally should give her some good stories when she returns to "The View" on
Monday.

Just when you thought Barack Obama and John McCain couldn't surprise you after all these months out on the
campaign trail, a giant puppet comes along to prove you wrong.

Here's Jeanne Moos with some "Moost Unusual" campaign follies.

(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE)

JEANNE MOOS, CNN CORRESPONDENT (voice-over): Candidates say the darndest things. Take Sarah Palin,
speaking after country star Gretchen Wilson serenaded the crowd about what kind of woman she is.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

GRETCHEN WILSON, SINGER (SINGING): I'm a red necked woman.

GOV. SARAH PALIN (R-AK), VICE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE: Someone called me a red necked woman
once and you know what I said back?

I said, why thank you.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

MOOS: Governor Palin is probably fed up with the press, but at least she hasn't sneezed on us.

OBAMA: It should be the banks taking -- I'm sorry.

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Bless you.

OBAMA: I could -- I was fighting that off for a while.

MOOS: Not only did Senator Obama sneeze, he then reached out and touched the poor reporter -- the video is
spreading faster than germs on the Web. As is this photo of the senator with holes in his soles. Obama's V.P. soul mate
had some trouble with their opponent's name.

BIDEN: John McClain -- John McCain. Excuse me, John McCain.

MOOS: We know John McClain, senator, from "Die Hard."

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)
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UNIDENTIFIED MALE: You're still a cowboy, Mr. McClain.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

MOOS: And McCain, you're no McClain.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Happy trails, Hans.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

MOOS: From "Die Hard" to "007," "Parade" magazine asked actor Daniel Craig which candidate would be the
better Bond. And Craig said Obama. McCain would be a better M.

(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)

JUDI DENCH, ACTRESS: Utter one more syllable and I'll have you killed.

(END VIDEO CLIP)

MOOS: Craig said McCain has a kind of Judi Dench quality.

Meanwhile, Sarah Palin told "People" magazine that if she had had another child joining the ranks of Trig and Piper
and Trac, she would have named him Zamboni. What, not "Joe the Plumber?" MCCAIN: Joe over here. Thank you, Joe.
Joe, thank you. There's Joe.

OBAMA: He's fighting for Joe the hedge fund manager, Joe the CEO.

MOOS: The "Joe the Plumber" costume is big on Ricky's Halloween Web site, though it doesn't amount to much
more than a bald cap, a plunger and a name tag.

(on camera): We thought you might like to take a look at a few of our favorite campaign souvenirs, for instance, the
Obama and McCain gargoyles. These are the designer Obama underwear. Cap'n McCain's and Obama Os cereal.
Custom cereal -- 39 bucks a box. And speaking of boxes, Barack-in-a-Box.

(voice-over): Reminds us of that 13-foot puppet --

(VIDEO CLIP)

MOOS: -- an I-Reporter sent in, intended to encourage early voting in Cleveland, Ohio, who looks like he's had his
Wheaties or maybe his Obama O's. Hope in every bowl versus a maverick in every bite.

Jeanne Moos --

(VIDEO CLIP OF OBAMA SNEEZING)

MOOS: CNN --

(VIDEO CLIP OF OBAMA SNEEZING)

OBAMA: I'm sorry.

MOOS: -- New York.
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UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Bless you.

OBAMA: I could -- I was fighting that off for a while.

(END VIDEOTAPE)

BLITZER: We want you to check out our political pod cast. To get the best political team to go, you can subscribe
at CNN.com/situationroom.

I'm Wolf Blitzer in THE SITUATION ROOM. See you back here tomorrow.

Up next, "LOU DOBBS TONIGHT".

Lisa Sylvester filling in for Lou -- Lisa?
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Firms still setting aside billions for bonuses 
By Christine Harper and Serena Saitto 

NEW YORK — Five straight quarters of losses and a 70 percent slide 

in its stock this year have not stopped Merrill Lynch from allocating 

about $6.7 billion to pay bonuses. 

Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley, both still on track for profitable 

years, have set aside about $13 billion for bonuses after three 

quarters, down 28 percent from a year ago. Even some employees at 

Lehman Brothers, which declared the biggest bankruptcy in U.S. history last month, will 

get the same bonus they received a year ago. 

The worst U.S. financial crisis since the Great Depression, a $700 billion bailout, public 

outcry over excessive pay and the demise of three of the biggest securities firms will not 

deter Wall Street from offering year-end rewards to employees, compensation experts say. 

"Critical producers and critical managers will be retained with the same bonus they had 

last year," said Robert Sloan, head of U.S. financial-services recruiting at Egon Zehnder 

International, an executive-search firm in New York. "The others will see sharp cuts." 

Goldman, the most profitable Wall Street firm until it opted to become a bank holding 

company last month, has set aside about $6.85 billion for bonuses, or an average of 

$210,300 for each employee, down 32 percent from $339,400 a year ago. Morgan Stanley, 

which was the second-biggest securities firm until it also converted to a bank, has $6.44 

billion for bonuses, or $138,700 per person, down 20 percent from last year. Both firms 

accrue a fixed percentage of their revenue for compensation, so the decline in bonus pools 

matches the drop in revenue. 

The money Merrill has set aside for bonuses equates to an average $110,000 for each of its 

60,900 people, up from $108,000 a year ago because more than 3,000 jobs have been cut. 

The bonus figures are based on estimates that about 60 percent of the compensation and 

benefits expenses reported by the companies will be paid in year-end bonuses, as occurred 

in past years. Average bonuses are not an indication of how much any employee will 

receive, because payments range widely from assistants to top traders. Bonuses are not 

paid until the end of the fiscal year, so firms could choose to reallocate the funds. 

"We are in the process of determining appropriate levels of year-end compensation, and no 

decisions have been made," said Mark Lake, a spokesman at Morgan Stanley. Ed Canaday, 

a spokesman for Goldman in New York, declined to comment. 

A spokeswoman for Merrill, Jessica Oppenheim, said the firm's accrued bonuses were not 

down as much as those at Goldman and Morgan Stanley because Merrill cut expenses last 
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year, when it also had a loss. Compensation costs are down 18 percent this year, compared 

with the first nine months of 2006, Merrill's last profitable year. 

A worldwide economic slowdown, caused in part by the financial industry's losses, and a 

U.S. Treasury plan to spend $250 billion of taxpayer money buying stakes in banks, have 

made pay a political issue this year. 

"There should be a moratorium on bonuses," said Barney Frank, chairman of the U.S. 

House of Representatives' Financial Services Committee. "If nobody gave them, there 

wouldn't be a competitive aspect." 

In Zurich, protesters blocked UBS's private-banking branch on the Paradeplatz last week 

to seek curbs on executive pay after Switzerland's largest bank was forced to ask for 

government aid. 

"I'm just flabbergasted that the financial community has failed to show any sense of 

leadership on this issue and doesn't seem to understand how angry people are at them," 

said Nell Minow of Corporate Library, a corporate-governance research company. "They 

are just a bonus away from having the villagers come after them with torches." 

Goldman, Morgan Stanley, Merrill, Lehman and Bear Stearns awarded their employees a 

cumulative $145 billion in bonuses from 2003 through 2007, according to estimates based 

on company reports. Last year the firms paid out a record $39 billion. 

At the end of this year, companies could decide against paying the money accrued for 

bonuses and instead use part of it to cover severance costs, said Rose Marie Orens, a 

partner based in New York for Mercer, the human resources consulting unit of Marsh & 

McLennan, who specializes in executive compensation for financial-service companies. 

Goldman and Morgan Stanley end their fiscal year in November, and Merrill's ends in 

December. 

"Whether what you see is what they're going to pay, you can't tell yet," she said. "It's highly 

unlikely they'll add to those numbers and more likely they'll bring them down." 

Lehman filed for bankruptcy on Sept. 15. Merrill Lynch and Bear Stearns were rescued in 

emergency sales to Bank of America, based in Charlotte, North Carolina, and JPMorgan 

Chase in New York. Goldman and Morgan Stanley are each receiving $10 billion of capital 

from the government. 

Bank of America is offering Merrill's U.S. brokers bonuses of as much as 100 percent of the 

revenue they generate to keep them after the deal is complete, people briefed on the plan 

have said. 

Employees at Lehman Brothers in Europe have been promised by their new owner, 

Nomura Holdings, that they will receive the same bonus as last year, according to two 

people familiar with the situation. 

Share prices and profits have dropped more than bonuses so far. Goldman's profit has 

fallen 47 percent this year, and the stock is down 53 percent. Morgan Stanley's earnings 

have tumbled 41 percent, and the shares have shed 69 percent of their value. 

Still, "smart companies are going to reward those people who performed well," said Daniel 

Moynihan of Compensation Resources in Upper Saddle River, New Jersey. 

Even without bonuses, Wall Street's traders and bankers typically receive salaries that 

range from $80,000 to $600,000 a year. 
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Bloomberg.com

Broken Securities Industry Still Has $20 Billion to Pay Bonuses

By Christine Harper and Serena Saitto

Oct 27 Bloomberg -- Five straight quarters of losses and 70 percent slide in its stock this year havent

stopped from allocating about $6.7 billion to pay bonuses

and both still on track for profitable years have set aside about

$13 billion for bonuses after three quarters down 28 percent from year ago Even some employees at Lehman

Brothers Holdings Inc which declared the biggest bankruptcy in U.S history last month will get the same

bonus they received year ago

The wörst financial crisis since the Great Depression $700 billion taxpayer bailout public outcry over

excessive pay and the demise of three of the biggest securities firms wont deter Wall Street from offering

year-end rewards to employees on top of their salaries compensation experts say

Critical producers and critical managers will be retained with the same bonus they had last year said

head of U.S financial-services recruiting at Egon Zehnder International New York-based

executive-search firm The others will see sharp cuts

Goldman the biggest and most profitable Wall Street firm until it opted to become bank holding company last

month has set aside about $6.85 billion for bonuses or an average of $210300 for each employee down 32

percent from $339400 year ago the second-biggest securities firm until it also converted

to bank has $6.44 billion for bonuses or $138700 per person down 20 percent from last year Both firms

accrue fixed percentage of their revenue for compensation so the decline in bonus pools matches the drop in

revenue

Merrills Compensation

The money Merrill has set aside for bonuses equates to an average $110000 for each of its 60900 people up

from $108000 year ago because more than 3000 jobs have been cut

The bonus figures are based on estimates that about 60 percent of the compensation and benefits expenses

reported by the companies will be paid in year-end bonuses as occurred in past years Average bonuses arent

an indication of how much any employee will receive since payments range widely from assistants to top

traders Bonuses arent paid until the end of the fiscal year so firms could choose to reallocate the funds

We are in the process of determining appropriate levels of year-end compensation and no decisions have

been made said spokesman at Morgan Stanley spokesman for Goldman in New

York declined to comment

Merrill spokeswoman ..-J said the firms accrued bonuses arent down as much as those at

Goldman and Morgan Stanley because the firm reduced expenses last year when it also had loss

Compensation costs are down 18 percent this year compared with the first nine months of 2006 Merrills last

profitable year

Moratorium on Bonuses

worldwide economic slowdown caused in part by the financial industrys losses and U.S Treasury plan to

spend $250 billion of taxpayer money buying stakes in banks have made pay political issue this year

There should be moratorium on bonuses chairman of the House Financial Services
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Committee told reporters last week If nobody gave them there wouldnt be competitive aspect

In Zurich protesters blocked private banking branch on Paradeplatz last week to seek curbs on

executive pay after Switzerlands largest bank was forced to ask for government aid

$145 Billion

Im just flabbergasted that the financial community has failed to show any sense of leadership on this issue

and doesnt seem to understand how angry people are at them said editor of Corporate Library

Portland Maine-based corporate-governance research firm They are just bonus away from having the

villagers come after them with torches

New York-based Merrill and Bear Stearns Cos awarded their employees

cumulative $145 billion in bonuses from 2003 through 2007 according to estimates based on company

reports Thats more than the annual gross domestic product of the Philippines Last year the firms paid out

record $39 billion

At the end of this year companies may decide against paying the money accrued for bonuses and instead use

part of it to cover severance costs said Rose Marie Orens New York-based partner at Mercer the human

resources consulting unit of Marsh McLennan Cos who specializes in executive compensation for financial-

service companies Goldman and Morgan Stanley end their fiscal year in November and ends in

December

Lehman Bankruptcy

Whether what you see isihat theyre going to pay you cant tell yet she said Its highly unlikely theyll

add to those numbers and more likely theyll bring them down

Lehman filed for bankruptcy on Sept 15 Merrill Lynch and Bear Stearns were rescued in emergency sales to

Charlotte North Carolina-based and in New York Goldman and

Morgan Stanley are each receiving $10 billion of capital from the government

Bank of America is offering Merrills U.S brokers bonuses of as much as 100 percent of the revenue they

generate to keep them after the deal is complete people briefed on the plan said last week

spokesman for Bank of America declined to comment

Employees at Lehman Brothers in Europe have been promised by their new owner
that they will receive the same bonus as last year according to two people familiar with the situation Nomura

spokesman declined to comment

Earnings Slump

Share prices and profits have dropped more than bonuses so far profit has fallen 47 percent this

year and the stock is down 53 percent earnings have tumbled 41 percent and the shares

have shed 69 percent of their value

Performances have certainly not been what investors would expect said principal at

Compensation Resources Inc 25-year-old company in Upper Saddle River New Jersey that advises

companies on pay practices Still smart companies are going to reward those people who performed well

he said

Even without bonuses Wall Streets traders and bankers typically receive salaries that range from $80000 to

$600000 year That compares with the mean annual wage for the average U.S employee of about $40690

and mean for CEOs of $151370 according to May 2007 Bureau of Labor Statistics report

For many on Wall Street those salaries arent enough Top employees expect to receive bonuses that can be in

the millions or tens of millions of dollars 54 Goldmans chief executive officer was awarded

$67.9 million bonus last year on top of his $600000 salary

Obscene Mindset

At Merrill Lynch CEO 53 received $15 million bonus when he was hired in December

56 who is leaving after joining Merrill last month as strategy head may be eligible to collect on pay

package originally valued at $95 million including stock and options that replaced Goldman stake he had to

forfeit people familiar with the matter have said
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While some of the most senior executives may choose to forgo their bonuses like Morgan Stanley CEO John

Mack 63 did last year others whose compensation isnt disclosed can still take home millions said Mercers

ren

At investment banks the largest compensation doesnt necessarily get paid to the top five executives she

said They could be zeros but there still will be people making $28 million

When you work on Wall Street and you get no bonus that is huge shock to the system said

Cc chief compensation officer at Salary.com software provider based in Waltham Massachusetts

Wall Street has created this mindset that most people find obscene which is that its hard to live on just half

million dollars year

No Wall Street

investment banker in Europe speaking on the condition that he wouldnt be identified said

his bonus last year was five times his salary and that he would quit if he didnt get bonus this year unless his

salary was doubled

There is no Wall Street without bonuses said former analyst and hedge-fund manager

turned author The guys who know how to make money are the ones who are in demand If you want to keep

them you have to pay them something

More than 148000 financial jobs have been eliminated worldwide since the middle of 2007 according to data

compiled by Bloomberg Securities industry jobs in New York fell by 9000 or percent through August 2008

the Federal Reserve Bank of New York said in an Oct 23 report The mean annual salary of securities industry

employees in 2007 was slightly less than $400000 according to the Fed report

Goldman Cuts

Goldman Sachs plans to cut about 3200 people or 10 percent of its employees person familiar with the

matter said last week Thats reversal from Sept 16 when Chief Financial Officer said he

expected the number of employees to grow this year Viniar told analysts in March that compensation costs

make up two-thirds of the firms expenses and that year-end bonuses are roughly two-thirds of compensation

More job reductions are likely especially at Merrill and Lehman About 10000 Merrill employees may lose their

jobs estimates an analyst at Ladenburg Thalmann Co Options Group financial services

recruitment and consulting firm in New York estimates that global banking job cuts could reach 200000 with

as many as 50000 in New York

The vast majority of the guys who are being let go are not going to find another job in this environment on

the Street said the former CEO of Drexel Burnham Lambert Inc whos now co-head of Morgan

Joseph Co in New York Middle- market firms like us are growing but all of us wont hire enough people to

dent the 10 percent of people that Goldmans going to let go

Hedge Funds

which is acquiring Lehmans North American investment banking and capital markets businesses

will cut about 3000 jobs Barclays President said in an Oct 10 Fortune magazine article

While London-based Barclays has $2.5 billion pool of money to pay severance and other compensation it

hasnt promised former Lehman employees any bonuses spokesman at Barclays declined to

comment

Competition for top employees standard explanation for paying larqe bonuses is less fierce this year Hedge

funds which have poached top traders from securities firms in the past may cut as many as 10000 jobs this

year after their biggest losses in more than 20 years estimates Options Group

People dont have whole lot of alternative places to go to and its pretty clear to everybody that theyre

lucky to have job said former Goldman partner whos now finance professor at New York

Universitys Stern School of Business It has never been easy to find industries away from finance where you

can make millions of dollars year

Who Are Keepers

cmy means more bonus money will be available for those who remain said Mercers Orens

You determine these are keepers and youve got to keep them so theyll receive disproportionate amount
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of the money that remains she said You want to make sure theyre not there and angry

Joseph the former Drexel CEO recalled the time at Shearson Hammill Co in 1973 when he had to deliver

some good news and some bad news to young employee

The good news is were firing half your class but we love you and we want you to stay the bad news is

youre not going to get bonus and were 10 percent he said He stayed and he built

whole career and hes been successful investment banker ever since

The following table compares compensation and estimated bonuses for the first nine months of 2008 with the

first nine months of last year Bonus estimates are 60 percent of total compensation Bonus awards are typically

determined at the end of the year with payments made in December or January

Goldman Morgan Stanley Merrill

Nine Months 2007

Total compensation $16.92 $13.37 $11.56

in billions

Estimated Bonus $10.15 $8.02 $6.94

in billions

Employees 29905 47713 64200

Bonus Per Employee $339408 $168067 $108075

Nine Months 2008

Total compensation $11.42 $10.73 $11.17

in billions

Estimated Bonus $6.85 $6.44 $6.70

in billions

Employees 32569 46383 60900

Bonus Per Employee $210322 $138749 $110049

Employee numbers are figures in third-quarter earnings reports

and dont reflect any cuts or additions since then

To contact the reporter on this story
christine Barper in New York at

charper@bloomberg net

Serene Saitto in New York at

ssaitto@bloomberg.net
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HEADLINE: Wall Street firms setting aside bonus money for employees 
 
ANCHORS: MATT LAUER, MEREDITH VIEIRA 
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BODY: 

MATT LAUER, co-host: 

This week the government is sending $125 billion to the country's largest banks, the first installment of that biggest 
government bailout in history. And while the average person has lost a bundle on their investments and 401(k)s, some 
of the biggest firms on Wall Street are setting billions of dollars aside for bonuses, and that has some people in Wash-
ington up in arms. NBC's Tom Costello has details on that. 

Tom, good morning to you.  

TOM COSTELLO reporting: 

Hi, Matt. You know, this is the normal way of doing business on Wall Street where 40 percent of the pay usually 
comes in the form of a paycheck, 60 percent comes at the end of the year with a bonus. But this is hardly a normal year. 

It seems hard to believe the very financial institutions that are getting billions of dollars in taxpayer money to shore 
up their balance sheets have also been setting aside billions of dollars for employee end-of-the-year bonuses. 

Mr. LARRY MISHEL (Executive Compensation Watchdog): These are the folks that have given us a global finan-
cial meltdown and are receiving billions of dollars of support from America's taxpayers. They don't deserve huge bo-
nuses. Their salaries are plenty high enough. 

COSTELLO: According to an analysis by Bloomberg News, Goldman Sachs has set aside roughly $6.8 billion in 
bonuses this year for an average of $210,000 per employee, though some will get more, some will get less. Morgan 
Stanley has set aside $6.4 billion for bonuses, the average $138,000 per employee. And at Merrill Lynch, Bloomberg 
estimates $6.7 billion set aside for bonuses, $110,000 on average, higher than a year ago because 3,000 jobs have been 
cut. 

Wall Street traders and bankers can earn 80 to $600,000 a year, but bonuses can add hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars, or millions of dollars to that figure. 

Unidentified Reporter: People who work on Wall Street are there primarily for one reason, to make a lot of money, 
and they don't feel bad about it. They shouldn't necessarily feel bad about it, but you aren't going to see a lot of them 
saying this is ridiculous and I don't deserve it. 
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COSTELLO: But now the chairman of the House Financial Services Committee says if Wall Street passes out the 
bonuses, it will soon face a more determined Democratically controlled Congress. 

Representative BARNEY FRANK (Democrat, Massachusetts): They are building support for legislation that I will 
be pushing next year to put some limits on this kind of compensation because as I said it not only drains money away 
from more productive uses, but it also has this perverse incentive where it's a one-way street and it can't be allowed to 
continue. 

COSTELLO: Well, Goldman Sachs, Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley all say they haven't made any final deci-
sions on bonus payouts yet, they're simply setting money aside. But taxpayers who are, of course, shoring up the banks, 
may find all of this kind of hard to swallow because the average American earns about $45,000 a year. Matt: 

LAUER: All right. Tom Costello in Washington this morning. Tom, thank you very much. 

And coming up, a sad anniversary. One year ago today, Stacy Peterson vanished. Was her husband responsible? 
We'll talk to Drew Peterson in an exclusive interview. But first, this is TODAY on NBC. 

*** 

LAUER: Still to come on a Tuesday morning, keeping those wrinkles and gray hairs at bay. 

MEREDITH VIEIRA, co-host: 

Plus, why you may be paying too much for prescription drugs. The secrets to saving a lot of money, after your local 
news and weather.  
 
LOAD-DATE: October 28, 2008 
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Bloomberg.com

Wall Street Wont Surrender on Bonuses Veterans Say Updatel

By Christine Harper

Oct 30 Bloomberg -- Wall Streets chief executives will hunker down

and pay bonuses this year in the face of the worst financial crisis since

the Great Depression taxpayer bailout and mounting political outcry

industry veterans say

Odds that Wall Street will forgo the payouts are slim to none said

lc7nr Ca 79 president of New York-based Gutfreund Co and

the former chief executive officer of Salomon Brothers Inc Theyre

going to have to be little bit sensitive because politicians whether they

like it or not are part of their lives now

Year-end payments at the nine banks that received $125 billion from the

U.S Treasury are under investigation by U.S Representative and New York Attorney General

who are demanding details on the companies compensation plans Three of the firms

Goldman Sachs Group Inc Morgan Stanley and Merrill Lynch Co have already set aside $20 billion to pay

bonuses this year

The payouts typically account for about two-thirds of compensation at the biggest Wall Street firms The

bonuses are accrued throughout the year in line with revenue

Financial institutions that have accepted federal assistance should be required to face consequences from

their earlier bad decisions and cancel those bonuses Senator Maine Republican said in

statement on Oct 28

Poor Performers

Few of the nine companies receiving money from the U.S Treasury are performing well this year Only

ra Cc has higher share price up percent this year with the rest showing declines ranging from 18

percent at Cnc to 72 percent at State Street Corp is the only firm to

report increased profits pt ncI has reported five straight quarterly losses

The public pressure might mitigate against bonuses at the levels weve seen recently and thats in sync with

the economic issues said fl 5r-eh 71 co-head of Morgan Joseph Co in New York and the former CEO

of Drexel Burnham Lambert Inc There will be bonuses this year but think they may be reduced by larger

percentage.t

For some bankers smaller payout would come as surprise More than one-third of Wall Street employees

surveyed by recruitment Web site between Oct 13 and Oct 21 said they expect bigger bonus this year

Two-thirds of the 1300 people surveyed said they still expect some year-end award according to

eFinancialCareers.com owned by New York based Dice Holdings Inc

Bonus Season

Waxman California Democrat and chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform

sent letters on Oct 28 to the nine banks that are receiving money in the U.S Treasurys capital purchase

program requesting details of their compensation plans

Cuomo sent letters yesterday to the nine companies requesting detailed accounting of expected payments to top
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executives in the upcoming bonus season including information on the expected bonus pool for this year

House Speaker cc of California and Senate Majority Leader of Nevada both Democrats

urged Treasury Secretary enry Pa.Js to put restrictions on severance pay for executives that participate in

the bailout

The nine companies receiving the initial $125 billion from the Troubled Asset Relief Program or TARP are

Goldman Sachs Morgan Stanley Merrill Lynch Citigroup Inc JpMorgan Wells Fargo Bank of America Corp
Bank of New York Mellon Corp and State Street

Outrage

Wall Street bank executives are set to walk away with billions of bonuses at the end of this year
the Democratic presidential candidate said in campaign speech on Oct 28 We call that an

outrage

Citigroup in an e-mailed statement said it will cooperate with federal and state inquiries about our global

expenditures for wages health insurance and other benefits which we believe reflect compensation best

practices

The New York-based bank said it will also adhere to constraints on executive pay imposed under TARP

Spokespeople for the other firms targeted by Waxman and Cuomo either declined to comment yesterday or said

they will cooperate with the inquiries

Obamas Republican opponent told supporters in Miami yesterday that Im going to make sure

we take care of the working people who were devastated by the excesses greed and corruption of Wall Street

and Washington

Joseph the former Drexel CEO said companies that dont pay bonuses risk losing employees who are unwilling

to settle for salaries Salaries in the industry range from about $80000 to $600000 year

Serious Exodus

lot of guys wouldnt want to work this hard just for salaries he said Youd have serious exodus from

the business by lot of really talented people -- theyd become CFOs of companies go to firms that didnt

participate in the TARP program go to hedge funds or start hedge funds

Hedge funds which have lured top traders from securities firms in the past may cut as many as 10000 jobs

this year as the industry suffers the steepest losses in more than two decades according to Options Group

financial services recruitment and consulting firm in New York More than 149000 finance jobs have been

eliminated worldwide since the middle of last year according to data compiled by Bloomberg

Gutfreund the former Salomon CEO said Wall Street executives are likely to find ways to pay bonuses and

manage the political uproar

Im sure there are creative ways he said There are all kinds of devices to cover yourself in terms of

paying people

To contact the reporter on this story in New York at

Last Updated October 30 2008 0959 SOT
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HEADLINE BANKERS RELUCTANT TO SURRENDER BONUSES

BODY

Wall Streets chief executives will hunker down and pay bonuses this year in the face of the worst financial crisis

since the Great Depression taxpayer bailout and mounting political outcry industry veterans say

Odds that Wall Street will forgo the payouts are slim to none said John Gutfreund president of New York-based

Gutfreund Co and the former chief executive officer of Salomon Brothers Inc Theyre going to have to be little bit

sensitive because politicians whether they like it or not are part of their lives now.Year-end payments at the nine

banks that received $125 billion from the US Treasury are under investigation by US Representative Henry Waxman

and New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo who are demanding details on companies compensation plans Three

of the firms Goldman Sachs Group Inc Morgan Stanley and Merrill Lynch Co have already set aside $20 billion to

pay bonuses this year The payouts typically account for about two-thirds of compensation at the biggest Wall Street

firms The bonuses are accrued throughout the year in line with revenue

Financial institutions that have accepted federal assistance should be required to face consequences from their

earlier bad decisions and cancel those bonuses Senator Olympia Snowe Maine Republican said in statement on

Oct28

Few of the nine companies receiving money from the US Treasury are performing well this year Only Well Fargo

Co has higher share price up percent this year with the rest showing declines ranging from 18 percent at

JPMorgan Chase Co to 72 percent at Morgan Stanley State Street Corp is the only firm to report increased profits

Merrill Lynch has reported five straight quarterly losses The public pressure might mitigate against bonuses at the

levels weve seen recently and thats in sync with the economic issues said Fred Joseph 71 co-head of Morgan Joseph

Co in New York and the former CEO of Drexel Burnham Lambert Inc There will be bonuses this year but think

they may be reduced by larger percentage Waxman California Democrat and chairman of the House Committee

on Oversight and Government Reform sent letters on Oct 28 to the nine banks that are receiving money in the US

Treasurys capital purchase program requesting details of their compensation plans

Cuomo sent letters yesterday to the nine companies requesting detailed accounting of expected payments to top

executives in the upcoming bonus season including information on the expected bonus pool for this year
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BRIT HUME FOX NEWS ANCHOR Next on SPECIAL REPORT bankers get pounded in congressional

hearing for not spending their bailout money in the right way The bankers say theyve upped their lending sharply

President Bush meanwhile warns against new wave of regulation he says could make the economic situation

even worse Speaking of which the healthier part of the U.S auto industry has worry and its not about bailout Well

explain

Joe Biden meets Dick Cheney for courtesy visit and the Republican Party files another suit against the

McCain Feingold campaign law All that plus Krauthammer Kondracke and Barnes right here right now

Welcome to Washington Im Brit Hume The troubled economy got another jolt today with woid that the numbers

of newly laid off people seeking unemployment benefits rose to level not seen since just after the 9/11 terror attacks

The Labor Department says jobless claims increased by 32000 last week to seasonally adjusted total of 516000

Crude oil prices rose just over $2 barrel to settle at $58.24 barrel but the news wasnt all bad The recent

downward trend in oil prices led to the lowest trade deficit in year

The Commerce Department says the imbalance fell by 4.4 percent in September to $56.5 billion Wall Street had

another rollercoaster day swinging more than 900 points to finish ahead about 552 1/2 The Nasdaq gained 97 1/2 The

SP 500 was up 59

Meanwhile lawmakers on Capitol Hill are looking into how the economic bailout is going and some are

particularly unhappy with the way the money is being spent or not spent Correspondent Molly Henneberg reports

BEGIN VIDEOTAPE
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MOLLY HIENNEBERG FOX NEWS CORRESPONDENT voice-over Democrats on the Senate Banking

Committee say banks are not lending enough of their portion of the $700 billion rescue money to struggling consumers

CHARLES SCHUMER D-NY SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE In these uncertain and difficult times

where nobody is sure of asset values banks are inclined to hoard rather than deploy capital

CHRIS DODD D-CT SENATE BANKING CMTE CHMN Hoarding capital and acquiring healthy banks are

not repeat not reasons why Congress authorized $700 billion in emergency funding

HENNEBERG Representatives from four financial institutions on the panel said they are increasing their lending

and their help to homeowners facing foreclosure

ANNE FINUCANE BANK OF AMERICA In the third quarter nf this year weve made more than 550 billion of

mortgage loans and more than $6 billion of home equity loans

BARRY ZUBROW JR MORGAN CHASE Last week we announced significant expanded loan modification

program that we expect will help roughly 400000 additional families to stay in their homes

HIENNEBERG And they insisted that none of the $85 billion the total given to these particular four has been used

to pay stock dividends or executive bonuses

GREGORY PALM GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP We pay dividends out of our retained earnings Weve had

earnings in each of the first three quarters of this year

JON CAMPBELL WELLS FARGO BANK The answer is no Wells Fargo doesnt need the government

investment to pay for bonuses or compensation

HENNEBERG One Republican senator suggested banks now may be wary of the changes to the $700 billion plan

On Wednesday Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson said the money would not be used to buy up troubled assets as

originally stated but would buy stocks to shore
up banks and financial institutions And that says one lawmaker could

cause some uncertainty

MEL MARTINEZ FL SENATE BANKING COMMITTEE think some clear guidelines so that bankers and

others in the lending business know exactly what the rules of the game are going to be are think is essential

HIENNEBERG Other GOP senators are bit more upset Senators Tom Coburn Richard Burr and David Vitter

sent letter to the treasury secretary saying We are concerned that the program has been fundamentally changed from

its original intent and worried that continued changes may erode the structures of accountability put in to protect

taxpayers They go on to say We hope and expect that congressional approval will be sought by the administration

before further changes are made

END VIDEOTAPE

HENNEBERG Democrats want some changes made to the legislation authorizing the $700 billion Senator Chuck

Schumer said if there are alterations made to it next week to carve out $25 billinn for the auto industry he wants to add

provisions requiring banks to lend more in order to get access to the second installment of the $700 billion -- Brit

HUME Thank you Molly

Lawmakers in the House today were looking at the role deregulation allegedly played in the economic turmoil

Meanwhile President Bush who pushed hard for the economic rescue package made the case against excessive

government intervention White House correspondent Wendell Goler has both sides of the story
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BEGIN VIDEOTAPE

WENDELL GOLER FOX NEWS WHITE HOUSE CORRESPONDENT voice-over On the eve of an

international financial summit President Bush warned that excessive regulation some of his aides feel the Europeans

are pushing for would strangle the global economy

GEORGE BUSH PRESIDENT OF TFIE UNITED STATES The crisis was not failure of the free market

system and the answer is not to try to reinvent that system It is to fix the problems we face make the reforms we need

and move forward with the free market principles that have delivered prosperity and hope to people all across the globe

GOLER The president spoke at Federal Hall in New Yorks financial district which is where French President

Sarkozy wanted to hold the summit symbolic move Mr Bush felt would unfairly give Wall Street the blame for the

cl-isis

BUSH Many European countries have much more extensive regulations and still experience problems almost

identical to our own

GOLER The president proposed five reforms to be considered at the summit only one of which specifically

involved new regulations central clearinghouse for credit default swaps huge unregulated market for ensuring

against potential losses that dwarfs the U.S stock market He also called for more transparency for financial markets so

people understand what theyre investing in tougher penalties for fraud to ensure investors are protected

He said nations should better coordinate their financial laws and regulations and he said the IMP and World Bank

should better reflect the current global economy and give greater voting power to developing nations

BUSH History has shown that the greater threat to economic prosperity is not too little government involvement in

the market It is too much government involvement in the market

GOLER Mr Bush said it was too much government involvement that allowed Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae to get

too big to fail while on Capitol Hill different take on the cause of the financial crisis even if the warning was the

same

GEORGE SOROS BILLIONAIRE INVESTOR Excessive deregulation is at the root of the current crisis and

theres real danger that the pendulum will swing too far the other way

GOLER Investor George Soros says the current crisis shows financial markets are not self-correcting and that

regulators must prevent asset bubbles from forming without in his words going overboard Soros warned its hard to

determine how risky some complex will investments really are Earlier witnesses were asked whether brokers should

have to reveal secret information that leads them to bet companys stock will fall but they warned that has price too

ANDREW LO MASSACHUSETTS INST OF TECH would say dont kill the messenger

UNIDENTIFIED MALE Dont kill the messenger Who is the messenger

LO The messenger in the sense of short sellers that are trying to get the message across that company is

overvalued

END VIDEOTAPE

GOLER The twenty leaders attending the summit will have dinner tomorrow on day of talks on Saturday

Among other things the president wants the group to agree on what caused the financial crisis and whats working to fix

it And as he believes weve turned the corner on the crisis it will be up to President-elect Obama to guide the process

of making sure it doesnt happen again Brit
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HUME Wendell thank you

The number of U.S homes receiving foreclosure related notices in October reached nearly 280000 Thats five

percent over September and 25 percent over year ago The real estate company Realty Track says more than 84000

properties were repossessed last month

Even though Detroit carmakers are drowning in red ink there is vibrant auto industry in another part of the U.S

But now even that prosperity is being threatened by proposed changes in union rules Correspondent Jonathan Serrie

reports from Atlanta

BEGIN VIDEOTAPE

JONATHAN SERRIE FOX NEWS CORRESPONDENT voice nver While lawmakers discuss pntentisl

bailout of Detroit big three automakers Americas other auto industry continues to build new plants and hire new

employees Foreign carmakers such as Honda Toyota and BIvf\V have been lured to southern states by tax breaks

incentives and less organized labor

JIM DEMINT SOUTH CAROLNA SENATOR Theyre flocking to areas of the U.S where the states create

good business environment and theyre not unionized And to continue to promote this unionization whether its with

the auto companies or with this new card check idea that the unions are pushing it makes no sense

SERRJIE Card check provision under the proposed Employee Free Choice Act would allow workers to unionize

if simple majority signs authorization forms

NANCY PELOSI D-CA HOUSE SPEAKER The Employee Free Choice Act puts democracy back in the

workplace

SERRIE Opponents say giving unions way to circumvent secret ballot elections is unfair

DEMINT Its just part of the American DNA that when we vote we can vote with secret ballot so were not

subject to intimidation

SERRIE Senator DeMint blames unions for slowing Detroits ability to react to changing markets and lie fears

liberal unionization laws could hurt southern automakers Industry analyst Les Hough disagrees

LES HOUGH AUTO INDUSTRY ANALYST Things like low taxes low land and other infrastructure costs and

the like probably had more significant impact on why the industry located here have been non-union status

SERRIE on camera President elect Obama had said he would sign the Employee Free Choice Act if it crosses his

desk But with the nation facing an economic crisis and two wars its unclear whether Democrats will want to take on

such controversial legislation early in new term

In Atlanta Jonathan Serrie FOX News

END VIDEOTAPE

HUME Wal Mart continues to prosper in this tough economy The nations largest retailer is reporting nearly 10

percent increase in third quarter profits over year ago The total sales for the quarter up almost 1/2 percent but

Wal-Mart has trimmed its profit outlook for the fourth quarter because of the troubled economy and renewed strength of

the dollar

New evidence about just how much money rules in politics coming up later on The Grapevine
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And straight ahead the current and future vice presidents get together to talk about being second in command Wait

until you see this

HUME President elect Barack Obama announced today he is resigning from the Senate Mr Obama has

represented Illinois since his election in 2004 Illinois Democratic Governor Rod Blagojevich will name replacement

Mr Obamas future second in command is also getting ready for his new job Tonight that involved face to face

with someone he was pretty tough on during the campaign Chief Washington correspondent Jim Angle reports

BEGIN VIDEOTAPE

JIM ANGLE FOX NEWS CHIEF WASHINGTON CORRESPONDENT voice-over As part of the effort to

have smooth transition Vice President and Mrs Cheney both invited Joe and Jill Biden to come look at where theyll

be living soon They all seemed friendly as the two families moved inside for tour Their visit had every reason to be

little uneasy given Mr Bidens comments during the campaign

SEN JOE BIDEN D-DE VICE PRESIDENTIAL-ELECT Vice President Cheney has been the most dangerous

vice president weve had probably in American history

ANGLE And when Vice President Cheney endorsed John McCain just before the election Mr Bideiiiossed

another missile into the punch bowl

BIDEN Look look look its not surprising Dick Cheney has been wrong on everything for the last eight years

ANGLE Now that the election is over one might expect the conversation tonight to have decidedly friendlier

tone though that isnt saying much The two men could discuss the role of the vice president which is often to provide

experience the head of the ticket lacks

LARRY SABATO UNIV OF VIRGINIA CTh FOR POLITICS In Obamas case its obvious why he picked

Biden He had short political resume on foreign policy Biden has long political resume on foreign policy For that

reason would expect Biden to be in on most if not all of the key meetings

ANGLE Once in office the actual role of the vice president varies from one administration to another depending

on what the president prefers Biden let it be known he got some assurances when he accepted the job

SABATO Essentially Biden as understand it asked him what his role would be Would it be broad gauged

role Would he be allowed to participate in wide variety of activities in the White House in the Oval Office with the

president and he was given assurances that he would

ANGLE Biden publicly described the job this way

B1DEN The primary role of the vice president of the United States of America is to support the president of the

United States of America give that president his or her best judgment when sought

ANGLE Like most of those who run for president though Mr Biden repeatedly ridiculed the idea of taking the

job

BEGIN VIDEO CLIP

BIDEN will not be vice president

UNIDENTIFIED MALE How about secretary of state
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BIDEN Secretary of state is different thing but wont do that either

END VIDEO CLIP

ANGLE Even after accepting place on the ticket he still jokes about it

BIDEN You all know that old joke about vice presidents once had two brothers One went to sea one became

vice president and never heard from either again

ANGLE Biden explained his turnaround on taking the job by saying Mr Obama made an argument he could not

dispute

BIDEN did say to him early on and reminded me would do anything could to help him win

END VIDEOTAPE

ANGLE How big role Mr Biden will play depends on his relationship with the president elect and so far they

dont really know each other that well If all else fails he can count on attending lot of funerals of obscure world

leaders traditional role for VPs

In fact when Geraldine Ferraro asked Bush the elder in 1984 what to expect
if she were to win he said Let me

put it this way Geraldine buy yourself black hat with veil

LAUGHTER

HUME understand we now know who Mr Bidens chief of staff will be

ANGLE Thats right Its Ron Klain who was also chief of staff to Al Gore who worked in the Clinton

administration worked in the Justice Department also worked on judicial confirmations including that of Justice

Ginsburg So yet another member of the new administration who has lot of experience and was also member of the

Clinton administration

HUIvIIE Only so much change you can take All right Thanks very much Jim

John McCain is back on the campaign trail Well tell you why little later

And up next McCains former running mate takes center stage at meeting of Republican governors Stay tuned

HUME club that is significantly smaller than it used to be Republican governors
is meeting in Miami and today

featured an appearance by the undisputed star of the group who some believe may be looking to move to different

more exclusive club four years from now Correspondent Steve Harrigan reports

BEGIN VIDEOTAPE

STEVE HARRIGAN FOX NEWS CORRESPONDENT voice-over Alaska Governor Sarah Palm joked with

her fellow Republican governors about what shed been up to since they last met

SARAH PALIN ALASKA GOVERNOR had baby did some tiaveling very briefly expanded my
wardrobe

HARRIGAN But she quickly turned serious sounding less like number two and more like possible leader of

the opposition saying the Republicans should keep the next administration spending in check

PALIN Lets reach out to Barack Obama and this is how we reach out and help our country showing how lower
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taxes provide opportunity for the private sector to grow new wealth And lets embrace the federalist principle that lets

local government the government closest to the people have more say

HARRIGAN Her first
press conference since becoming national figure lasted six minutes with the Alaska

governor batting back chance to get her to talk about what went wrong in the presidential election and who is to blame

for defeat

PA.LIN As far as were concerned the past is the past Its behind us And like all of our governors were focused

on the future And the future for us is not that 2012 presidential race

HARRIGAN Any talk about which of these Republican governors should be the partys next nominee for president

is annoying according to one

HALEY BARBOUR MISSISSIPPI GOVERNOR We just finished the longest presidential election in

American history Most people got sick of it at one stage or another And so now we dont need to start another one

this week

HARRIGAN The amount of attention centered on Palm has stunned even some of her fellow governors

MAn BLUNT MISSOURI GOVERNOR Ive never seen anything like it and she obviously is somebody

that connects with the American people American families She connects to the people of this country and think the

press should really just play on that

HARRIGAN For today dozen Republican governors seemed little more than backdrop for the one the media

wanted to hear

on camera And for today that group has pledged to work together as team team whose star was unknown to

the country three months ago and whose effect on the past and ability to lead in the future is debate that wont be going

away any time soon

In Miami Steve Harrigan FOX News

END VIDEOTAPE

HUME The Republican Party leadei ship here in Washingtun is tiying to dismantle key poition of campaign

spending legislation co- authored by John McCain Correspondent Shannon Bream joins us live to tell us whats

happening and why -- Shannon

SHANNON BREAM FOX NEWS CORRESPONDENT Well hi Brit The irony is not lost on Republican

National Committee Chairman Mike Duncan He filed two lawsuits challenging campaign finance laws today He called

Senator McCain an American hero and says his original intentions were good to take the corruption out of politics And

now he says that was the RNC is after as well

Duncan argues
that current campaign finance law as its being applied is unconstitutional stripping the RNC and

other organizations of their First Amendment right to free speech by limiting national parties to soliciting and using

only federal funds That means national party organizations like the RNC are barred from raising money at the state

level and spending that money on candidates in state races

BEGIN VIDEO CLIP

MIKE DUNCAN REPUBLICAN NATL CMTE Cl-PAN We have six years of experience During that six years

was not able to raise money in my home state of Kentucky as an officer of the Republican National Committee for

candidate for governor wasnt able to raise money for Bobby Jindal in Louisiana while was national chairman Next
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year wouldnt be able to raise money in Virginia or in New Jersey Why cant do that

END VIDEO CLIP

BREAM In 2003 the Supreme Court upheld the provisions the RNC is now cootesting when it rejected

challenge brought by Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell But since then two new justices have taken the bench

and the court has also issued narrow ruling

In 2007 it chipped away at campaign finance law limitations Duncan says that 2007 opinion gives him hope that if

either of these cases he filed today gets to the Supreme Court the RNC will prevail But late today Senator Russ

Feingold who co-authored the law with McCain said hes confident the court will uphold it Brit

HUME Shannon thank you

Next on The Grapevine follow-up to our story about Georgia congressman who fears President-elect Obama

is Marxist And does chaos on Wall Street mean an end to those huge end-of-year bonuses The answer coming up

HUME And now the most enthralling two minutes in television the latest from the Political Grapevine

Despite the economic downturn the $700 billion rescue and public outcry over excessive pay some on Wall

Street can still count on those hefty year-end bonuses

Bloomberg News reports Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley have set aside $6.9 and $6.4 billion respectively to

pay them Merrill Lynch which has experienced five straight quarters nf losses and 70 percent slide in its stock this

year has allocated about $6.7 billion

Even some employees of Lehman Brothers which in September declared the biggest bankruptcy in U.S history

will get the same bonus money they received year ago

Workers at Merrill Lynch will actually receive larger bonuses than last year Thats because 3000 employees have

been laid off this year and the bonus money will be divided among fewer people

Washington watchdog group says 93 percent of House races and 94 percent of Senate contests were won this

year by the candidate who spent the most money That means that just 29 House candidates and two for the Senate won

by spending less The figures from the Senate for Responsive Politics do not factor in races that are still undecided

That House number is pretty consistent with figures from 2006 -- 94 percent and 2004 98 percent But in the

Senate just 73 percent of races went to the highest spender two years ago 88 percent in 2004

The Center says the average cost of winning House race this year was nearly $1.1 million and almost $6.5

million for Senate seat

Minnesota college student says she was attacked and called racist for wearing McCain-Palin campaign

button The Minneapolis Star Tribune reports Augsburg College freshman Annie Grossman says she was leaving an

election night viewing party when she was jumped by four African American women

Grossman says she was called racist and was punched in the face causing the back of her head to hit brick wall

She suffered blurred vision and is thought to have had concussion

School officials say they looked at surveillance video and do not believe the attackers were students

Catholic priest in Greenville South Carolina said parishioners who voted for President-elect Obama should not

receive holy communion until they had done penance
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The Reverend Jay Scott Newman tells the Greenville news that church teaching does not allow him to refuse

communion based on political choices but that he will continue to deliver his message quote Voting for

pro-abortion politician when plausible pro life alternative exists constitutes material cooperation with intrinsically

evil

And finally Georgia Republican Congressman Paul Broun has apologized for remarks we told you about Tuesday

in which he expressed fears that President elect Obama could establish Marxist dictatorship

Broun in those remarks also compared Mr Obama to Adolf Hitler

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution reports Broun said in radio interview regret putting it that way apologize

to anyone who has taken offense The point tried to make is that he is extremely liberal He has promoted lot of

socialistic ideas end quote

And 18-term Republican Don Young has been declared the winner in his reelection bid for Alaskas lone House

seat Young has 51 percent of the vote over Democratic challenger Ethan Berkowitzs 45 percent with about 30000

votes to be counted

Young had been hampered by an investigation into his connections with businessman convicted of bribing state

lawmakers and his sponsorship of an earmark that benefited campaign supporter

In Alaskas still unresolved Senate race there has been big swing in votes favoring the Democratic challenger

Correspondent Anita Vogel has the latest from Anchorage

BEGIN VIDEOTAPE

ANITA VOGEL FOX NEWS CORRESPONDENT As some of the remaining votes were being counted here in

Alaska things began to look grim for long time GOP Senator Ted Stevens who was hanging on with 3500 vote lead

until late Wednesday when Democratic challenger Mark Begich pulled ahead by more than 800 votes

BETHANY LESSER BEGICH SPOKESWOMAN The majority of voters here in Alaska are Independent and

people who trend Republican in other elections are not trending Republican this year

VOGEL But Alaskas Republican leadership says Stevens may be down but hes not necessarily out With 40000

votes left to count the party says
Uncle Ted could easily regain the lead

RANDY RUEDRICH ALASKA REPUBLICAN PARTY CHAIRMAN have assured them that this is where we

should be and suspect that he is very confident and very pleased of where we are

VOGEL Last month after 40 years on Capitol Hill the 85 year old was convicted of seven felonies related to

quarter million dollars worth of home renovations he did not pay for

But supporters point out the longest-serving Republican in Senate history has brought home millions of federal

dollars and thousands of jobs during his time in Washington fact Alaskans arent likely to forget

RUEDRICH The senator working with his Republican colleagues will be much more effective for Alaska than

any Democrat could be

VOGEL So far elections officials report the counting has gone smoothly if slowly because of redoubled effort

to check mail-in ballots against names on the voter rolls

GAYLE FENUMIAI ALASKA ELECTIONS DIVISION DIRECTOR We had 26 people whose ballots were

counted twice in the primary election And that was just too many And so we added that extra check and balance into
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place this time

VOGEL The remaining 25000 votes will be counted around the state on Friday The rest will be tabulated on

Monday and election officials are hoping to have result no later than Tuesday

And in the rare event that tie is unbroken by recount Alaska law calls for coin toss

In Anchorage Anita Vogel FOX News

END VIDEOTAPE

IIEJIvIE Minnesota Democratic Senate candidate Al Franken has filed lawsuit seeking information about rejected

absentee ballots in the St Paul area The campaign of Republican incumbent Norm Coleman says Franken is

shamelessly trying to strong-arm local officials into counting invalid ballots

Democrats say its the Republicans who are suppressing votes

BEGIN VIDEO CLIP

ClIARLES SCHUMER D-NY SENATE CAMPAION COMMIYIEE CHAIRMAN The recount needs to be

fair It needs to be impartial It needs to be non- partisan

And instead of trying to intimidate election officials from doing their job the right wing machine needs to join us in

supporting fair recount and stop trying to disenfranchise Minnesotas voters

END VIDEO CLIP

HUIME The Franken team contends that some votes for the Democrat are still missing They point to the fact that

Franken received substantially fewer votes than fellow Democrat Barack Obama

Colemans people denied whats called an under-vote saying polis indicated Franken was getting 16 percent less

support than Mr Obama And Minnesota Democratic Secretary of State has named the canvassing board that will be in

charge of the upcoming recount

Joining the secretary on the panel are two state Supreme Court justices appointed by the Republican governor and

two county judges The board is charged with certifying vote totals and settling differences over disputed ballots after

the recount is completed

National Republicans are billing the Senate race in Georgia as fire wall against 60-seat super majority for the

Democrats GOP incumbent Saxby Chambliss is gearing up for an anticipated runoff against challenger Jim Martin with

some heavyweight help

Correspondent Marianne Silber has that story from Atlanta

BEGIN VIDEOTAPE

UNIDENT1FIED MALE Ladies and gentlemen please help me give Georgia welcome to the honorable John

McCain

MARIANNE SILBER FOX NEWS CORRESPONDENT With only week of rest and the presidential election

behind him you might be surprised to see Senator John McCain back on the campaign trail

McCain attended rally in Atlanta today hoping to help his friend and fellow Republican Senator Saxby Chambliss

in prolonged fight to keep his seat
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Chambliss won most of the votes last Tuesday getting 49.8 percent in three-way race with Democratic challenger

Jim Martin and Libertarian Alan Buckley But in Georgia that isnt good enough All candidates for federal office have

to win 50 percent plus one vote to be elected

MERLE BLACK POLITICAL SCIENCE PROFESSOR He is actually the incumbent He has been in the Senate

for six years He should have won this easily

SILBER Since Chambliss fell just short of the 50 percent mark the race has gone into overtime between the top

two vote getters

SEN SAXBY CHAMBLISS GEORGIA We felt good going into the race beat my Democratic opponent by

almost 120000 votes And if we get the voters to turn out again we will beat him by at least that much again

SILBER The December runoff election is must-win for both parties Its one of three still undecided races that

could give Democrats 60 seat super majority in the Senate an effort the Republicans intend to stop

BLACK think the issue will be whether or not you want to give blank check to the Democrats controlling all

houses of Congress and also the White House

SILBER Martins campaign is also banking on star power to secure victory on December

JIM MARTIN D-GA U.S SENATE CANDIDATE President Clinton has already come to Georgia to help me
and thats possibility And there are other prominent Democrats

SILBER Maybe even president-elect Barack Obama who hasnt confirmed any visits yet Martin does have the

Obama campaign machine at work for him in Georgia

MARTIN We have lot of support coming in to Georgia but were still Georgia campaign Mostly Georgians

are involved in my volunteer effort and the operation of our campaign So were trying to bring in always help we can

get

END VIDEOTAPE

SILBERon camera INAUDIBLE both campaigns are working in overdrive to try and turn out their most loyal

supporters for second time and political observers say its that turnout that will decide this runoff here in

Georgia-Brit

HIJIME Thank you very much

Outgoing Arizona Republican Congressman Rick Renzi is facing some additional legal problems new

indictment adds racketeering and other count to earlier charges that he engineered swap of federally owned mining

land to benefit himself and former business partner

Renzi pleaded not guilty to the original charges

And former aide to California Democratic Senator Barbara Boxer has been charged with receiving and

distributing child pornography Jeff Rosato was fired Friday after Boxers office learned of the accusation The affidavit

says about 200 child
porn images and videos were found on Rosatos personal laptop computer

There was plenty of economic news today some good some not so good We will talk about all of it with the FOX

all stars next
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NEW YORK MarketWatch -- Merrill Lynch Co plans to cut year end bonuses in half after more than $20

billion of losses that forced the U.S securities firm to sell itself to Bank of America Corp BAC Bloomberg News

reported Wednesday citing two people with knowledge of the situation said The average bonus reduction will be about
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Merrill Lynch: Thain Decides 1*'s Best Not to Go it Alone; BAC
to Acquire MER for $29/Share

9/12/2008 YTD EPS PIE
Closing Target Rel -

Ticker Rating CUR Price Price Pert 200 7A 2008E 2009E 2007A 2008E 2009E Yield

MER M USD 17.05 28.00 -62 7% -10 73 -10 19 2.09 NM NM 8 1 8.2%
SCHW 0 USD 23 97 25 00 10 1% 0.98 1 06 1.25 24 6 22 5 19.2 0,9%
SPX 1251.70 85 12 90 01 96.57 14 7 13.9 13 0 2.4%

O - Outperform, M - Market-Perform, U - Underperform

Highlights

* Overnight, Bank of America and Merrill Lynch a
acquire MER for $50 billion in an all-stock trans&
MER share outstanding. The deal is expected to
implies a $29 per share price for MER, or 1 .7x N/i

nnounced a merger agreement in which BAG will
Lction. BAG will exchange 0.8595 of its shares for each
lose in Qi 2009. Based on Friday's closing prices, that
ER's Q3 2008E tangible book value.

- The deal value represents a 70% premium on ~ER from Friday's closing price, and a 9% premium on
MER's share price a week prior (MER' share fell 36% last week).

* Our sum-of-the-parts valuation analysis implies t
we assume BAG is paying full price for MER's ii
in BlackRock, then BAG is acquiring MER's Invi
or 0.3x of that unit's tangible book value.

* The deal will give Bank of America the largest di
of $1.6 trillion and 16,690 financial advisors; a -
Banking franchise; and add to its sales and tradin

* Despite the attractiveness of MER's wealth mana
also comes with a balance sheet that is exposed ti
exposure to GDOs ($1.2 billion of net exposure),
$54.1 billion of residential mortgage net exposuri

* We believe that Mr. Thain, confronted with the li
capital following further potential writedowns in
of Merrill's shareholders. We've argued that the c
a significant overhang on this stock through at le~

* Given the difficult financial market conditions, m
Lynch, especially at the current bid price. HoweN
dramatically, it is possible we could see another I

aat MER's fair value is approximately $35 per share'. If
dustry-leading brokerage unit and its controlling stake
,stment Banking and Sales & Trading units for $6.7bn,

)mestic retail brokerage business, with total client assets
50% economic stake in BlackRock; a top-5 Investment
g business.

:1)ement business and BlackRock stake, Merrill Lynch
troubled assets. Merrill Lynch has $8.8bn of gross

$22.9 billion of commercial real estate net exposure and
,($36.8 of this is U.S. prime mortgages).

kelihood that MER would need to raise additional
Q3 & Q4 2008, decided a deal was in the best interest
Drncern of an additional capital raise would have acted as
LAt the remainder of the year.

e do not expect another suitor to emerge for Merrill
er, in the event that BAG's share price falls
iidder for MER and its powerful retail network emerge.

1We warn readers that sum-of-the-parts analysis ALWAIYS overvalues secunity firms, whether we examine a high- or
low-quality name or whether we perform the analysis in 0n upturn or downturn.

See Disclosure Appendix of this publication for important di tclosures and analyst certifications.
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*As we saw after the BSC sale to JPM, we would
increase in growth rate of SCHW's independent i.
merger as an opportunity to establish their own fi
on our share price target of $28 per share. We rat

Investment Conclusion

While Bernstein was not concerned about a "Contir
funding run at MER, especially since MER's very h
immune from funding pressures, we were concernei
equity raise should writedowns come in greater thai
whether MER's tangible book value will be reducei
related losses or from dilutive capital raises). We bc
overhang on the stock through at least the remainde

For MER, a firm that may need to raise additional e
with the potential of further price declines due to mn
to its capital raising ability.

As a result, Mr. Thain, in order to prevent the possil
dilution, agreed to be acquired by Bank of America
deal values MER at $29 per share, or 1.7x Q3 2008

September 15, 2008

Brad Hintz -brad hintz~bernstein corn *+1-212-756-4590

expect the merger of MER with BAG to trigger a sharp
ivestment advisor business as Merrill brokers use the
rms. We reiterate our Market-Perform on MER, based
SCHW Outperform, price target of $25 per share.

ental illinois - Drexel Burnharn - Bear Stearns-style"
-althy cash capital surplus should have helped keep it
I that MER would have to undergo another dilutive
expected. As a result, the market was focusing on
further in the coming quarters (either from writedown-
lieve this concern would have acted as a significant
rof the year.

quity, a 36% share price decline in a week combined
irket concerns, would have been extremely detrimental

)le collapse of MER's share pnice on concerns of further
over the weekend. Based on Friday's closing prices, the
'_,tangible book value.

Our price target for Merrill Lynch had been $28 pei~ share. We maintain our Market-Perform

Details

Overnight, Bank of America and Merrill Lynch anr
MER for $50 billion in an all-stock transaction. BA
share outstanding. Based on Friday's closing prices,
MER's Q3 2008E tangible book value.

ounced a merger agreement in which BAG will acquire
,-,will exchange 0.8595 of its shares for each MER
that implies a $29 per share price for MER, or 1 .7x

- The deal value represents a 70% premium on MER from Friday's closing price, and a 9% premium on
MER's share price a week prior (MER's shares fell 36% last week).

The deal will give Bank of America the largest dory
$1.6 trillion and 16,690 financial advisors; a -50%
Banking franchise; and add to its sales and trading 1

Sum-of-Parts Valuation of Merrill Lynch

We will be the first to tell you that a sum-of-the-pax
being undervalued. This holds true whether one use
analysis is performed in a valuation upcycle or dow

That said, we still did a sum-of-the-parts analysis 0]

easiest to do of the domestic large capitalization se(
brokerage operation in its wealth management busii
management business), a 50% stake in Blackrock -
trading/investment banking division. Right now, thi
trading businesses and investment banking is enteri

Our sum-of-the-parts Valuation Methodology is ba!
further details):

* Wealth Management Division - we look at comp
brokerage exposure and recent sales

estic retail brokerage business, with total client assets of
xconomic stake in BlackRock; a top-5 Investment
ousiness.

Ls valuation analysis results in every brokerage stock
s a high- or low-quality name or whether the valuation
ricycle.

iMerrill Lynch (see Exhibit 1). MER is one of the
urity firms. Merrill has the largest domestic retail
iess (which also includes MER's alternative asset
~i publicly traded and easy-to-value asset - and a
market is not assigning much value to these firm's

ig a cyclical downturn.

ed on the following (please see the Appendix for

arable valuations to other firms with large retail

2
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BlackRock - we assign a market value to MER's stake in the firm

eInvestment Banking/Sales & Trading - we assignJ a O.75x tangible book value to this business.

Our sum-of-the-parts valuation analysis implies thai
analysis, if we assume BAC is paying full price for
BlackRock, then BAG is acquiring MER's Capital I~
& Trading units) for $6.7 billion, or 0.3x of what wi

Exhibit 1
Merrill Lynch's Sum-of-the-Parts Valuation - Please see.

MER's fair value is nearly $35 per share. Based on our
VIER's industry-leading brokerage unit and stake in
larkets business (i.e., its Investment Banking and Sales
calculate that unit's tangible book value to be.

kippendix for Details

$,millions

Sum of the Parts:

Total BLK Stake 12,966
Calculated Value of Retail Brokerage 26,747
Calculated Value of Capital Markets Business 16,200

SubTotal 55,913

Shares Outstanding 1,599.7
ISOT Prie per Sare 3.AT
MER's Current Price -
Upside Potential

9/12/2008

Source Corporate Reports, Bloomberg, SNL, Bernstein Analysis

Why Did Thain Do the Deal?

Seasoned players in the credit market have long knc
for a securities firm. They know that historically, it
end the life of a broker, it is inability to rollover det
counterparties in the trading market.

After the BSC funding failure, it is no longer just ra
of the tenuous funding bases, highly leveraged capil
the major investment banks. As a result, equity nv,
despite the Commitment of the Federal Reserve to si

Bernstein was not concerned about a "Drexel Burnl
a healthy cash capital surplus should have helped ki
bank deposit base. But we were concerned that ME]
should writedowns come in greater than expected.

In order to prevent a confidence run on Merrill Lyn,
have Merrill Lynch be acquired by Bank of Americ
uncertainty of future writedowns from MER's troub

Merrill Lynch's Exposures to Troubled Assets

One of the reasons MER may only be getting 0.3x t
related to the significant level of troubled assets Me
gross exposure to CDOs ($1.2 billion of net exposu:
and $54.1 billion of residential mortgage net expose

17.05
105%

wn that the loss of confidence is a life threatening risk
rias not been bad trading decisions or credit losses that
t when it comes due or the abandonment of

:ing agencies, regulators and academics that are aware
al structures and reliance on counterparty confidence of
,stors are now prone to act first and ask questions later
ipport the brokers via liquidity facilities.

am - Bear Steams-style" funding run at MER. MER has
ep it immune from funding pressures and has a massive
Z. would have to undergo another dilutive equity raise

-h in these very tough markets, Mr. Thain agreed to
t. Given the lack of feasible acquirers, and the
[ed assets, we view the acquisition price as favorable.

mngible book value for its Capital Markets business, is
rrill Lynch has exposure to. Mernill Lynch has $8.8bn of
*e), $22.9 billion of commercial real estate net exposure
re ($36.8 of this is U.S. prime mortgages).

3
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These exposures total to nearly 270% of MER's tanj
major U.S. security firms (see Exhibit 2).

SuhbrimMrt a2 s5% 7

CommrsalMrt-Gs ross12% 29% 55%

ICDOs -Net 12% 4%

Retained Interests 7% NA 10% 5%/
Note- Grayr Shaded sexes Impiy Net &xpsures

Note -MS & LEH Tang Equity is pro-forms for mandatory convertible preferreds
MER represents 03 '08 Pro-forms Tang Equity following 7/28 capital raise
LEN exposures represent C3 2008 Exposures

Sources Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

Merrill Lynch's troubled exposures have already fox
billion over the past 5 quarters (see Exhibit 3). The
lead to additional dilutive equity raises.

Exhibit 4 shows a detailed breakdown of MER's trc:

Exhi bit 4
Merrill Lynch Troubled Asset Exposures

$, millions Q2 '07 03'07

September 15, 2008

Brad Hintz * brad hintz~bernstein corn *+1-212-756-4590

,ible equity base. This is the highest among the four

Exhibit 3
Valuation Writedowns

$, millions

03 '07 04'07 01108 02'08 03 '08E
GS 1,480 500 2,000 775

LEH 700 1,180 2,400 4,100 7,800

Ms 940 9,400 2,300 1,500

MER 8,363 16,007 6,535 9,735 7,700

MER's 03 '08 Writedown estimate breakdown
$4.4bn from markdown of CDO inventory in asal to Lone Star
$1 .3bn from commutation of monoline-related COS contracts
$2 Obn estimate of writedowns from MER's other assets

Sources Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

ced the firm to announce writedowns of over $46
market was concerned that further writedowns would

ubled asset exposures since the start of the credit crisis.

04 '0t'

-I
High Grade
Mezzanine
CDO2
Secondary Trading

Total (Net)
Total (Gross)

Total U.S Subprime
U S Aft-A
Non-U S

Total

Subprime MBS
Alt-A MBS
CMBS

$ 22,64
8,022
1,454
1,740

33,864
NIA

Total

U.S. Prime Mortgages

SUBTOTAL -Mortgage-Related

$ 8,925 $
5,237

630
1,028 -

15,818
46,100

8,835 5,683
NA 2,984
NA 1182

20,471

715
4,985
7,944
6,831

20,475

NA 28,318

85,082

Totai 53,000

Total "Not Exoosure' NA S
+ Note -03 Exoosure reflects COO sale to Lone Star

31,_000

116.082 $

Sources Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

Merrill Lynch's Retail Brokerage Business

Merrill Lynch operates the leading domestic retail t
trillion and 16,690 financial advisors. Merrill Lyncl
retail brokerage business, income booked from its -

4,380
2,184

271

4,838
30,400

01 '08

$ 4,121
2,249

187
114

6,671
26,300

2,709
2,687
9,582

14,978

251
3,910
7,120
5,791

17,072

?8,189

55,077

18,000

33.077 $

1,435
3,172
8,769

13,376

122

02 '08 03 '08+

$ 2,454
1,645

133

4,459
19,900

1,542
7.448

10,002

1,600
8,800

3,205 2,901
5,330 4,338
5,088 5,7

13,745 12,615

30,750 33,718

64,542 60,794

14,200 7,500

78.742 $ 68.294

"Net Exposure"
(03 Comapres for

CDOs & Q2
Compares for rest)

-64%
-56%

-29%
-51%
-15=
-25%

-9%
-19%

-8%

10%

-6%

-47%

-13%

rokerage business, with total client assets of $1.6
.'s Wealth Management division (which includes MER's
50% economic stake in BlackRock, and MER's

4

I

mom

0
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alternative asset management platform) has generat
earnings over the past four quarters (Q3 '07-Q2 '08)

As Exhibit 5 shows, the retail brokerage is a scale I
pretax margins.

The acquisition of the MER retail system does not
merger. As we saw after the BSC sale to 1PM, we v
sharp increase in growth rate of SCHW's independe
the merger as an opportunity to establish their own.

Exhibit 5
Retail is a Scale Business

Source Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

Valuation Methodology

We have found that the major brokerage firms' conr
Bernstein believes that the tangible book value of a
reflecting the industry's mark-to-market accounting
balance-sheets. By comparison, forecasting the higt
to-earnings valuation ratios are not accurate or stab]

We derive our price targets based upon a valuation:~
versus Ke (the CAPM-based cost of equity), credit
1999-2000 internet bubble period and all other peri(

September 15, 2008

Brad Hintz *brad.hintzdibernstein corn *+1-212-756-4590

-d $14.1 billion in revenues and $3.2 billion in pretax

iusiness, with the larger firms able to generate stronger

uaranty that the MER brokers will stay at BAC after the
'ould expect the merger of MER with BAG to trigger a
nt investment advisor business as Merrill brokers use
.irms.

mon stocks trade on a price-to-tangible book basis.
securities firm is a "hard number" for these companies
discipline and the rapid turnover of brokerage firm
ly cyclical earnings is problematic and therefore price-

nodel that takes into account Return on Equity (ROE)
ating and a variable that differentiates between the
ids of history. The formula is:

* Target Price-to-Tangible Book Value = 5.33 + 9.77 * (Conditional Tangible ROEIKe) - 0.62 *
Credit Ratings + 0.90 * Internet Dummy Variiable

Bernstein has used price-to-book metrics to value tt
were difficult to he accurately forecasted and book,
preferred to price-to-earnings.

Based on our updated estimates, we expect Merrill]I
quarters (excluding the expected losses in Q3 '08).
1 .4x price-to-tangible book value, leading us to a $

e large capitalization securities firms. Because earnings
ialue was viewed as a hard number, price-to-book was

.ynch to report a 13% tangible ROE over the next 4
according to our valuation model, this results in a target
8 share price target.

5

Total Net Retail Revenues $5,505 $6,625 $3,2 4 8160 $10,52 $6,594 $11,885 $12,899 $6,466
Total Operating Expenses 4,916 5,470 2,7 $6,392 $8,185 $5,430 $9,168 $9,269 $5,142

Pre Tax Income $589 $1,155 $4 $1,768 $2,315 $1,153 $2,717 $3,630 $1,324

PreTex Margin MM.7 117.4% 15 21.7% 22.0% 17.5% 22.9% 28.1% 20.5%

Financial Advisors 7,944 8,429 8,350 13,143 14,858 14,983 15,880 16,740 16,690

Anualized
Revenue Per Advisor $692,976 $785,977 $394,41 1 $620,863 $708,642 $440,099 $748,426 $770,550 $387,418
Operating Expenses Per Advisor $618,832 $646,950 $335,210 $406,343 $550,882 $362,411 $577,330 $553,704 $308,089
Pre Tax Income Per Advisor $74,144 $137,027 $59,281 $134,520 $157,760 $77,688 $171,096 $216,846 $79,329

Toa Client Assets ($BB) $676 $758 $739 $1,230 $1,548 $1,662 $1,619 $1,751 $1,605
AsesIn Asset Priced Accounts ($BB) $195 $201 $1 H $343 $446 $469 $613 S655 S630

Fee Based to Total Assets 28.8% 26.5% 26." % 27.9% 28.8% 28.2%/ 37.9% 37A%1/ 39.3%

Client Assets Per Advisor ($MM) $85.1 $89.9 $88.5 $93.6 $104.2 $110.9 $102.0 $104.6 $96.2

Revenue Per Client Asset (ROCA) 0.814%/ 0.874%/ 0.891% 0.663% 0.680% 0.794%/ 0.734%/ 0.737% 0.806%
Revenue Per $BB In Assets $8,140 $8,740 $8,9 5 $6,634 $6,802 $7,935 $7,341 $7,367 $8,057
Op. Expenses Per $BB In Client Assets $7,272 $7,216 $7,5 5 $5,197 $5,287 $6,534 $5,683 $,24 6,0
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Historically, the price-to-book valuation of the secui
credit ratings and business mix. The various valuatih
and used over the past seven years have had R-squai

Schwab Valuation

Unlike the other brokerages we cover, which we val
price-to-earnings (P/E) basis. We apply a target rela
Months [NTM] EPS) to the firm. This target is calci
NTM estimated EPS) relative to the S&P 500 since

In determining our share price target for Schwab we
the price-to-NTM earnings 12 months from now. A,,
firn. Based on our estimates. the S&P 500 is tradinj
base-date while Schwab is trading at 16.6x. Thus th
base. Given that the target relative forward P/E for
price target of $25.00 (see Exhibit 7).

Exhibit 6
Schwab's Relative Forward PIE (ex-TMT Years)

210 1 Relative Price-to-Forward EPS Ests.

1 90 -

1 70-

1 50 -

1 30 -

1 10

0 90

Target =1 37 Expected Fwd PIE One
Year from Nw

0) r 0) 0 0 0N 0 0 0 0 0,

C C C C C C a C C C C a C r_
a a ,e W a a a a a a a a a a

Sources FactSet, Bernstein Analysis

Risks

September 15, 2008
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ities firms has been correlated with ROE/cost of equity,
ins regression equations that Bernstein has developed
ed statistics that ranged from .65 to .75.

.ie on a price-to-book basis, we value Schwab on a
ive price-to-earnings ratio (based on Next-Twelve-
lated as Schwab's average monthly forward P/E (using
1995 (excluding the TMT years of 12/98-12/00).

look to establish a 12-month target. Thus, we examine
a result, we look at 2009 & 2010 EPS estimates for the
at 12.8x NTM EPS estimates using June 2009 as a
relative forward P/E is 1.30 using June 2009 as a

chwab is 1.37 (see Exhibit 6), this gives the company a

Exhibit 7
Calculation of Schwab's Price Target

9112/2008 ~ ~ l
12-months, 12-Months

Price from Nowl from Now

SCHW 23 97 1.401 17 12
SPX 1,251 701 99 56 1 12 57

'Relative forward PIE: 1 .36

Ceanl/Taraet 1 37

ICalculated Price Target ~ 25.05

Published Price Target
Upside

25.00
4%

Sources FactSet, Corporate Reports, Bernstein Estimates

The biggest risk to any major broker-dealer is a loss of confidence in its name, especially in the credit
markets. The major broker-dealers rely upon the ability to roll over their debt at reasonable interest rates in
order to fund their balance sheets at gross leverage ratios in the high 20s (some of these balance sheets
support more than a trillion dollars worth of assets). The inability to meet debt obligations will result in the
failure of a broker-dealer. In order to prevent a liquid1ity issue, a broker-dealer can sell assets to raise cash,
but in a market like this, would likely result in losses, adding more pressure to a firm's equity base.

While the liquidity facilities the Federal Reserve est
funding pressures, a loss of confidence can also desi
to limit exposure to firms whose credit ratings face,
crisis of confidence, while a firm may avert a liquid
will also come under threat. The one-two punch of i
of a crisis, can easily result in the failure of a major

ablished this year should help relieve some of the
roy a firm's franchise and morale. Counter-parties tend
lowngrades and are perceived as being in risk. So, in a
,ty event, the firm's brand name and ongoing business
unding pressures and the inability to earn one's way out
broker dealer.

6
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Exhibit B
MER's Annual Earnings Model

Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
Consolidated Income Statement
(0 millions)

Annual Growth

2005 2006 2007 201086 20096 2010E 20116 2007-08E 2808-09E 2009-ISE
Revmenue

Debt Underwriting 1,444 1,727 1.550 1,148 1,140 1,299 1,429 -26% -1% 14%
Eqaity Undenresting 952 1.220 1,629 1,112 1,220 1,291 1,516 -32% 1 0% 14%
M&A 802 1,099 1,740 1,307 1,250 1,421 1,574 -25% -4% 14%

Total Investment Booking 2,278 4,046 4,919 2,567 2,615 4,121 4,019 -27% 1 % 14%

Equity Sales & Trading 4,306 6,730 8.286 8,710 7.225 8.215 9,027 -19% 9% 12%
Ru~ed Income Sales & Trading 6,210 7,982 (15,872) (12,736) 6,050 6.837 7,862 N/A N/A N/A

Total Capital Markets 10,568 14,712 (7,887) (7,026) 13,385 15,052 16,899 N/A -291% 12%

Total GMI 13,844 16,758 (2,688) (3,459) 117,0100 19,172 21,418 N/A -591% 1 3%/

Global Ponare Client 102893 11.001 12.899 12.780 13.527 14.519 15.556 -1% 61% 7%
Global Investment Management 409 541 1,122 983 1,114 1,502 2,120 -12% 12% 35%

Total GWM 10,802 12,062 14,021 13,742 14,641 16,021 17,675 -2%/ 7%/ 9%

ML Inestment Management 1,807 1.900 --

DOther (428) 13061 (103) (131) 5 0 0
Net Revneues 0 28,014 $ 32,384 9 11,2500 10,152 $ 21,641 8 35,194 $ 39,093 1 0% 212% 11%

Enpenses
Compensation and Benefids $ 12,392 9 16,826 $ 18,903 14,287 5 16,285 8 18,125 $ 19.838 -10% 14% 11%
Ocoupancy and Related Depreciation 838 996 1,139 1,308 1,402 1,482 1,562 10%1/ 7% 6%
Communications and Teohnology 1,608 1.842 2,057 2,268 2,354 2,454 2.566 1 0% 4% 4%
Adnegrfing and Market Oenelopment 899 690 785 687 735 757 780 -12% 7% 3%
Bmokerage, Clearing and Fees 642 1,686 1,415 1,516 1,616 1,728 1,996 7% 7% 7%
Professional Fees 727 854 1,027 1,046 1,142 1,222 1.302 2% 9%/ 7%
Eapenses of Other Consolidated Investments 298 334 - - - -
Onher Operating Eapenoes 1,414 1.310 1,755 4.668 2,114 2,184 2,274 166% -55% 4%/

Non-Compensation Espense 6,306 7,122 6,170 11.493 9.363 9,837 10,340 41% -19% 5%
Total Eapenses $ 10,770 $ 22,948 9 24,081 $ 287990 5 255658 5 27.962 0 30.278 7% 0% 9%

Earnings before Tases and Drnidends on
Preferred Secunities Issued by Subs. 5 7,238 8 0,446 $ (12,831)$ (15,628) 5 5,963 $ 7.232 $ 0,816 N/A N/A 21%

incomneTaxes 2,115 2.196 (4,194) (6,112) 1,849 2,169 2,640 N/A N/A 17%
Cummulatue Effects of Changes iv Accounting - - --- - -
Dinidends on Pref erred Securities Issued by Saks. - - --- - -
Net Income (Loss) $ 5,121 $ 6,200 9 (8,637) $ (9,516) $ 4,134 $ 5,062 8 6,171 N/A N/A 22%

Preferred Dindends 70 168 270 3,143 665 655 665 1064% -79% 0%
Net Eamnings Applicable to Common Stock 5,051 6,083 (8.907) (12,559) 3,469 4,397 5,506 N/A -127% 27%
Non-Operating Items - 1,249 860 (13) --

IDiluted Operating EPS 9 5.17 5 6.30 $ (10.73) (10.19) 8 2.09 8 2848 8 3.0 N/A N/A 18%
Diluted EPS (includes 1-time cbarges/gains) $ 5.17 $ 7.60 5 (9.69) (10.20) 8 2889 g 2.40 $ 3500 N/A N/A 18%
Operating Pretax Margin 27.8%/ 26.1% N/A -153.9% 18.9% 20.5%1 22.6%
Operating Return on Equity 16.0% 21 1% -25.4% -46.3% 9 7% _ 11.0% 12 1% _________________

Average Diluted Shares Outstanding (rail.)
Operating Compensation / Net Reveues

SOUrceCE orporafe Reponts, Bernstein Analysis

977 7 961.5 030.4
47,6% 46.5%/ ra1.4%

1,242 1 1,656.7 1,776.4 1,837 6
140.7% 91 9% 51.5% 51.0%/

50% 22%6 7%

7
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Exhibit 9
MER's Quarterly Earnings Model

Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
Consolidated Income Statement
($ Millions)

10 20 30E 40E FY 30:08E vs 30:08E vs.
Mar-2008 Jun-200B Sep-2008 Dec-2008 I 2008E 1 30.07 20:08

Revenues
Debt Underwriting 231 167 280 270 1 1,148 1 % -24%
Equity Underwniting 199 :38 285 290!j 1,112 -17% -16%
M&A 375 317 305 310 I 1,307 -21% -4%

Total Investment Banking 805 1,022 870 870 3,567 -13% -15%

Equity Sales &Trading 1,883 1 , 27 1,600 1,500: 6,710 1% -7%
Fixed Income Sales & Trading (3,378) (8, 6) (3,850) 1,560 (13,736) N/A N/A

Total Capital Markets (1,495) (6,$41) (2,250) 3,0601 (7,026) N/A N/A

Total GMI (690) (5, 19) (1,380) 3,930: (3,459) N/A N/A

Global Private Client 3,300 3, 66 3,133 3,1601 12,760 -4% -1%
Global Investment Management 299 93 243 ~ 248 I. 983 -10% 26%

Total GWM 3,599 3,359 3,376 3,4081 13,742 -5% 1%

Other 25 (56) -- (131)
Total Net Revenues $ 2,934 $ (2, 16) $ 1,996 $ 7,338 I 10,152 425% N/A

Expenses
Compensation and Benefits $ 4,196 $ 3,91 $ 3,300 $ 3,300 $ 14,287 67% -5%
Communications and Technology 555 66571 576 1 2,268 14% 1%
Occupancy and Related Depreciation 309 28333 338 1 1,306 13% 2%
Brokerage, Clearing and Fees 387 70378 382 1 1,516 4% 2%
Professional Fees 242 63268 273 1 1,046 9% 2,
Advertising and Market Development 176 66140 205 I 687 -23% -16%
Other Operating Expenses 370 811 2,971 516! 4,668 553% 266%

Non-Compensation Expense 2,039 2. 0 4,661 2,290: 11,493 129% 86%
Total Expenses $ 6,235 $ 5,995 $ 7,961 $ 5,590 $ 25,780 98% 33%

Eamnings before Taxes and Dividends on
Preferred Securities Issued by Subs (3,301) (8,111) (5,964) 1,749 ($15,628) N/A N/A

Income Taxes (1,332) (3,477) (1,843) 540 (6,112) N/A N/A
tax rate 40.4% 42 9% 309% 30 9%i 39 1%
Net Income (Loss) $ (1,969) $ (4,1534) $ (4,121) $ 1,208 ($9,516) N/A N/A

Preferred Dividends 174 27 2,566 1661 3,143
Discontinued Business/Restrucutring Charges 7 (20) -- (13)

Net Earnings Applicable to Common Stock (2,136) (4,1191) (6,688) 1,042: (12,672) N/A N/A

Diluted Operating EPS $ (2.20) $ (495) $ (4.80) $ 0864 1$ (10 19) N/A N/A
Diluted EPS (includes restructuring charges) $ (2 19) $ (4 97) $ (4.80) $ 0864 i $ (10,20) N/A N/A
O0perating Pretax Margin -112.5% 38 .3% -298.8% 23.8%1 -153 9%

Average Diluted Shares Outstanding (rail) 974.1 9f 1 1,393.6 1,61641 1,242~ 1 70% 42%
Operating Compensation / Net Revenues 143.0% -1& 0% 165.3% 45 0%! 140 7%
Operating Retumn on Equity -32.3% -&.5% -10011% 12 7%1 -46 3%1____________

Source Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

8
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Exhibit 10
MER's Sum of the Parts Valuation Data

Brokerage Deals
Trailing 12 Months, Price-to

Firm Acquiror AUMs (bn) Revenues (mul) Earnings (mul) Price AUMs (bn) Revenues (mul) Earnings (mil)
AGE WE 374 3,110 331 6,777 1 81% 2 18 20.45
Piper UBS 52 347 12 575 1 11% 1.66 49 15
RJF 215 3,109 250 3,400 1 58% 1.09 13 58

Price-to
Q2'08 Data: AUMs (bn) Revenues (mil) Earnings (mul) AUMs (bn) Revenues (mil) Earnings (mul)
MER 1,605 13,547 1,807 FAv ~Data 1 70% 1 64 17 01

Range of Valuations for MER Brokerage ($, mill:
Based on Price-to

AUMs Revenues Earnings
27,232 22,259 30,750

millions ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A~rge 8,4

Tangible Common Equity Allocated to the Capital M:rkets Business 2,0

Source Corporate Reports, Bioomberg, SNL, Bernstein Anaiysis

($, millions)
Date: )/12/2008
BLK's Current Share Price 203.39

BLK Shares Outstanding 129.6

BLK Market Capitalization 26,353
MER's stake in BLK 49.2%
Fair Value of MER's Holdings 12,966

Value of BLK on MER's Bal Sheet 7,964
Un-recognized & Unrealized Gains 5,002
After Tax Gains (using tax rate of 30%) 3,501

9
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Merrill Lynch: Thain Decides Itus Best Not to Go it Alone; BAC
to Acquire MER for $29IShare

9/12/2008 YTD 1EPS PIE
Closing Target Rel -

Ticker Rating CUR Price Price Perf. 2007A 2008E 2009E 2007A 2008E 2009E Yield

MER M USD 17 05 28 00 -62 7% 1-10 73 -10 19 2 09 N M NM 8 1 8.2%
SCHW 0 USID 23.97 25 00 10 1% 0,98 1 06 1 25 24.6 22.5 19.2 0 9%
SPX 1251 70 -85 12 90 01 96.57 14,7 13 9 13 0 2,4%

o - Outperform. M - Market-Perform, U - Underperform

Highlights

* Overnight, Bank of America and Merrill Lynch;
acquire MER for $50 billion in an all-stock trans
MER share outstanding. The deal is expected to
implies a $29 per share price for MER, or 1 .7x I~

tnnounced a merger agreement in which BAG will
action. BAG will exchange 0.8595 of its shares for each
-lose in Q1 2009. Based on Friday's closing prices, that
[ER's Q3 2008E tangible book value.

- The deal value represents a 70% premium on IvER from Friday's closing price, and a 9% premium on
MER's share price a week prior (MER's shares fell 36% last week).

* Our sum-of-the-parts valuation analysis implies
we assume BAG is paying fuill price for MER's i
in BlackRock, then BAG is acquiring MER's In'N
or 0.3x of that unit's tangible book value.

* The deal will give Bank of America the largest c
of $1.6 trillion and 16,690 financial advisors; a -
Banking franchise; and add to its sales and tradii

• Despite the attractiveness of MER's wealth man,
also comes with a balance sheet that is exposed I
exposure to GDOs ($1.2 billion of net exposure)
$54.1 billion of residential mortgage net exposui

• We believe that Mr. Thain, confronted with the]I
capital following further potential writedowns ir
of Merrill's shareholders. We've argued that the
a significant overhang on this stock through at It

* Given the difficult financial market conditions, )
Lynch, especially at the current bid price. Howe-
dramatically, it is possible we could see another

hat MER's fair value is approximately $35 per share'. If
~idustry-leading brokerage unit and its controlling stake
estment Banking and Sales & Trading units for $6.7bn,

omnestic retail brokerage business, with total client assets
50% economic stake in BlackRock; a top-5 Investment
ig business.

,gement business and BlackRock stake, Merrill Lynch
o troubled assets. Merrill Lynch has $8.8bn of gross
$22.9 billion of commercial real estate net exposure and

e ($36.8 of this is U.S. prime mortgages).

ikelihood that MER would need to raise additional
Q3 & Q4 2008, decided a deal was in the best interest
:oncern of an additional capital raise would have acted as
ast the remainder of the year.

ve do not expect another suitor to emerge for Merrill
rer, in the event that BAG's share price falls
bidder for MER and its powerful retail network emerge.

1We warn readers that sum-of-the-parts analysis ALWAYS overvalues secunity firms, whether we examine a high- or
low-quality name or whether we perform the analysis in an upturn or downturn.

See Disclosure Appendix of this publication for important d isclosures and analyst certifications.
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*As we saw after the BSC sale to JPM, we would E
increase in growth rate of SCHW's independent ir
merger as an opportunity to establish their own fri
on our share price target of $28 per share. We rate

Investment Conclusion

While Bernstein was not concerned about a "Contirn
funding run at MER, especially since MER's very he
immune from funding pressures, we were concerne
equity raise should writedowns come in greater than
whether MER's tangible book value will be reduced
related losses or from dilutive capital raises). We be:
overhang on the stock through at least the remainder

For MER, a firm that may need to raise additional e(
with the potential of further price declines due to mz
to its capital raising ability.

As a result, Mr. Thain, in order to prevent the possit
dilution, agreed to be acquired by Bank of America
deal values MER at $29 per share, or 1 .7x Q3 20081

Our price target for Merrill Lynch had been $28 per

Details

Overnight, Bank of America and Merrill Lynch anrn
MER for $50 billion in an all-stock transaction. BA(
share outstanding. Based on Friday's closing prices,
MER's Q3 2008E tangible book value.

September 15, 2008

Brad Hintz * brad hintz~bernstein corn * +1-212-756-4590

xpect the merger of MER with BAC to trigger a sharp
vestment advisor business as Merrill brokers use the
ins. We reiterate our Market-Perform on MER, based
SCHW Outperform, price target of $25 per share.

,ntal Illinois - Drexel Burnham - Bear Stearns-style"
althy cash capital surplus should have helped keep it
that MER would have to undergo another dilutive
expected. As a result, the market was focusing on
further in the comning quarters (either from writedown-
ieve this concern would have acted as a significant
of the year.

Luity, a 36% share price decline in a week combined
rket concerns, would have been extremely detrimental

le collapse of MER's share price on concerns of further
wver the weekend. Based on Friday's closing prices, the
tangible book value.

share. We maintain our Market-Perform

)unced a merger agreement in which BAC will acquire
Iwill exchange 0.8595 of its shares for each MER

Ehat implies a $29 per share price for MER, or 1 .7x

- The deal value represents a 70% premium on MER from Friday's closing price, and a 9% premium on
MER's share price a week prior (MER's shares fell 36% last week).

The deal will give Bank of America the largest dom
$1.6 trillion and 16,690 financial advisors; a -50% e
Banking franchise; and add to its sales and trading b

Sumn-of-Parts Valuation of Merrill Lynch

We will be the first to tell you that a sumn-of-the-parl
being undervalued. This holds true whether one use,~
analysis is performed in a valuation upcycle or dowi

That said, we still did a sumn-of-the-parts analysis onl
easiest to do of the domestic large capitalization seci
brokerage operation in its wealth management busin
management business), a 50% stake in Blackrock -
trading/investment banking division. Right now, the
trading businesses and investment banking is entenri

Our sum-of-the-parts Valuation Methodology is bas,
further details):

*Wealth Management Division - we look at comp,
brokerage exposure and recent sales

~stic retail brokerage business, with total client assets of
onomic stake in BlackRock; a top-5 Investment
siness.

s valuation analysis results in every brokerage stock
a high- or low-quality name or whether the valuation

icycle.

Merrll Lnch(see Exhibit 1). MER is one of the
rityfirm. Meril has the largest domestic retail

ess(whch lsoincludes MER's alternative asset
pubicl trdedand easy-to-value asset - and a

make is not assigning much value to these firm's
g a cyclical downturn.

i-don the following (please see the Appendix for

trable valuations to other firms with large retail

2
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eBlackRock - we assign a market value to MER's stake in the firm

e Investment Banking/Sales & Trading - we assign

Our sum-of-the-parts valuation analysis implies thai
analysis, if we assume BAG is paying full price for
BlackRock, then BAG is acquiring MER's Capital I~
& Trading units) for $6.7 billion, or 0.3x of what wi

Exhibit 1
Merrill Lynch's Sum-of-the-Parts Valuation - Please see,

a 0.75x tangible book value to this business.

MER's fair value is nearly $35 per share. Based on our
VIER's industry-leading brokerage unit and stake in
larkets business (i.e., its Investment Banking and Sales
calculate that unit's tangible book value to be.

kppendix for Details

$,millions

Sum of the Parts:

Total BLK Stake 12,966
Calculated Value of Retail Brokerage 26,747
Calculated Value of Capital Markets Business 16,200

SubTotal 55,913

Shares Outstanding 1,599.7
S$OTPPrice pier "S h are345
MER's Current Price -
Upside Potential

9/12/2008

Source~ Corporate Reports, Bloomberg, SNL, Bernstein Analysis

Why Did Thain Do the Deal?

Seasoned players in the credit market have long kn(
for a securities firm. They know that historically, it
end the life of a broker, it is inability to rollover det
counterparties in the trading market.

After the BSC funding failure, it is no longer just ra
of the tenuous funding bases, highly leveraged capi:
the major investment banks. As a result, equity inv
despite the commitment of the Federal Reserve to s'

Bernstein was not concemned about a "Drexel Burnt
a healthy cash capital surplus should have helped k(
bank deposit base. But we were concerned that ME'
should writedowns come in greater than expected.

In order to prevent a confidence run on Merrill Lyn
have Merrill Lynch be acquired by Bank of Americ
uncertainty of future writedowns from MER's troub

Merrill Lynch's Exposures to Troubled Assets

One of the reasons MER may only be getting 0.3xI
related to the significant level of troubled assets Mc
gross exposure to CDOs ($1.2 billion of net exposu
and $54.1 billion of residential mortgage net exposi

17.05
105%

wn that the loss of confidence is a life threatening risk
[ias not been bad trading decisions or credit losses that
t when it comes due or the abandonment of

Ling agencies, regulators and academics that are aware
al structures and reliance on counterparty confidence of
,stors are now prone to act first and ask questions later
ipport the brokers via liquidity facilities.

am - Bear Steamns-style" funding run at MER. MER has
ep it immune from funding pressures and has a massive
~.would have to undergo another dilutive equity raise

±h in these very tough markets, Mr. Thain agreed to
i. Given the lack of feasible acquirers, and the
led assets, we view the acquisition price as favorable.

angible book value for its Capital Markets business, is
rrill Lynch has exposure to. Merrill Lynch has $8.8bn of
s-e), $22.9 billion of commercial real estate net exposure
tre ($36.8 of this is U.S. prime mortgages).

3
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These exposures total to nearly 270% of MER's tat
major U.S. security firms (see Exhibit 2).

Sub rime Mon a as 5%G LE*7% * s

JCorrs r- G olge ross12% 29% 55%

ICDOss- Net 12% 4/

Retained Interests 7% NA 10%
Note- Orey Shaded eaves Imply Net Exposues

Note -MS & LEH Tang Equity is pro-forms for mandatory convertible preferred
MER represents 03 '08 Pro-forma Tang Equity following 7/28 capital raise
LEN exposures represent 03 2008 Esposures

Sources Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

Merrll Lynch's troubled exposures have already fl:
billion over the past 5 quarters (see Exhibit 3). Th
lead to additional dilutive equity raises.
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ible equity base. This is the highest among the four

Exhibit 3
Valuation Writedowns

$, millions
03'07 04 '07 01 '09 02'08 03 '08E

GS 1,480 500 2,000 T75
LEH 700 1,180 2,400 4,100 7,800

Ms 940 9,400 2,300 1,500
MER 8,363 16,007 6,535 9,735 7,700

MER's 03'08 Writedown estimate breakdown
$4.4bn from markdown of CDO inventory in sale to Lone Star
$1 .3bn from commutation of monoline-related CDS contracts
$2,Obn estimate of writedowns from MER's other assets

Sources Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

*rced the firm to announce writedowns of over $46
market was concerned that further writedowns would

Exhibit 4 shows a detailed breakdown of MER's tOubled asset exposures since the start of the credit crisis.

Exhibit 4
Merrill Lynch Troubled Asset Exposures

Nigh Grade $ 22,648 $ 8,925 $
Mezzanine 8,022 5,237
CD02 1,454 830
Secondary Trading 1,740 1..i 026

Total (Net) 33,864 15,818
Total (Gross) N/IA 46,100

Total U S Subprime 8,835 5,663
U.S Aft-A NA 2,984
Non-U.S NA 11 824

Total 20,471

ABS CDO ~~~~~~~~~715
Subprime MBS 4,985
Alt-A MBS 7,944
CMBS 81

Total 20,475

U.S. Prime Mortgages NA 28,318

SUBTOTAL -Mortgage-Related

Total

Total 'Not Exoosure'

85,082

NA S 116.082 S

Sources Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

Merrill Lynch's Retail Brokerage Business

Merrill Lynch operates the leading domestic retail
trillion and 16,690 financial advisors. Merrill Lyn(
retail brokerage business, income booked from its

4,380 $ 4,121 $
2,184 2,249

271 187
(1,97 114
4,838 6,671

30,400 26,300

2,687 3,172
9,582 8~~,769

14,978 13,376

3,910 3,205
7,120 5,330
5,79 - ,8 -

17,072 13,745

28,189 30,750

65,077

83.077 S

64,542

78.742 $

1,645
133

4,459 1,600
19,900 8,800

1,012
1,542
7,448

10,002

2,901
4,338

12,615

33,718

60,794

7,500

68.294

(0,3 Comapres for
CDOs & 02

Compares for rest)

-64%
-56%

-29%
-51%

-25%A

-9%
-19%

10%

-6%

-47%

-13%

brokerage business, with total client assets of $1.6
h's Wealth Management division (which includes MER's
-50% economic stake in BlackRock, and MER's

4

Iuou Chiange in
S. millions 02'07 03 '07 04 ~07 0108s 02'08 03'08+ "Net Exposure"

�n

53,

- .__ -- _f-.. �n^ ...- .- I ... C---
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alternative asset management platform) has generati
earnings over the past four quarters (Q3 '07-Q2 '08)

As Exhibit 5 shows, the retail brokerage is a scale I
pretax margins.

The acquisition of the MER retail system does not E
merger. As we saw after the BSC sale to JPM, we 'm
sharp increase in growth rate of SCHW's independe
the merger as an opportunity to establish their own

Exhibit 5
Retail is a Scale Business

Source Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

Valuation Methodology

We have found that the major brokerage firms' conr
Bernstein believes that the tangible book value of a
reflecting the industry's mark-to-market accounting
balance-sheets. By comparison, forecasting the higl
to-earnings valuation ratios are not accurate or stab]

We derive our price targets based upon a valuation
versus Ke (the CAPM-based cost of equity), credit i
1999-2000 internet bubble period and all other peril

September 15, 2008
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,d $14.1 billion in revenues and $3.2 billion in pretax

usiness, with the larger firms able to generate stronger

uaranty that the MER brokers will stay at BAG after the
ould expect the merger of MER with BAG to trigger a
.it investment advisor business as Merrill brokers use
irms.

mon stocks trade on a price-to-tangible book basis.
securities firm is a "hard number" for these companies
discipline and the rapid turnover of brokerage firm
ly cyclical earnings is problematic and therefore price-
e.

nodel that takes into account Return on Equity (ROE)
-ating and a variable that differentiates between the
ods of history. The formula is:

* Target Price-to-Tangible Book Value = 5.33 + P.77 * (Conditional Tangible ROEIKe) - 0.62 *
Credit Ratings + 0.90 * Internet Dummy Variiable

Bernstein has used price-to-book metrics to value tl
were difficult to be accurately forecasted and book~
preferred to price-to-earnings.

Based on our updated estimates, we expect Merrill'
quarters (excluding the expected losses in Q3 '08). i
1 .4x price-to-tangible book value, leading us to a $

.e large capitalization securities firms. Because earnings
ialue was viewed as a hard number, price-to-book was

.~ynch to report a 13% tangible ROE over the next 4
wccording to our valuation model, this results in a target
.8 share price target.

5

TtlNet Retail Revenues $5,505 $6,625 $3,2 4 $8,160 $10,529 $6,594 $11,885 $12,899 $6,466
TtlOperating Expenses 4,916 5,470 2,7 9 $6,392 $8,185 $5,430 $9,168 $9,269 $5,142

Pr~x Income $589 $1,155 $4 5 $1,768 $2,315 $1,153 $2,717 $3,630 $1,324

Pr~xMargin 107% 17.4% 15. _ 21.7% 22.0% 17.5% 22.9% 28.1% 20.5%

Financial Advisors 7,944 8,429 8,3 0 13,143 14,858 14,983 15,880 16,740 16.690

Anualized:
Revenue Per Advisor $692,976 $785,977 $394,4 1 $620,863 $708,642 $440,099 $748,426 $770,550 $387,418
Operating Expenses Per Advisor $618,832 $640,950 $335,210 $406,343 $550,882 $362,411 $577,330 $553,704 $308,089

Pre Tax Income Per Advisor $74,144 $137,027 $59.231 $134,520 $157,760 $77,688 $171,096 $216,846 $79,329

Toa Client Assets ($BB) $676 $758 $739 $1,230 $1,548 $1,662 $1,619 $1,751 $1,605
AsesIn Asset Priced Accounts ($1B1) $105 $201 $1 M $343 $446 $469 $613 $655 $630

Fee Based to Total Assets 28.8% 26.5% 26. 1% 279% 28.8% 28.2% 37.9% 37.4% 39.3%

Client Assets Per Advisor ($MM) $85.1 $89.9 $88.5 $93.6 $104.2 $110.9 $102.0 $104.6 $96.2

Revenue Per Client Asset (ROCA) 0.814% 0.874%/ 0.891% 0.663% 0.680% 0.794% 0,7341% 0.737% 0.805%
Revenue Per $BB in Assets $6,143 $8,740 $8,915 $6,834 $6,802 $7,935 $7,341 $7,367 $8,057
Op. Expenses Per $BB In Client Assets $7,272 $7,216 $7,5 5 $5,197 $5,287 $6,534 $5,663 $524 6,0
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Historically, the price-to-book valuation of the sec
credit ratings and business mix. The various valual
and used over the past seven years have had R-squ

Schwab Valuation

Unlike the other brokerages we cover, which we v
price-to-earnings (P/E) basis. We apply a target re]
Months [NTM] BPS) to the firm. This target is Cal.
NTM estimated EPS) relative to the S&P 500 sinc

In determining our share price target for Schwab v
the price-to-NTM earnings 12 months from now. 1

firm. Based on our estimates, the S&P 500 is tradi:
base-date while Schwab is trading at 16.6x. Thus
base. Given that the target relative forward P/E for
price target of $25.00 (see Exhibit 7).

Exhibit 6
Schwab's Relative Forward PIE (ex-TMT Years)

2 10 1 Relative Price-to-Forward EPS Ests.

1 90

1 70

1 50

Target=

1 ~30 ]f"'l 3 '6'

1 10I

0 90I

:137 Expected Fwd P/E On

Yer 4,o
-1 400

-C -) -) -) -) 0 - 0 - 0 -
LO CD N- CD Cn C C\J CO LO C D

a a_ a a a a a a a a a a a a

Sources FactSet, Bernstein Analysis

Risks

The biggest risk to any major broker-dealer is a Io:
markets. The major broker-dealers rely upon the a:
order to fund their balance sheets at gross leverage
support more than a trillion dollars worth of assets
failure of a broker-dealer. In order to prevent a liqi
but in a market like this, would likely result in lost,

While the liquidity facilities the Federal Reserve e
funding pressures, a loss of confidence can also dc
to limit exposure to firms whose credit ratings fac(
crisis of confidence, while a firm may avert a liqui
will also come under threat. The one-two punch of
of a crisis, can easily result in the failure of a majc

September 15, 2008
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irities firms has been correlated with ROE/cost of equity,
ions regression equations that Bernstein has developed
ared statistics that ranged from .65 to .75.

flue on a price-to-book basis, we value Schwab on a
ative price-to-earnings ratio (based on Next-Twelve-
milated as Schwab's average monthly forward P/E (using

1995 (excluding the TMT years of 12/98-12/00).

,e look to establish a 12-month target. Thus, we examine
Ls a result, we look at 2009 & 2010 EPS estimates for the
ig at 12.8x NTM EPS estimates using June 2009 as a
he relative forward P/E is 1.30 using June 2009 as a
Schwab is 1.37 (see Exhibit 6), this gives the company a

Exhibit 7
Calculation of Schwab's Price Target

911212008 W
12-Months, 12-Months

Price Ifrom Nowl from Now

SCHW 23971 1401u 17.12
SPX 1,251 701 99 56 1 12.57

'Reltiv forardP/E: 1 36
Mean /Target 1 37

Calculated Price Target 25.05.
Published Price Target
Upside

25.00

4%

Sources FactSet, Corporate Reports, Bernstein Estimates

*s of confidence in its name, especially in the credit
)ility to roll over their debt at reasonable interest rates in
ratios in the high 20s (some of these balance sheets
).The inability to meet debt obligations will result in the

iidity issue, a broker-dealer can sell assets to raise cash,
es, adding more pressure to a firm's equity base.

;tablished this year should help relieve some of the
stroy a firm's franchise and morale. Counter-parties tend
* downgrades and are perceived as being in risk. So, in a
d1ity event, the firm's brand name and ongoing business
funding pressures and the inability to earn one's way out
r broker dealer.

6

. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Exhibit 8
MER's Annual Earnings Model

Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
Consolidated Income Statement
(S Millions)

Annual Growth

2005 2006 2007 20086 20096 201 OE 2011E 2007-MSE 2008-M9E 2009-106E
Revenues

Debt Unde-iratiing 1,444 1,777 1,550 1,140 1,140 1,299 1.420 -26% -1% 14%
Equity Undlevriting 952 1,220 1,029 1,112 1,220 1,291 1,516 -22% 10% 14%
M&A 882 1,099 1,740 1,207 1,255 1,421 1,574 -25% -4%. 14%

Total Investment Bankting 2,270 4,046 4,919 2,567 2,615 4,121 4.519 -27% 1% 14%

Equity Sales & Trading 4,250 0,730 8,206 0.710 7,225 0,215 9,037 -19% 0% 12%
Fixed Income Sales & Trading 6,210 7,902 (15,072) (13,736) 6,050 6,027 7,962 N/A N/A N/A

Total Capital Markets 10.966 14,712 (7,697) (7,026) 12,209 15,052 10,999 N/A -291% 12%

Total GMI 13,844 18,790 (2,600) (3,4590) 17,000 19,173 21,410 N/A -091 % 13%

Global Pt/vale Client 15.293 11.501 12.099 12.700 13.527 14,519 159506 -1% 6%/ 7%
Global lnvestment Management 459 541 1,122 983 1,114 1,502 2,120 -12% 13% 35%

Total GWM 10,002 12,062 14,021 13,742 14,641 16,021 17,670 -2% 7% 9%

ML vestment Management 1.907 1.900 - ---

Other (439) (306) (153) (131) 5 0 0
Net Revenues $ 20,014 9 32,394 $ 11,250 $ 15,152 9 31,641 9 35,194 $ 39,093 -10% 212%/ 11%

Expenses
Compensation and Benetits $ 12.392 $ 16.026 $ 15,903 $ 14,207 $ 10.395 0 10,125 $ 19.9238 -10W 14% 11%
Occupancy and Related Deprecuation 930 996 1,139 1,359 1,402 1,402 1,562 19% 7%/ 0%
Communications and Technology 1,005 1,042 2,057 2.200 2,354 2,454 2.566 1 0% 4%/ 4%/
Adv~etfsiog and Market Development 599 090 785 687 735 757 780 -12%/ 7% 3%/
Brokerage, Clearnvg and Fees 042 1,5006 1,415 1,510 1,010 1,720 1,056 7% 7% 7%
Professional Fees 727 094 1,027 1,040 1,142 1,222 1,302 2% 9% 7%
Expenses of Other Consolidated Investments 258 334 - - -- -
Othrer Opemating Eapevses 1,414 1,310 1.705 4,0608 2,114 2,194 2,274 166% -55% 41/

Non-Compensation Expense 0,386 7,122 8,170 11,492 9.303 9,027 10,340 41% -19% 5%/
Total Erpenses g 10,770 0 23,940 9 24.5081 9 29,700 $ 29.690 $ 27,962 0 50,278 7% 0% 9%

Earoings before Teaxs aod Dividends on
Pietenred Securities Issued by Subs. $ 7,236 9 8,446 9 (12,031) 9 (19,620) 9 5,903 $ 7,222 9 8,816 N/A N/A 21%

Income Taxes 2,115 2,196 (4.194) (6,112) 1,049 2.109 2,045 N/A N/A 17%
Cummnulative Effecta of Changes in Accounting - - ---

Dividends on Preferred Securities nosued hy Subs, - - - -

Net Income (Loss) 9 5,121 9 0,255 $ (0,637) 9 (9,016) 9 4,134 $ 9.062 9 6,171 N/A N/A 22%

Prof eyed Dix/deods 70 iee 275 3,143 005 0695 669 1064% -79% 0%/
Net Earoings Applicable to Common Stock 5,551 60,62 (0.907) (12.659) 3,469 4,397 9,506 N/A -127% 27%
Non-Operating Items - 1,249 060 (12) - - -

IDilated Operating EPS 9 5.17 $ 303 0 (10.73) 9 (10.19) 9 2.05 9 2.46 $ 2.50 N/A N/A 10%/
Dilutes EPS (inclades 1 -time charages/gains( 9 5.17 9 7.65 $ (9.09) $ (10.25) 0 2.05 9 2.40 $ 3.00 N/A N/A 10%
Operating Prtax Margin 27.8% 26.1% N/A -1502.9% 1899% 20.5% 22.6%
OperatingfReturv on Fqxily 1690% 21 1% -25.4% -40.3% 9.7% 1 1.0% 121% _ _____________

Average Dilated Shares Outstanding (mul.)
Opeiating Compensation 11Net Revenues

977 7 961.5 030.4
476R% 400 1.. 41 4%

1,242.1 1,656 7 1,776.4 1,027.6 1 55% 33%
140n7%. S 515% 515 Sw tOOL)/

7%

Source Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysi's

7
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Exhibit 9
MER's Quarterly Earnings Model

Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
Consolidated Income Statement

($ Millions) la~~~1 20 3GE 40E FY 30:08E vs 30:08E vs.

Mar-2008 Jun-20 Sep-2008 Dec-2008 I 2008E 30:07 20:08
Revenues

Debt Underwriting 231 3 7 280 270 1 1,148 1 % -24%
Equity Underwriting 199 318 285 290! 1,112 -17% -16%
M&A 375 3 7 305 310!. 1,307 -21% -4%

Totai Investment Banking 805 1,0 2 870 870! 3,567 -13% -15%

Equity Sales & Trading 1,883 1,7 7 1.600 1,5001 6,710 1% -7%
Fixed Income Sales & Trading (3,378) (8,0 i8) (3,850) 1,560 i (13,736) N/A N/A

Total Capitli Markets (1,495) (6,3 1) (2,250) 3,0601 (7,026) N/A N/A

Totai GMI (690) (5,3 9) (1,380) 3,930: (3,459) N/A N/A

Global Private Client 3,300 3,1 6 3,133 3,160!I 12,760 -4% -1%
Global Investment Management 299 1 13 243 248 983 -10% 26%

Total GWM 3,599 3,3 ~9 3,376 3,408 13,742 -5% 1%

Other 25 (156) -- (131)
Totai Net Revenues $ 2,934 $ (2,116) $ 1,996 $ 7,338 I 10,152 425% N/A

Expenses
Compensation and Benefits $ 4,196 $ 3,431 $ 3,300 $ 3,300 $ 14,287 67% -5%
Communications and Technology 555 5 6 571 576 2,268 14% 1%
Occupancy and Related Depreciation 309 3 8 333 338 1 1,308 13% 2%
Brokerage, Clearing and Fees 387 3 0 378 382 1,516 4% 2%
Professional Fees 242 2 3 268 273 1 .1046 9% 2%
Advertising and Market Development 176 1 6 140 205 ! 687 -23% -16%
Other Operating Expenses 370 8 1 2,971 516 1. 4,668 553% 266%

Non-Compensation Expense 2,039 2,5 4 4,661 2,290 1 11,493 129% 86%
Totai Expenses $ 6,235 $ 5,9 5 $ 7,961 $ 5,590 $ 25,780 98%33

Earnings before Taxes and Dividends on
Preferred Securities Issued by Subs (3,301) (8,111) (5,964) 1,749 I. ($15,628) N/A N/A

Income Taxes (1,332) (3,4 ) (1,843) 540!1 (6,112) N/A N/A
tax rate 40.4% 42. % 30.9% 30.9%' 39 1% ___________

Net Income (Loss) $ (1,969) $ (4,634) $ (4,121) $ 1,2081 ($9,516) N/A N/A

Preferred Dividends 174 237 2,566 166 1 3,143
Discontinued Business/Restrucutring Charges 7 (20) - 1 (13)

Net Earnings Applicable to Common Stock (2,136) (4,891) (6,688) 1,042 I (12,672) N/A N/A

Diiuted Operating EPS $ (2.20) $ (4.95) $ (4 80) $ 0841 $ (10 19) N/A N/A
Diluted EPS (includes restructuring charges) $ (2 19) $ (4.97) $ (4.80) $ 0~64 1$ (10.20) N/A N/A
O0perating Pretax Margin -112.5% 383.3% -298.8% 28% -13 9%

Average Diluted Shares Outstanding (mil) 974.1 9 1 1,393.6 1,6164A 1,242 1 70% 42%
Operating Compensation / Net Revenues 143.0%/ -16S.0 185 3% 45,0%! 1407
Operating Return on Equity -32.3% -835 -100.1% 12 7%! -6%____________

Source Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

8
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Exhibit 1 0
MER's Sum of the Parts Valuation Data

Brokerage Deals
Trailing 12 MonthS7 Price-to

Firm Acquiror AUIVs (bn) Revenues (mul) Earnings (mil) Price AUMs (bn) Revenues (mul) Earnings (mul)
AGE WB 374 3,110 31 67718%21 04
Piper UBS 52 34712 5511% 6495
RJF 215 3,10925 340 .81 9 138

02'08 Data: AUMs (bn) Revenues (mul) Earnings (mil) AUMs (bn) Revenues (mul) Earnings (mul)
MER 1,605 13,547 1,807 AvgData 1 70% 1,64 17.01_

Range of Valuations for MER Brokerage ($, mil):
Based on Price-to

AULMs Revenues Earnings
27,232 22,259 30,750

$,millions
Tangible Common Equity Allocated to the Capital M irkets Business 2,0

Book-Value Multiple Assigned0.5
Estimated Market Value 16,200

Source Corporate Reports, Bloomberg, SNL, Bernstein Analysis

($, millions)
Date: )/12/2008
BLK's Current Share Price 203.39

BILK Shares Outstanding 129.6

BLK Market Capitalization 26,353
MER's stake in BLK 49.2%
Fair Value of MER's Holdings 12,966

Value of BLK on MER's Bal Sheet 7,964
Un-recognized & Unrealized Gains 5,002
After Tax Gains (using tax rate of 30%) 3,501

9
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* References to "Bernstein" relate to Sanford C Bernstein & Co., LLC a

* Bernstein analysts are compensated based on aggregate contribution.
productivity and proactivity of investment ideas. No analysts are comp
investment banking revenues

* Bernstein rates stocks based on forecasts of relative performance for'
versus the MSCI Pan Europe Index for stocks listed on the European
ratings,

Outperform Stock will outpace the market index by more than 1 E

Market-Perform Stock will perform in line with the market indext

Underperform. Stock will trail the performance of the market inde

* As of 07/09/2008. Bernstein's ratings were distributed as follows. Outr
Underperform/Sell -5 3%

* Brad Hintz, as a former Managing Director at Morgan Stanley Group
Group ESOP Trust at Mellon Bank as convertible preferred stock. The
are fully vested. Mr Hintz is also an investor in Morgan Stanley CapitE
maintains an equity interest as a limited partner. On June 9, 2006, Mr
Index account with all assets in the account to be transferred to a new
transfer of assets to Charles Schwab was completed by June 30, 2001
included 100 shares of Chicago Mercantile Exchange, 600 shares ofI
Ameritrade Holdings In addition, as a result of the complete spin off o
a long position in Discover stock as a beneficiary of the Morgan Stankt
Mr Hintz by the ESOP trustee.

* Accounts over which Bemnstein and/or their affiliates exercise investmi
the following companies MER / Merrill Lynch

* Bernstein currently makes a market in the following companies SCHV

* The following companies are or during the past twelve (1 2) months w(
securities related services and received compensation for such servic

* An affiliate of Bernstein received compensation for non-investment ba
Merrill Lynch, SCHW / Charles Schwab Corp.

12-Month Rating History as of 0911412008

Ticker Initiated Rating
Coverage
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)IS), owns an equity position in MS that is held in a Morgan Stanley
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I Partners Ill, LP - a merchant banking fund where Morgan Stanley
Hintz notifiled U.S Trust that he was closing his Russell 1 000 Equity
y established brokerage account at Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. The
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,*Trade, 375 shares of Raymond James and 400 shares of TD
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OTHER DISCLOSURES
A price movement of a security which may be temporary will not necessarily
when coverage of securities commences and ceases Bernstein has no polic
coverage policies Although the definition and application of these methods
please note that there is a range of reasonable variations within these mode
range of economic variables, which may include, but not limited to, interestr
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Merrill Lynch: The Thundering Herd Waits for Its Shareholder
Vote
Estimate Change in Bold

10/16/2008 YTD EPS P/E
Closing Target Rel -

Ticker Rating CUR Price Price Perf 2007A 200BE 2009E 2007A 2008E 2009E Yield

MER M USD 18 35 28 00 -47,0% -10 73 -11.04 2.09 NM NM 8.8 7.6%
OLD -10.57

SPX 946.43 85 12 89.50 95 87 11 1 10,6 gg 3.2%

o - Outperform, M - Market-Perform, U - Underperform

Highlights

* Merrill reported a Q3 2008 EPS loss of $5.58 dilu
$5.13 loss and consensus estimate of a $5.22 loss.
$5.4 billion of losses related to previously announ
CDOs to Lone Star, the commutation of monoline
clauses following the $9.8bn capital raise in July,
these one-time items, MER's "run-rate" of earning
The loss was driven by the $7.0 billion of additior
partially offset by $2.8 billion of mark-to-market!

Operating Performance and Exposure

* Not surprisingly, this was a tough quarter for theI
capital market environments over the past twenty
brokerage revenues were all weak as the capital
to security firmns' revenue streams.

* Investment banking revenues fell 27% sequentia
trading revenues (i.e., excluding the impact of wr
the firm's own debt) was down 45-50% sequenti
government trading thrived, and that is a sign of

0

~ed share, slightly worse than our expectation of a
Thetfir's after-tax loss of $7.5 billion was driven by

~ed trnatons during the quarter (e.g., the sale of
CDS contracts, payments related to anti-dilutive
nd expenses related to the ARS settlement). Excluding
swas a loss of $2.0 billion or a $1.51 loss per share.

ial valuation writedowns that MER took this quarter,
gains on the firm's own liabilities.

-irm in what may turn out to be one of the more difficult
years. Investment banking, sales and trading and retail
tarkets environment this past quarter was not conducive

y, the run rate of fixed income and equity sales and
.tedowns and revenue gains on the mark-to-market of
[ly and retail brokerage revenues dropped 5%. Only
worsening economic environment.

The retail brokerage revenue declined by 5% seq entially. The GWM experienced a decline in
transactional and origination revenues (-19%), fee based revenues (-1%) and negative net new assets.

* Despite the fact that Merrill Lynch has been redui
and commercial mortgages, RMBS, CMBS, levei
exposure to these troubled assets relative to its su
These assets could continue to drive new writedo
closes.

* In theory, Q3 is the last quarter Merrill Lynch wi]
market volatility and the monumental changes thi
we are not considering this deal to be completed 1
MER has been trading at a 12-15% discount to th

:ing its exposure to troubled asset classes (residential
aged loans and CDOs), the firm still has the greatest
w-iving peers Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs.
sins for Bank of America after the MER acquisition

I report results as an independent firm. Given the
oughout the financial landscape these past few weeks,
intil both groups of shareholders vote to approve it.
implied deal price as the equity market appears to be

See Disclosure Appendix of this publication for important disclosures and analyst certifications.
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skeptical that the deal will close as structured. Bei
of America there is no break-up fee if Merrill shai
effectively guaranteed Morgan Stanley and Goldn
go it alone.

e As a result of yesterday's earnings announcement,
missed our expectations for the quarter. Our 2008
$10.57. We are maintaining our 2009 and 2010 El

S

October 17, 2008

Brad Hintz * brad hintz~bernstein corn *+1-212-756-4590

stein notes that in the Merger Agreement with Bank
eolders block the deal and with the Treasury having
anSachs, there are certainly investor calls for MER to

we are reducing 2008 earnings expectations as MER
EPS figure declines to a loss of $11.04 from a loss of
I'S estimates of $2.09 and $2.48, respectively.

We continue to rate Merrill Lynch Market-Perform~ with a $28 share price target.

Investment Conclusion

Third-quarter 2008 was certainly a difficult period f
of pain occurring in the final month of the quarter. ~
months for capital market activity in decades, super:
During the month, Lehman Brothers went bankrupt,
Drexel Burnham Lambert failed in February 1990. ~'
Washington Mutual, the country's largest thrift faile
fund in U.S. history became only the second money
Lynch was forced into the arms of Bank of America

Now the issue is the forthcoming shareholders vote.
implied deal price as the equity market appears to bi
Bernstein notes that in the Merger Agreement with]I
shareholders block the deal and with the US Treasui
and Goldman Sachs, there are certainly activist inve
to renegotiate the transaction.

And from BAC's point of view Merrill Lynch may I
realizes that they have purchased a massive portfoli4
mortgages, RMBS, CMBS, leveraged loans and CD
Certainly there is concern that Merrill's troubled ass
new writedowns for Bank of America after the MEL
MER's 2005-2006 CDOs will likely bring substanti,
the Securities Act of 1933.

)r the capital markets, with the most pronounced period
eptember 2008 will likely go down as one of the worst
~eding March 2008 in terms of overall weakness.
the first broker-dealer to file for bankruptcy since
LIG was bailed out by the U.S. Government.
1. The Primary Reserve Fund, the oldest money market
market fund to have "broken the buck." And Merrill

MER has been trading at a 12-15% discount to the
skeptical that the deal will close as structured.

lank of America there is no break-up fee if Merrill
y having effectively guaranteed both Morgan Stanley
;tors calling for MER to go it alone - or at least attempt

)ok less attractive as Mr. Lewis's management team
of troubled asset classes (residential and commercial

Ds) and significant CDO underwriter's liability claims.
-ts and counterparty exposure could continue to drive
*acquisition closes and that unhappy purchasers of
1 claims against BAC under sections 1 1 and 12(2) of

Our price target for Merrill Lynch is $28 per share. We maintain our Market-Perform rating on the stock.

2
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$, millions 02 '07 03 '07 04 1

High Grade $ 22,648 $ 8,925 S
Mezzanine 8,022 5,237
CDO2 1,454 630
Secondlary Trading 1,740 1,026

Total (Net) 33,864 15,818
Total (Gross) N/A 46,100

Total U.S Subprime
U S. Alt-A
Non-U.S

ABS COO
Subprime MRS
Alt-A MBS
CMBS

rotal

U.S. Prime Mortgages

8,835
NA
NA

5,663
2,984

11,824
20,471

715
4,985
7,944
6,831

20,475

NA 28,318

85,082

53,000

October 17, 2008
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7 01 08 02'08 03'08+

I-~~a

'I

4,3802,184
271

(1 .997)
4,838

30,400

4,121 $ 2,454
2,249

187
114

6,671
26,300

1,645
133

4,459 1,100
19,900 6,400

$

2,687
9,582

14,978

251
3,910
7,120
5,791

17,072

28,189

65,077

31i,000 - 18,000o

via e iina A loC

3,172 1,542 2
8,769 7,448 4,644

13,376 10,002 7,627

2,901
4,338
5,376

12,615

33,718

2,702
3,498
5,040

11,240

34,637

54,604

6,100

122
3,205
5,330
5,088

13,745

30,750

64,542 60,794

14,200 7,500

tAa fl77 t 7A 7A9 It ra 9QA C RAn7fA

Goo Change in
"Net Exposure"

-75%
-68%

1 920/o
-98%
-38%
-241%

-7%
-19%

:ff/a
-11%

3%

-1 0%

-19%/

-1 C

Whole Loans / Conduits 9,750 7,872 6,128 -22%
Securities & Derivatives 960 575 555 -3%
Real Estate Investments 7,288 6,454 6,136 5/

SubTotal 17,998 14,901 12,819 -14%
CRE from First Republic Bank 2,586 2,670 2.933j 10%

Total GRE $ 20,584 $ 17,571 $ 15,752 -1 0%

Sources Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

Details

After a very difficult month of September, which w
of the credit markets" by Merrill Lynch CFO Nelso
with our expectations. Merrill Lynch had a number
were pre-announced by the company (see Exhibit. ,

We calculate that the impact of these items on EPS
means that MER's "run-rate" of earnings this quarte
And this $1.51 run-rate loss benefited from a tax rai
brokerage analysts.

is described as "one of the worst months in the history
i Chai, MER reported results that were relatively inline
Df one-time items related to transactions or events that

was a loss of $4.05 per share for MER this quarter. This
r (including writedowns) was a loss of $1.51 per share.
e of 54%, which is the highest tax rate we have seen as

3
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Exhibit 1
Evolution of Troubled Exposures at Merrill Lynch

rotal

SUBTOTAL -Mortgage-Related

Total

r-1 --N� r---.
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Exhibit 2
MER's 03'08 Results - Breaking out the One-Time Items

Merrill Lynch's 03 2008 Earnings
$, millions

A

Revenues
Expenses
Pretax Income

Taxes
Income

Preferred Dividends
Net Income
Non Operating Items
Net Income to Common

EPS (GAAP)

EOP Shares Outstanding
Avg Shares Outstanding

MER, ex 1-Time

1,416
5,317

(3,901)

(2,124)
(1,777)

219
(1,996)

(32)
(2,028)

(1.51)

986
929

+ B
Impact of One-

Time Items
a) (1,400)

2,950
(4,350)

(1,007) (3)
(3,343)

2,100 (4)
(5,443)

(5,443)

(4.06)

614 (5)
410 (6)

ri writedowns, partially offset by $2.Bbn of mark-to-market

-I-
(1) $4 4bn writedown on CDO portfolio sold to Lone Star,
from potential settlement of other CDO hedged wf monoli
(2) $2.5bn one-time charge related to the payment of she
of expenses related to ARS settlement (including $125 m
(3) The $2 5bn one-time charge related to the payment o
deductible
(4) One-time $2.1lbn preferred dividend from the accelere
(5) 177.3mil shares from accelerated conversion of $4 91:
(6) Avg shares increase less than total as the equity rais(

Source Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analsiss

The Bank of America Deal

On the early morning of Monday, September 15th, j
bankruptcy, Bank of America and Merrill Lynch an:
would give MER shareholders 0.8595 share of Banl
expected to close by the end of the calendar year.

However, before that happens, both MER and BofA
since the announcement of the deal, MER's share pr
BofA's share price) by an average of 15%. The curri

$0.5bn loss on termination of hedges w/ XLCA, $0.8 bn loss
nes & $4.3bn gain on sale of Bloomberg stake

rsto Temasek to address anti-dilutive clause & $425 million
ilion in fines)
shares to Temasek (mentioned above) is NOT taxable

[ted conversion of $4 9bn preferred shares into common
ln of preferreds & 437mil shares from $9.8bn capital raise
,/conversion of preferred occurred 1 month into the qtr

ust following the announcement of Lehman filing
iounced their intention to merge. The deal, which
of America stock for every MER share they hold, is

shareholders must vote to approve the deal. However,
ice has lagged the implied acquisition price (based on
,nt delta is 12% (see Exhibit 3 and Exhibit 4).

4
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(1)
(2)

C

Total

1 ~~16
1 ~~8,267

(8,251)

(3,131)
(5,120)

2,319
(7,439)

(32)
(7,471)

(5.58)

1,600
1,339

(a) We calculate that revenues include $7 Obn of valuatic
gains on MVER's own liabilities
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Exhibit 3
MER's Share Price & Implied Takeover Share Price

Exhibit 4
The Arbitrage Spread on the MER/BofA deal

$35

$30

0 $25

,- $20

$15

$10

35%.

30%

1025%

9 20%
CO
U) 15%.

10%

I- Implied MER -MER 15

) U) Co Co Co Co Co Co Co Co Co Co U) co co
0 0 0 000 80 000 0000000

;U2 r- 0) - C) U) r- 0) - ~ !C') ~

Source: Corporate Reports, Bloomberg, Bernstein Analysis

While the short sale ban on financial stocks certainlI
spread, with the ban having ended last week, it appe
completed under the current terms.

While Merrill Lynch management is confident thed
already been working on a transitioning team, given
monumental changes made to the financial landscar
skeptical this deal will be completed.

Based on the Merger Agreement filed with the SEC
released following BAC's earnings results next wee]
BofA/MER deal falls through and another firm mer,
America would have the option to acquire 19.9% of

We expect Merrill Lynch shareholders will vote this
weakest publicly-traded security firm and could fact
In addition, we would be concerned that MER woul
voted through. According to an S&P report publish(

"If, contrary to our current expectations, the [ME
the ratings on Merrill Lynch given uncertainty re,
investment banking and trading operations and ti
remains independent. "

Merrill Lynch's Third Quarter Performance

co 0 00

U) 'a 0)

co
0
0
Q

QC)

co

N

0)t

00 .0000000
N !N!NQN~5 'o § e! mU!0 00 I-~

Source Corporate Reports, Bloomberg, Bernstein Analysis

imade it difficult to take advantage of this arbitrage
ars that the market is skeptical that the deal will be

Dal will go through and while the two firms have
the significant volatility in the market recently and the
e, it is not surprising to see equity investors remain

(the 54 has not yet been published -expect it to be
),there is no break-up fee except in the case that the

;ers with MER within 18 months. In that case, Bank of
Merrill Lynch at a price of $17.05 per share.

deal through as we believe Merrill Lynch would be the
short-selling pressure should the deal not go through.

i face credit rating pressure should the deal not be
d yesterday:

RIB ofA I transaction is not completed, we could lower
Larding the long-range profit potential of Merrill's
e company's ability to preserve funding flexibility if it

Global Markets & Investment Banking - Fixed lncome Sales & Trading

Fixed Income, Currency and Commodities (FICC) c
the quarter. Merrill Lynch reported a $9.94 billion li
driven by a total $12.5 billion of writedowns this qu
to Lone Star and the commutation of CDS and $7.01
assets- please see Exhibit 19 for details on the valu~
by a $2.Obn gain from the mark-to-market impact ol

nce again dragged down the performance of Merrill in
)55 from this business segment in Q3 '08. The loss was
arter ($5 .7bn of which came from the firm's CDO sale
)n of which came from valuation writedowns on other
Ltion write-downs). This loss was only partially offset
MER's own liabilities.

5
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Exhibit 5

MVER's 03 2008 FICC Breakdown

2,000 -797

(2,000)-
U) (4,000)-
.2 (6,000)-
E (8,000)

(12,000) 943
(14,000)

0)

0 0 0

Source Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

So, excluding the impact of one-time items, valuati n writedowns and gains on liabilities, Merrill Lynch's
"1run-rate" of FICC revenues was $797 million last quarter (see Exhibit 5). Save for Q4 2007, this is the
weakest FICC "run-rate" result we've seen from M rrill Lynch in several years (see Exhibit 7).

Exhibit 6 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Exhibit 7
MER's FICC Revenues (as reported) MER's FICC Revenues EXCLUDING Writedowns, Gains

on Debt and One-Time Items

4,000 3,000
2,000250

a, (2,000) - 2,000
.0 (4,000) -o.

(6,000) -= 1,500
(Oi (8,000) 00

(10,000)
(12,000) -500
(14,000)-
(16,000) -N.. . . .N.

(18,000)
1Q07 2007 3007 4007 1Q08 2Q08 3008 N0' t-NMV

Source: Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis Source: Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

Global Markets & Investment Banking - Equity Sales & Trading

The headline equity sales and trading revenue num er this quarter was $6.Obn, the highest quarterly result
ever recorded in this business (and 2.5 times the ne t highest result). However, most of the revenues this
quarter came from the 20% stake sale of Bloomber , as the firm booked revenues of $4.25bn from this sale.

Zv In addition, the firm reported $850 million in revenues in this segment related to the mark-to-market
revenue gains on its own liabilities.

As you can see in Exhibit 8, Merrill Lynch's equit sales and trading revenues have been trending
downward since Ql1 2007 and management noted tl e weakness this quarter in the firm's pnime brokerage
and equity proprietary trading business.

6
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Exhibit 8
MER's Equity Sales & Trading

3,000 - MStrctured~t~i~

2,500-

uc 2,000-

rj 1,500-

1,000

500

0 '
U)U)n ( c c0)o r..r-. N.- (0(0
00 0 000 000 0 00CD

a a a a a a a
C\J Co) '~ - C' CO 'q - CM o ~ - Cli

Sources Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

INote - MER's 03 2008 Equity S&T result excludes the $4.25bn of revenue
related to stake sale of Bloomberg

Exhibit 10
Q3 2008 Global Debt Capital Markets Volumes Compared
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Exhibit 9
MER's Investment Banking Revenues

1,600 -

1,400.-

0

E

1,200.-

1,000-

800.-

600 -

400.-

200.-

I lDebt Underwriting G Equity Underwriting

''III I
U . . . . ~ . . . . .

I I
*mm"A

I I I
OJ Co - C' Co 0 -0 Co 0 01 0

co a a~~3 a 0 a a a a a a a ~~CY

Sources Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

with 02 2008 Volumes

- *~~~~~NZM T.171r-N urn * ii

I~rlays Capital 1 65,545 048 8.6%! 1 147,543 521 8.9%1
JPMorgan 2 53,135 20 7.0% 2 126,474 375 7.60/c
Deutsche Bank 3 45,872 151 6.0 3 111,119 324 6. 70/c
Credit Suisse 4 35,194 116 4.6% 9 69,909 245 4.2 OX
Citi 5 34,539 185 4.6% 4 104,872 328 6. 30/c
UBS 6 32,939 185 4.3% 7 78,440 334 4. 7 0/
RBS 7 30,988 141 4.1%I 6 88,942 272 5.3 OX
Merrill Lynch 8 30,713 98 4.% 5 91,358 619 5 5 O/X
HSBC 9 30,281 15 4.0%j 12 57,324 323 3.40/c
Goldman Sachs 10 25,820 95 3.4%1 1 0 66,165 164 4. 00OX

Source Dealogic, Bernstein Analysis

7
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Exhibit 1 1
03 2008 Global Equity Capital Markets Volumes Compar

Ijr ,vulyali

Merrill Lynch*
Goldman Sachs
Credit Suisse
LIBS
Morgan Stanley
Deutsche Bank
Calyon
National Bank of Kuwait
Barclays Capital
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Wd with 02 2008 Volumes

- * I-. . - S . * I-. * -

I 10RA--- 1 131 r%12)IAQ Q7 ir100L1 ') ')Q Q' 70 1iAO1/i

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

16,474
13,393

9,086
6,920
6,728
6,159
4,927
4,533
4,365

31 12.4%
35 10.0~/O
31 6 8/
36 5.2%
19 .
20 4.6%1

5 3.7%1
1 3.4%1
8 3 3%1

6
1
9
7
4

10
115

5

17,242 54 6.5%
31,345 57 11.9%

8,924 38 3.4%
14,884 67 5.6%
24,728 65 9.4%

7,420 36 2.8%
112 5 0.0%

0.0%
_- 17,307 - 31 6.6%

*Note - Includes $9.83bn of issuance related to firm's lato-July secondary ottering

Source Dealogic, Bernstein Analysis

Global Markets & Investment Banking - Investment Banking

Revenues in Merrill's investment banking division
and 25% from Q3 '07 results (see Exhibit 9), drivei
Meanwhile, M&A revenues held up relatively well,

Third quarter investment banking weakness was dri
underwriting revenues were down 50% sequentiall3
2008 Equity underwriting revenues of $214 million

M&A revenues this quarter were $354 million, a 1K
from Q3 '07 revenues.

For the quarter, the firm was #8 in Global Debt Cal
Capital Markets (though 60% of the volume they ui
underwriting), and #2 in completed M&A advisory

Management disclosed that the firm's investment b
1 1% versus Q3 '07 and 7% from Q2 '08.

Exhibit 12
03 2008 Global Merger and Acquisition Completed Volul

if $750 million this quarter fell 27% from Q2 '08 levels
by subdued debt and equity underwriting revenues.
especially given the difficult environment.

ven by both equity and debt underwriting. Merrill's debt
to $182 million and down 34% from Q3 2007. Q3
were down 37% both sequentially and year-over-year.

% improvement from Q2 '08 levels, but an 8% decline

ital Markets Underwriting volume, #2 in Global Equity
iderwrote this quarter came from MER's own secondary
volumes (see Exhibit 10 - Exhibit 12).

inking pipeline at the end of the quarter was only down

nes Compared with 02 2008 Volumes

ffl STTT so: M* is:M

JPMorgan1 265,352 05 32.8% 5 107,035 73 14 1%/
Goldman Sachs 2 241,802 72 29.9% 2 145,129 74 1 9. 1%0
Morgan Stanley 3 216,844 75 26.8/0 4 114,422 60 1 5.00/c
Merrill Lynch 4 181,290 72 22.40 6 99,855 68 1 3. 10/c
UBS 5 172,226 69 21.3% 1 155,637 88 20.4%/

Citl ~~~6 143,493 60 17 .8~/ 7 94,986 84 12 50/c

Deutsche Bank 7 142,557 90 17.60/o1 8 87,790 56 1 1 5%/
Lazard 8 137,429 54 1 7.00/c4 1 1 54,064 45 7. 1 0/c
Nomura 9 119,814 26 14.80/61 1 0 58,927 45 7. 7%O
HSBC 1 0 118,249 1 4 14.6-/oI 1 4 25,393 20 3.3%0/

Source: Dealogic, Bernstein Analysis

8
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Merchant Banking Gains

Merrill's private equity revenues in Q3 2008 were $
in Q2 2008. Exhibit 13 shows the firm's quarterly re
The private equity business is very lucrative, but is a
remaining under pressure this past quarter, this will r
loss from this business. (Please see Bernstein's Janua
Again, On-Again Private Equity Business", for more

Exhibit 13
MER's Private Equity Revenue Contribution

eC_
0

i9

800

600

400

200

(200).-

(400)

MER's Estimated Private Equity
Revenues

October 17, 2008

Brad Hintz -brad hintz~bernstein corn * +1-212-756-4590K89 million, a decline from the -$184 million booked
venue contribution from its private equity business.
.1inherently volatile business. With equity valuations
dark the fifth consecutive quarter the firm has posted a
ry24, 2007 titled "MER I The Return of MER's Off-

details on Merrill's PE business).

P - c' c' ~ - -'J moooooco't5Nc T Cco -dF oo

Source MER Disclosure, Bernstein Estimates

Global Wealth Management

Retail brokerage revenues were also down this quart
billion, down 5% from Q2 2008 revenue levels and
decline in revenues was driven by weakness of trans
sequentially and 26% year-over-year to $729 millioi
of the sequential and year-over-year declines in total

Fee-based revenues, which make up about 50% of t
2% year-over-year.

Global Investment Management (which includes th
proprietary alternative asset management platform)
sequentially, but down 1 1% from Q3 2007 results.

Pretax earnings in the Global Wealth Management
negative impact of $21 million of restructuring char
Q3 2007 results.

ler. Total revenues for the GPC segment were $2.99
own 8% from Q3 2007 levels (see Exhibit 14). The
atonal and origination revenues, which fell 19%
The decline of these revenues accounted for 95-98%

GPC revenues.

ie GPC revenue base, were down 1% sequentially and

~ impact of MER's 49% stake in BlackRock and MER's
-eported Q3 '08 revenues of $24l1million, up 25%

livision were $774 million in Q3 2008 (excluding the
le~yS), a 5% sequential increase but a 19% decline from

9
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Exhibit 14 Exhibit 15
Global Wealth Management Net Revenues Retail Brokerage Channel Growth and Margin

$3,400 4%- Retail Brokerage Channels
$3,200 -SCHW, ex-Us Trust

$3,000 0 5
0 30% Smt-E

c $2,800SmtBaeME
i $2,600 ~~~~~~~~~~225% -AGE a.

$2,400 15% 0 Morgan
$2,200 ~10% , Stanley

$2,000 5%
0 C, 0 0 0 2 'o 2 ~ 8.0% 8 5% 9r0% 9.5% 100%10 5% 110% 115%

00 0 0 00 0 0 2003-2006 Revenue Growth
NC\ ) M I - N C 'IT - N C) " N CO)

Source Company Disclosure Source Company Disclosure, Bernstein Analysis

Flows were weak at Merrill's GPC segment as there were client outflows of $3 billion this quarter, the
second consecutive quarterly outflow. This marks t e first time MER reported 2 consecutive quarters of
outflows since 2003. This compares to client inflo s of $26 billion in Q3 2007. During the first 3 quarters
of this year, MER reported outflows of $4 billion; curing the first 3 quarters of last year, MER reported $51
billion of inflows!

Exhibit 16 shows the quarterly net new asset flows at Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley. As you can see
from the chart, Morgan Stanley, which has historic lly generated weaker client inflows than Merrill Lynch

Exii 16

30

25

(5)
(010)

(5)

(1 ) J u) u) U 0 co 0c (0 c0 N- I" N_ r- co co (0

Source Corporate Reports, Bernstein Anaiysis

Total MER financial advisors ended the quarter at 16,850, a sequential increase of 160 FAs.

Expenses

Merrill's compensation expense this quarter was $3 5 billion, inline with Q2 2008 levels, but up 76% from
Q3 2007 levels. The year-over-year comparison is 1ess relevant as MER's Q3 '07 compensation was
unusually low as the firm over-accrued for compen ation during the first 2 quarters of last year.

Excluding one-time items (which MER had a bunc of this quarter), Merrill's non-compensation expenses
this quarter were down 12% compared to Q2 2008 d6% year-over-year (see Exhibit 17). On a sequential

10
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basis, MER reduced each expense line-item, but the Julk (60%+) of the expense reduction came from the
other expense line item, which (again, excluding one-time items), fell 48% to $163 million.

Exhibit 17
MER 03'08 Expenses

$. millions

Compensation
Communications & Tech
Brokerage, Clearing & Exchange
Occupancy
Professional Fees
Advertising
Off ice Supplies & Postage
Other
One-Time Charges
Total Non-Compensation Expense

exci One-Time Charges

Total Non-interest Expense
exel One-Time Charges

One Time Charges include

03 '07 02 '08 03 '08
1,979 3,491 3,483

499 566 546
364 370 348
295 328 314
245 263 242
181 166 159
54 55 48

301 311 163
100Q .445 2.964

2,039 2,504 4,784
1,939 2,059 1,820

3,918 5,550 5,303
3,818 5,105 2,339

Q3 '08 vs.
02'08 03 '07

0% 76%
-4% 9%
-6% -4%
-4% 6%
-8% -11%
-4% -12%

-13% -11%
-48% -46%

91% 135%
-12% -6%

-4% 35%
-54% -39%

03 '07 -$100 million of accelerated goodwill amortization related to First Franklin
02 '08 -$445 million of restructuning charges
03 '08 -$39 million of restructuring charges, $2.Sbn of charges related to the
Temasek anti-dilutive clause & $425 mil of charges related to ARS settlement

Source Company Disclosures

Merrill's Exposures - Still the Largest

With the declaration of bankruptcy by Lehman Brot!
and CDO securities among its peers Morgan Stanle3
mortgage-related assets was over 200% this quarter
Morgan Stanley (see Exhibit 18).

lers, Merrill Lynch remains the most exposed to MBS
and Goldman Sachs. Merrill Lynch's total exposure to
zompared to 55% for Goldman Sachs and 88% for

Exhibit 18
Exposure to Mortgage-Related Assets

As a % of Tangible Equity
GS' MER Ms, Avg

Total MBS/ABS/CDO Inventory 55% alo 88% 117%

Commercial Mortgages - Gross 29% 42% 36%
ICommercial Mortgages - Net 55% 17%
Residential Mortgages 25% 45% 68%
Subprime Mortgages 4% 11% 8%
CDC~s - Gross 0 8 %
1CD~s - Net3% 221

Retained Interests
Note- Grey Shaded Boxes Imply Net Exposures
None of the above equity figures include the potenti
(1) Note - MS Tangible Equity is pro-forma for their
addition, MS & GS Q3 2008 equity bases include re

Source Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

Despite MER's higher-than-peer exposure to trouble
from 267% in Q2 2008 to 207% in Q3 2008.

5%/ 10% 5%J/ 7%

i/ impact of the TARP equity purchase program
nandatory convertible preferreds issued to CIC. In
,ent capital raises

J assets, the firm reduced its exposure to these assets

1 1
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This improved risk exposure profile came from the
related assets MER reported this quarter (see Exhib
that these figures represent
"Inet exposures" which are defined as long exposure
reductions came as MER increased their short expo;
reduction, we'd certainly be more comfortable if MI
not the increase of hedges.

Given the lack of liquidity in some of these asset cb
down.

October 17, 2008

Brad Hintz -brad hinftz~ernstein corn *+1-212-756-4590

30% sequential reduction of non-prime mortgage-
it 19 for more details). We remind investors, however,

;minus short exposures. However, some of these
;ure to certain instruments. While this is better than no
iR's reduced risk position came from actual sales and

.sses, hedges typically are ineffective as hedges break

12
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Exhibit 19
Writedowns & "Net Exposures" to Mortgage-Related Ass4

October 17, 2008
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~ts

rilgn urade
Mezzanine
CDO2
Secondary Trading

Total (Net) (4036)

Total U.S. Subprime
U.S. Alt-A
Non-U.S.

Total (ex-Prime)
U.S. Prime

Total

(4

(2,1
(1

(2,2

Subprime Residential MBS
Alt-A M BS
CMBS

Total
Non-Mortgage Related

Unrecognized Held-to-Maturity MTM Effects*
Sub-prime/CDO
Alt-A
CMBS
Other

(1

(7
(1

(1

(1

SUBTOTAL - Mortgage-Related

Total

Total (E

Total (2,C

1,100

)2) ~~295
32) 25

U2 ~~3,250
36) 3,570
?6) 34,637
)2) 38,207

16)
22)
6

32)
20)

2,702
3,498
5.040

11,240
4,417

24
35)
70)
QiI
82)

15,910

32) 12,819

51)

QoQ Change in "Net
Exposure"

-75%

-71%
-98%
-56%
-64%

3%
-13%

-7%
-19%

-6%
-11%
-19%

-41%

-19%

-14%

Total Loss in Income $(7,(09)
Total "Nt Exosrtedons $ 69,468-17
Total MNtM Exosrte"ns $ (7,46 91)
Total "Net Exposure" ex-Prime $ 34,829 -30%

Sources. Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis

Note - the writedowns in this chart do NOT include the pre-announced $5 7bn o
monoline guarantor CDS contracts

writedowns related to the firm's sale of CDOs to Lone Star and the commutation of

1 3

,

y

($46]
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Valuation Methodology

We have found that the major brokerage firms' comi
Bernstein believes that the tangible book value of a
reflecting the industry's mark-to-market accounting
balance-sheets. By comparison, forecasting the high]
to-earnings valuation ratios are not accurate or stable

We derive our price targets based upon a valuation n
versus Ke (the CAPM-based cost of equity), credit ra
1999-2000 internet bubble period and all other perio

Target Price-to-Tangible Book Value = 5.33 + (
Credit Ratings + 0.90 * Internet Dunmmy Varia

Based on our updated estimates, we expect Merrill L
quarters (excluding the expected losses in Q3 '08). A
1 .4x price-to-tangible book value, leading us to a $2:

October 17, 2008
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rion stocks trade on a price-to-tangible book basis.
ecurities firm is a "hard number" for these companies
liscipline and the rapid turnover of brokerage firm
y cyclical earnings is problematic and therefore price-

Lodel that takes into account Return on Equity (ROE)
Ling and a variable that differentiates between the
Is of history. The formula is:

*77 * (Conditional Tangible ROEIKe) - 0.62*
)le

ynch to report a 13% tangible ROE over the next 4
ccording to our valuation model, this results in a target
;share price target.

On a cautionary note, we should emphasize that our industry price-to-book valuation regression only
explains 73% of the quarterly change in the price-to~book -very good but not perfect.

Risks

The biggest risk to any major broker-dealer is a loss
markets. The major broker-dealers rely upon the abi]
order to fund their balance sheets at gross leverage r,
support more than a trillion dollars worth of assets).
failure of a broker-dealer. In order to prevent a liqui(
but in a market like this, would likely result in IosseE

While the liquidity facilities the Federal Reserve est
funding pressures, a loss of confidence can also dest
to limit exposure to firms whose credit ratings face
crisis of confidence, while a firm may avert a liquid
will also come under threat. The one-two punch off
of a crisis, can easily result in the failure of a major

In addition, for Merrill Lynch specifically, a sIgn iifi,
merger with Bank of America does not get complet
credit markets, we believe that the market's confider
be severely impaired.

of confidence in its name, especially in the credit
~ity to roll over their debt at reasonable interest rates in
itios in the high 20s (some of these balance sheets
The inability to meet debt obligations will result in the
lity issue, a broker-dealer can sell assets to raise cash,
;, adding more pressure to a firm's equity base.

iblished this year should help relieve some of the
roy a firm's franchise and morale. Counter-parties tend
Lowngrades and are perceived as being in risk. So, in a
ty event, the firm's brand name and ongoing business
inding pressures and the inability to earn one's way out
)roker dealer.

ant risk facing the firm would be if the proposed
d. Given the significant disruptions occurring in the
ce in Merrill Lynch, as a stand-alone company, would

14
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Exhibit 20
Merrill Lynch's Quarterly Earnings Model

Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
Consolidated Income Statement
($ Miiiions)

10 20 30 40E I FY 30:08 vs 30:08 vs.
Mar-2008 Jun-2001 Sep-2008 Dec-2008 I 2008E 1 30:07 20:08

Revenues
Debt Underwriting 231 367 182 220 1,000 -34% -50%
Equity Underwniting 199 3 18 214 219 j 970 -38% -37%
M&A 375 3 354 310! 1,356 -8% 12%

Totsi Investment Banking 605 1,022 750 749 3,326 -25% -27%

Equity Sales & Trading 1,883 1,727 6,030 1.5001 11,140 281% 249%
Fixed Income Sales & Trading (3,378) (8,0 8) (9,943) 1,560 j (19,829) N/A N/A

Totsi Capitai Markets (1,495) (6,3~ 1) (3,913) 3,060: (8,689) N/A N/A

Totsi GMI (690) (5,319) (3,183) 3,8091 (5,363) N/A N/A

Global Private Client 3,300 3,1 6 2,994 2,977 1 12,437 -8% -5%
Global Investment Management 299 1 13 241 246 979 -11% 25%

Totai GWM 3,599 3,359 3,235 3,223 1 13,416 -9% -4%

Other 25 (1,56) (56) (56). (243) ____________

Totai Net Revenues $ 2,934 $ (2,116) $ 16 $ 6,976:1 7,810 -96% N/A

Expenses
Compensation and Benefits $ 4,196 $ 3,4 1 $ 3,483 $ 3,300 $ 14,470 76% 0%
Communications and Technology 555 56 546 546 2,213 9% -4%
Occupancy and Related Depreciation 309 38 314 314 , 1,265 6% -4%
Brokerage, Clearing and Fees 387 348 337 1,442 -4% -6%
Professional Fees 242 23242 247 1 994 -1% -8%
Advertising and Market Development 176 16 159 170! 671 -12% -4%
Other Operating Expenses 370 8 1 3,175 516 I 4,872 598% 291%

Non-Compensation Expense 2,039 2,59 4,784 2,1301 11,457 135% 91%
Totai Expenses $ 6,235 $ 5,995 $ 8,267 $ 5,430 :$ 25,927 106% 38%

Eamnings before Taxes and Dividends on
Preferred Securities Issued by Subs (3,301) (8,1' 1) (8,251) 1,546 1, ($18,117) N/A N/A

Income Taxes (1,332) (3,4 ) (3,131) 479 1 (7,461) N/A N/A
tax rate 40.4% 42 9% 37 9% 31 0%' 41.2%
Net Income (Loss) $ (1,969) $ (4,634) $ (5,120) $ 1,067. ($10,656) N/A N/A

Preferred Dividends 174 237 2,319 166 : 2,896
Discontinued Business/Restrucutring Charges 7 (20) (32) - (45)

Net Earnings Applicable to Common Stock (2,136) (4,891) (7,471) 900 1 (13,598) N/A N/A

iliuted Operating EPS $ (2.20) $ (4! 5) $ (5.56) $ 0.56 1$ (11 04) N/A N/A
Diluted BPS (includes restructuring charges) $ (2 19) $ (4. 7) $ (5.58) $ 0.56 1 $ (1 1 06) N/A N/A
O0perating Pretax Margin N/A /A N/A 22.2%1 -232 0%

Average Diluted Shares Outstanding (rail,) 974 1 98 .1 1,339.0 1,612.4 I. 1,227.4 63% 36%
Operating Compensation / Net Revenues 143.0% -16& % 21768.8% 47 3%! 185.3%
Operating Return on Equity -32.3% -83.! % -117 0% 12 0%! -51.4% ___________

Sources Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysis
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Exhibit 21
Merrill Lynch's Annual Earnings Model

Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc.
Consolidated Income Statement
(s Millions)

Annual Growth

2006 2006 20107 20086 20086 2010E 20116 2007-080 2008-09E 2009-106E
Re-enes

Debt Underwriting 1,444 1,727 1,550 1.000 960 1,094 1,204 -35% -4% 14%
Equity Underwriting 952 1,220 1,629 970 1,107 1,262 1,375 -40% 14% 14%
M&A 682 1,099 1,749 1,356 1,255 1.431 1,574 -22% -7% 14%

Total Investment Bantoung 3,278 4,04 4,919 3,326 3.322 3,767 4,103 -32% 0% 14%

Equity Sales & Trading 4,356 6,730 6,266 11,140 7,135 6,102 6,912 34% -36% 14%
Fixed Incorie Salns & Trading 6,210 7.682 (10,673) (19,629) 6,000 6,637 7,662 N/A N/A N/A

Total Capital Markets 10,066 14,712 (7,067) (6,669) 13, 160 14,939 16,774 N/A -202% 13%/

Total GMI 13,844 18,798 (2,668) (6,363) 16,507 18,725 20,827 N/A -408% 13%

Global Private Client 10,393 11,901 12,899 12,437 12.937 13,693 14,676 -4% 4% 7%
Global Irnvetment Management 409 641 1,122 976 1,100 1.689 2,102 -13% 13% 35%

Total OWM 10,802 12,042 14,021 13,418 14,042 10,382 16,980 -41% 0%/ 16%

ML Ineatment Management 1,607 1.9900 - ----

Other (439) (006) /103) (243) 0 0 9 _________________

Net Revenues $ 26,014 9 32,394 9 1 125 7,810 9 30,594 9 34,108 9 37,908 -31% 291% 12%

Expenses
Compensation and Beneftos $ 12,392 $ 16,626 9 15,60 14,470 9 15.733 9 17,966 6 19.333 -9% 9% 12%
Occupancy and Related Depreciaso 906 966 1,139 1,269 1.306 1,306 1,466 11% 3% 6%
Communicatans and Technology 1,608 1,842 2,067 2,213 2,234 2.334 2,446 8% 1% 4%/
Adnerisang and Market Denelopment 599 690 765 671 706 727 749 -15% 5% 3%
Brokerage, Clearing and Fees 842 1,686 1,416 1,442 1.437 1,537 1,651 2% 5% 7%
Profesuional Fees 727 654 1,027 664 1,038 1,116 1,196 -3% 4% 8%
Expenses at 0ther Consolidated Innestments 256 334 -- - -
Other pttn~sesu1,414 1,30 175 14,672 2,114 2,194 2,274 176% -57% 4%/

Non-Compensation Eapense 6,366 7,~~~~~~':1022 816 1,5 ,3 9,296 9,784 40% -23% 6

Total Expenses 9 18,778 9 23,948 9 24,081S 25,927 9 24.567 9 26,661 9 29,117 68- -5% 9%

Earnings beoler Taues and Dinidends on
Pwtferred Secueites Issued by Subs. 9 7,236 9 8,446 $ (12,631)$ (16,117) 9 5,961 9 7,247 9 6,791 N/A N/A 21%

income Teasn 2,119 2,196 (4,194) (7,461) 1,694 2,174 2,637 N/A N/A 17%
Cammulasone Effects of Charges in Accounting - -- -

.Dividends on Preferred Secunities Issued by Subs. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Net lncowe (Loss) 0 0,121 9 6,200 6 (6,637)$ (10,606) 9 4,127 5 5,073 $ 6,154 N/A N/A 23%

Prelerred Dividends 70 186 270 2,696 665 665 665 973% -77% 0%
Net Earnings Applicable to Common Stsok 5,051 6,062 (8,6907) (13,553) 3,462 4,498 5,469 N/A -126%/ 27%
Non-Operating Items - 1,249 860 (45) -

IGiuged Operating EPS 9 5.17 9 6.30 9 (10 7) (11.04) 9 2.06 $ 2.46 9 299 N/A N/A 18%
Dihuted EPS (includes I-time charges/gains) 9 5.17 9 7.606 9 (969) ( 1.06) 9 2069 $ 2.40 9 2.99 N/A N/A 18%
Operating Pretax Margin 27.8%/ 261% N/A ~ 2320% 19.6% 21 2% 23.2%
Operating Return on Equity 16.0% 21 1% -25.4% -51A4% 10.5% 11.68% 12.8% _ ______________

Average Dilated Shares Outstanding (mul)
Operating Compensation / Net Reanenes

677 7 961.5 830.4
47,61 4695% 141.4%

1,227.4 1,652.7 1,776.4 1,637.6
185.3% 919%1/ 519% 91.0%

48% 35% 7%

Sources: Corporate Reports, Bernstein Analysrs
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* Bernstein analysts are compensated based on aggregate contributions
productivity and proactivity of investment ideas. No analysts are comp(
investment banking revenues.

* Bernstein rates stocks based on forecasts of relative performance fort
versus the MSCI Pan Europe Index for stocks listed on the European
rat ings-

to the research franchise as measured by account penetration,
nsated based on performance in, or contributions to, generating

ie next 6-12 months versus the S&P 500 for U S listed stocks and
xchanges; - unless otherwise specified. We have three categories of

Outperform Stock will outpace the market index by more than 15 pp in the year ahead.

Market-Perform: Stock will perform in line with the market index to within +/-15 pp in the year ahead.

Underperform: Stock will trail the performance of the market index by more than 15 pp in the year ahead
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Underperform/Sell -5.4%

* Brad Hintz, as a former Managing Director at Morgan Stanley Group (t
Group ESOP Trust at Mellon Bank as convertible preferred stock. The:
are fully vested Mr H-intz is also an investor in Morgan Stanley Capita
maintains an equity interest as a limited partner Mr Hintz participates
compensation plan structured as a note to Mr Hintz from Morgan Stan
classes On June 9, 2006, Mr Hintz notified U S Trust that he was clo
account to be transferred to a newly established brokerage account at
Schwab was completed by June 30, 2006 that included four positions,
Mercantile Exchange, 600 shares of E*Trade, 375 shares of Raymond
result of the complete spin off of Discover from Morgan Stanley on Jun
beneficiary of the Morgan Stanley ESOP These shares of Discover wi

* Accounts over which Bernstein and/or their affiliates exercise investme
the following companies MER / Merrill Lynch.

,rform/Buy - 53,6%: Market-Perform/Hold -41 0%.

IS), owns an equity position in MS that is held in a Morgan Stanley
;e MS ESOP securities were awarded to him as compensation and
Partners III, LP - a merchant banking fund where Morgan Stanley
n the Morgan Stanley Pre Tax Investment Plan, which is a deferred
ey with the return on the note tied to one of many alternative asset
3ing his Russell 1000 Equity Index account with all assets in the
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. The transfer of assets to Charles
vithin his sector These positions included 100 shares of Chicago
James and 400 shares of TD Ameritrade Holdings. In addition, as a
a 30, 2007, Mr Hintz received a long position in Discover stock as a
I ultimately be distributed to Mr Hintz by the ESOP trustee.
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authorised person or exempt person within the meaning of section 19 of the
as a person to whom the financial promotion restriction imposed by the Act
2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, or is a person classified as an "prof
the Financial Services Authonity.

To our readers in the United States: Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC is d
responsibility for its contents. Any U.S. person receiving this publication and
herein should do so only through Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC.

To our readers in the United Kingdom: This publication has been issued
Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority and Io
(0)20-7170-5000.

To our readers in member states of the EEA: This publication is being dis~
authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Services A
Directive

To our readers in Australia: Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC and Sanford
Australian financial services licence under the Corporations Act 2001 in resl
clients

* providing financial product advice,

* dealing in a financial product,

* making a market for a financial product; and

* providing a custodial or depository service

i) who is a retail client (ii) unless that person or entity qualifies as an
UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (the 'Act"), or qualifies
loes not apply by virtue of the Financial Services and Markets Act
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and by the Financial Services Authority under U K laws, respectively, which differ from Australian laws.

One or more of the officers, directors, or employees of Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., LLC, Sanford C Bernstein Limited and/or its affiliates may at
any time hold, increase or decrease positions in securities of any company mentioned herein

Bernstein or its affiliates may provide investment management or other serv
company mentioned herein, and may give advice to others as to investment
similar to or different from those recommended herein.

Bernstein Research Publications are disseminated to our customers througl
www bernsteinresearch.com. Additionally, Bernstein Research Publications
portals If you wish to alter your current distribution method, please contact

Bernstein and/or its affiliates do and seek to do business with companies cc
aware that Bernstein and/or its affiliates may have a conflict of interest that
consider this publication as only a single factor in making their investment d

This publication has been published and distributed in accordance with Berr
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N Y. 10105 or Sanford C Bernstein Limited, Director of Compliance, Devon
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WACHOVIA CAPITAL MARKETS, LLC

 

Equity Research 
Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. 
MER:  Quarterly Loss But BAC Merger On Track--Lowering Estimates 
 

• FIFTH CONSECUTIVE QUARTERLY LOSS.  MER reported a Q3 loss from 
continuing operations of $5.56 per share ($5.58 GAAP), the company’s fifth 
consecutive losing quarter.  Results had a number of moving parts including the 
previously disclosed $5.7bn writedown associated with a bulk sale of CDOs and 
termination of monoline insurance, $2.5bn make-whole payment to Temasek, 
$2.1bn preferred dividend payment, $300mm mark and $125mm fine related to 
ARS, $3.8bn in marks from mortgage assets and other holdings, $2.6bn in net 
losses emanating from mortgage asset sales, and a $2.8bn structured note gain. 

• TOUGH QUARTER ALL-AROUND.  GMI, with net revenues of negative 
$3.2bn, faced another tough quarter.  FICC again weighed down results by 
recording negative revenues of $9.9bn.  The losses stemmed from the CDO and 
monoline losses and other mortgage-related marks.  However, within FICC, Rates 
and Currencies produced the third highest quarterly revenue total in history.  
Revenues in Equity Markets of $6.0bn increased significantly from $1.7bn in the 
previous quarter due to the Bloomberg sale.  Excluding the Bloomberg sale, results 
were flat on a sequential basis.  Reflecting tough market conditions for 
underwriting, banking results declined by 27% sequentially to $750mm.  M&A 
advisory fared better as MER placed second in the global announced M&A league 
tables in Q3.  Wealth management continues to experience a slowdown as retail 
investors disengage from the bear market.  Revenues of $3.2bn were down 4%.    

• PARING DOWN EXPOSURES.  Net exposures were pared down significantly 
across troubled asset classes.  Net CDO exposure was $1.1bn, down from $4.3 
billion last quarter.  Other residential exposure was $5.0bn on a net basis compared 
to $10.0bn last quarter.  Alt-A exposure fell 98% to $25mm.  Exposures within the 
MER bank unit declined to $15.7bn from $18.0bn.  Commercial real estate 
exposure excluding First Republic ended the quarter at $12.8bn, a 14% decrease.  
First Republic CRE exposure increased 10% to $2.9bn.   

• MERGER WITH BAC ON COURSE.  Management noted that the BAC 
transition  is progressing smoothly.  The shareholder vote on the transaction will 
occur around mid-to-late November, according to management. 

• LOWERING ESTIMATES.  Due to the unprecedented market pressures, we are 
lowering our Q4 estimate to a $1.15 loss from a profit of $0.77.  Note that MER has 
decided against divesting a majority stake in FDS due to the pending merger with 
BAC.  This was originally scheduled to be a Q4 event. 

 

Valuation Range: $17 to $19 
We believe that the stock should trade close to .8595 exchange ratio under the merger 
terms with BAC.  Using the current BAC share price, MER should trade within the 
$17-$19 range. Risks to the range include a deal break-up with BAC and further 
deterioration in market conditions. 
 
Investment Thesis: 
We expect MER shares to trade in line with BAC shares until the merger closing date, 
which is expected at the end of 2008. 
 

Market Perform / V 
Sector: Brokers, Market Weight 
October 17, 2008 

Earnings Estimate Revised Down 
 

 2007A 2008E 2009E 
EPS   Curr.   Prior  Curr.  Prior
Q1 (Mar.) $2.26   ($2.19)   A NC   $0.41 NC
Q2 (June) 2.24   (4.97)   A NC   0.43 NC
Q3 (Sep.) (2.82)   (5.58)   A (6.12)   0.44 NC
Q4 (Dec.) (12.01)   (1.15)     0.77   0.47 NC
FY ($9.69)   ($13.89)     (12.5   $1.74 NC
CY ($9.69)   ($13.89)      $1.74  
FY P/E NM   NM      10.6x   
Rev.(MM) $11,706.0   $3,846.0      $28,600.0   
Source: Company Data, Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC estimates, and Reuters 
NA = Not Available, NC = No Change, NE = No Estimate, NM = Not Meaningful 
         
 

 
Ticker MER  

Price (10/16/2008) $18.35  

52-Week Range:  $12-73  

Shares Outstanding: (MM) 1,600.0  

Market Cap.: (MM) $29,360.0  

S&P 500: 946.43  

Dividend/Yield: $1.40/7.6%  

LT Debt: (MM) $275,629.0  

LT Debt/Total Cap.: 88.0%  

ROE: NM  

3-5 Yr. Est. Growth Rate: 10.0%  

CY 2008 Est. P/E-to-Growth: NM  

Last Reporting Date: 10/16/2008  

Before Open 

Source: Company Data, Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC estimates, and Reuters  
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Company Description: 
Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. is a leading global investment banking, securities, and investment management 
firm that provides a wide range of services to clients, including individual investors, small businesses, 
corporations, governments, and other financial institutions. 
 

2008E 2009E Q1 A Q2 A Q3 A Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
EPS ($13.89) $1.74 ($2.19) ($4.97) ($5.58) ($1.15) $0.41 $0.43 $0.44 $0.47

EPS Growth NM NM NM NM NM NM NM NM (107.9%) (140.7%)

Operating EPS ($2.19) ($4.95) ($5.56) ($1.15) $0.41 $0.43 $0.44 $0.47

Operating EPS Growth (196.9%) (323.3%) 97.3% (90.5%) (118.5%) (108.8%) (107.9%) (140.7%)

Income Statement:
Comm/Prinicipal/Net Interest (3,044)               16,722              1,580               (2,909)              (3,639)              1,924               4,042               3,993               4,109               4,579               
Underwriting 2,246                2,448                542                  841                  491                  372                  495                  671                  637                  645                  
Advisory 1,310                1,519                375                  317                  354                  264                  279                  404                  383                  453                  
Total Investment Banking 3,556                3,968                917                  1,158               845                  636                  774                  1,075               1,020               1,098               
Asset management and portfolio fees 5,601                7,110                1,455               1,399               1,395               1,352               1,506               1,691               1,867               2,046               
Consolidated investments revenues 5,044                401                   431                  111                  4,401               100                  100                  100                  100                  1 100                  
Other (7,305)               405                   (1,449)              (1,875)              (2,986)              (1,000)              100                  100                  100                  5 100                  
Total net revenues 3,846                28,600              2,934               (2,116)              16                    3,012               6,522               6,959               7,196               7,922               

Operating expenses

Occupancy 1,282                1,143                309                  328                  314                  331                  274                  278                  273                  317                  
Communication 2,239                2,853                555                  566                  546                  572                  646                  696                  720                  792                  
Professional 1,018                1,422                242                  263                  242                  271                  326                  348                  360                  388                  
Advertising 652                   715                   176                  166                  159                  151                  163                  174                  180                  198                  
Office 220                   244                   57                    55                    48                    60                    52                    56                    65                    71                    
Consolidated investments expenses -                    -                    
Other 1,754                1,430                313                  311                  588                  542                  326                  348                  360                  396                  
One-time 2,500                -                    2,500               
Restructuring 445                  39                    
Bkrg/exchange fees 1,509                1,202                387                  370                  348                  404                  243                  279                  304                  375                  
Total non-compensation 11,659              9,009                2,039               2,504               4,784               2,332               2,029               2,179               2,261               2,538               

Total compensation 14,363              14,561              4,196               3,491               3,483               3,193               3,307               3,528               3,670               4,056               

Total operating 26,022              23,570              6,235               5,995               8,267               5,525               5,336               5,708               5,932               6,594               

Pre-tax earnings (22,176)             5,030                (3,301)              (8,111)              (8,251)              (2,513)              1,186               1,252               1,265               1,328               

Discountinued (45)                    7                      (20)                   (32)                   

Provision for tax (8,744)               1,610                (1,332)              (3,477)              (3,131)              (804)                 379                  401                  405                  425                  

Preferred dividends on subsidiary

Etimated BLK

Preferred dividend 2,878                592                   174                  237                  2,319               148                  148                  148                  148                  148                  

Net earnings (16,355)             2,828                (2,136)              (4,891)              (7,471)              (1,857)              658                  703                  712                  755                  

Weighted shares 1,178                1,621                974                  984                  1,339               1,621               1,621               1,621               1,621               1,621               
Ending shares 1,605                1,605                985                  985                  1,600               1,605               1,605               1,605               1,605               1,605               
Common dividends per share 1.40$                1.40$                0.35$               0.35$               0.35$               0.35$               0.35$               0.35$               0.35$               0.35$               

Source: Company data, Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC. estimates
Scale:  $ in millions except per share data

WACHOVIA INVESTMENT BANKING COVERAGE
MERRILL LYNCH

2009E2008E
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D a t e                                                                                                                                                        
 

 D a te  P u b lic a t io n  P r ic e  ($ )   R a t in g  C o d e  V a l.  R n g . L o w  V a l.  R n g . H ig h  C lo s e  P r ic e  ($ )  
 1 0 /1 1 /2 0 0 5   S ip k in  
 1 0 /1 1 /2 0 0 5  N A  2  6 2 .0 0  6 4 .0 0  6 1 .0 6  

 1 0 /1 9 /2 0 0 5  N A  2  6 3 .0 0  6 5 .0 0  6 1 .2 1  
 1 /6 /2 0 0 6  N A  2  6 5 .0 0  6 8 .0 0  6 8 .7 0  
 1 /2 0 /2 0 0 6  N A  2  7 2 .0 0  7 6 .0 0  7 0 .8 0  
 4 /5 /2 0 0 6  N A  2  8 0 .0 0  8 5 .0 0  7 9 .6 4  

 5 /2 6 /2 0 0 6  N A  1  8 2 .0 0  8 6 .0 0  7 2 .7 9  
 7 /1 9 /2 0 0 6  N A  1  7 7 .0 0  8 0 .0 0  6 9 .2 7  
 1 0 /4 /2 0 0 6  N A  1  8 5 .0 0  8 8 .0 0  8 1 .3 0  
 1 0 /1 7 /2 0 0 6  N A  1  9 1 .0 0  9 5 .0 0  8 4 .5 2  
 1 1 /2 /2 0 0 6  N A  1  9 3 .0 0  9 7 .0 0  8 6 .9 8  
 1 /1 1 /2 0 0 7  N A  1  9 5 .0 0  9 7 .0 0  9 6 .2 8  
 1 /1 9 /2 0 0 7  N A  1  1 0 2 .0 0  1 0 4 .0 0  9 5 .8 7  
 4 /1 /2 0 0 7  N A  1  9 6 .0 0  9 8 .0 0  8 1 .5 1  
 4 /1 9 /2 0 0 7  N A  1  9 8 .0 0  1 0 0 .0 0  9 0 .1 1  
 1 0 /5 /2 0 0 7  7 6 .5 1  1  8 3 .0 0  8 5 .0 0  7 6 .6 7  

 1 0 /2 3 /2 0 0 7  6 3 .2 2  2  6 4 .0 0  6 8 .0 0  6 7 .1 2  
 1 2 /2 4 /2 0 0 7  5 5 .5 4  2  5 6 .0 0  6 0 .0 0  5 3 .9 0  
 1 /1 8 /2 0 0 8  4 9 .4 5  2  5 4 .0 0  5 7 .0 0  5 1 .8 7  
 3 /1 8 /2 0 0 8  4 4 .1 8  2  4 9 .0 0  5 2 .0 0  4 6 .6 3  
 4 /1 8 /2 0 0 8  4 6 .7 1  2  4 8 .0 0  5 0 .0 0  4 7 .3 5  
 7 /8 /2 0 0 8  3 0 .3 6  2  3 3 .0 0  3 5 .0 0  3 2 .7 7  
 7 /1 8 /2 0 0 8  3 0 .7 3  2  2 6 .0 0  2 7 .0 0  3 0 .9 1  
 7 /2 9 /2 0 0 8  2 4 .3 3  2  2 2 .0 0  2 4 .0 0  2 6 .2 5  
 9 /1 6 /2 0 0 8  1 7 .0 6  2  2 0 .0 0  2 2 .0 0  2 2 .1 8  
 1 0 /7 /2 0 0 8  2 4 .2 0  2  2 1 .0 0  2 3 .0 0  1 8 .0 0  

 
S o u rc e :  W a c h o v ia  C a p ita l M a rk e ts , L L C  e s t im a te s  a n d  R e u te rs  d a ta  

 
S y m b o l K e y  R a t in g  C o d e  K e y  

 R a tin g  D o w n g ra d e   In it ia t io n , R e s u m p tio n , D ro p  o r  S u s p e n d   1  O u tp e rfo rm /B u y  S R  S u s p e n d e d  
 R a tin g  U p g ra d e   A n a ly s t  C h a n g e  2  M a rk e t P e r fo rm /H o ld  N R  N o t R a te d  
 V a lu a t io n  R a n g e  C h a n g e   S p lit  A d ju s tm e n t 3  U n d e rp e r fo rm /S e ll N E  N o  E s t im a te  

 
 

 
 
 

Additional Information Available Upon Request 

 

I certify that: 
1) All views expressed in this research report accurately reflect my personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers discussed; 
and  
2) No part of my compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by me in this 
research report. 
 
 Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC or its affiliates managed or comanaged a public offering of securities for Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. within the 

past 12 months. 
 Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC or its affiliates received compensation for investment banking services from Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. in the 

past 12 months. 
 Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC and/or its affiliates, have beneficial ownership of 1% or more of any class of the common stock of Merrill 

Lynch & Co., Inc. 
 Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. currently is, or during the 12-month period preceding the date of distribution of the research report was, a client of 

Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC.  Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC provided investment banking services to Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. 
 
Risks to the range include a deal break-up with BAC and further deterioration in market conditions. 
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Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC does not compensate its research analysts based on specific investment banking transactions. WCM’s research 
analysts receive compensation that is based upon and impacted by the overall profitability and revenue of the firm, which includes, but is not 
limited to investment banking revenue. 
 
STOCK RATING 

1 = Outperform: The stock appears attractively valued, and we believe the stock's total return will exceed that of the market over the next 12 
months. BUY 

2 = Market Perform: The stock appears appropriately valued, and we believe the stock's total return will be in line with the market over the next 
12 months. HOLD 

3 = Underperform: The stock appears overvalued, and we believe the stock's total return will be below the market over the next 12 months.  
SELL 

SECTOR RATING 

O = Overweight:  Industry expected to outperform the relevant broad market benchmark over the next 12 months. 

M = Market Weight:  Industry expected to perform in-line with the relevant broad market benchmark over the next 12 months. 

U = Underweight:  Industry expected to underperform the relevant broad market benchmark over the next 12 months. 

VOLATILITY RATING 

V = A stock is defined as volatile if the stock price has fluctuated by +/-20% or greater in at least 8 of the past 24 months or if the analyst expects 
significant volatility. All IPO stocks are automatically rated volatile within the first 24 months of trading. 

 
As of: October 17, 2008  

43% of companies covered by Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC 
Equity Research are rated Outperform. 

Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC has provided investment banking services 
for 40% of its Equity Research Outperform-rated companies. 

54% of companies covered by Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC 
Equity Research are rated Market Perform. 

Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC has provided investment banking services 
for 29% of its Equity Research Market Perform-rated companies. 

3% of companies covered by Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC 
Equity Research are rated Underperform. 

Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC has provided investment banking services 
for 25% of its Equity Research Underperform-rated companies. 

  

Important Disclosure for International Clients 
  

The securities and related financial instruments described herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain 
categories of investors.  For certain non-U.S. institutional reader (including readers in the EEA), this report is distributed by 
Wachovia Securities International Limited (“WSIL”).  For the purposes of Section 21 of the UK Financial Services and Markets 
Act 2000 (“the Act”), the content of this report has been approved by WSIL a regulated person under the Act.  WSIL does not deal 
with retail clients as defined in the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2007, therefore clients will automatically be deemed 
to be a professional or an eligible counterparty.  This research is not intended for, and should not be relied upon, by retail clients. 

Important Information for Australian Recipients 
Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC (“WCM”) is exempt from the requirements to hold an Australian financial services license in 
respect of the financial services it provides to wholesale clients in Australia.  WCM is a registered broker-dealer registered with the 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, and a member of the New York Stock Exchange, the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority, and the Securities Investor Protection Corp.  WCM is regulated under U.S. laws which differ from Australian laws.  
Any offer or documentation provided to you by WCM in the course of providing the financial services will be prepared in 
accordance with the laws of the United States and not Australian laws. 
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Important Information for Recipients in the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of 
the People's Republic of China ("Hong Kong") 

For recipients resident in Hong Kong, this research is issued and distributed in Hong Kong by Wachovia Securities Asia Limited. 
Wachovia Securities Asia Limited is a Hong Kong incorporated investment firm licensed and regulated by the Securities and 
Futures Commission to carry on types 1, 4, 6 and 9 regulated activities (as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance [the 
"SFO"]). This research is not intended for, and should not be relied on by, any person other than professional investors (as defined 
in the SFO). The securities and related financial instruments described herein are not intended for sale nor will be sold to any 
person other than professional investors (as defined in the SFO). Any sale of any securities or related financial instruments 
described herein will be made in Hong Kong by Wachovia Securities Asia Limited. Please consult your Wachovia Securities Asia 
Limited sales representative or the Wachovia Securities Asia Limited office in your area for additional information. 

Important Information for Japanese Recipients 
This material is distributed in Japan by Wachovia Securities (Japan) Co., Ltd., a foreign securities company registered with the 
Financial Services Agency in Japan. 

Additional Disclosures 
WCM is a U.S. broker-dealer registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and a member of the New York Stock 
Exchange, the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority and the Securities Investor Protection Corp. Wachovia Securities 
International Limited is a U.K. incorporated investment firm authorized and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. 

This report is for your information only and is not an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, the securities or instruments 
named or described in this report. Interested parties are advised to contact the entity with which they deal, or the entity that 
provided this report to them, if they desire further information. The information in this report has been obtained or derived from 
sources believed by Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC, to be reliable, but Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC, does not represent that 
this information is accurate or complete. Any opinions or estimates contained in this report represent the judgment of Wachovia 
Capital Markets, LLC, at this time, and are subject to change without notice. For the purposes of the U.K. Financial Services 
Authority's rules, this report constitutes impartial investment research. Each of Wachovia Capital Markets, LLC, and Wachovia 
Securities International Limited is a separate legal entity and distinct from affiliated banks. Copyright © 2008 Wachovia Capital 
Markets, LLC. 

 

 
 
 
 

 

SECURITIES: NOT FDIC-INSURED/NOT BANK-GUARANTEED/MAY LOSE VALUE 
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Important disclosure information (relative to NASD Rule 2711) about The Buckingham Research Group’s rating 

system, risks, and potential conflicts of interest appear at the end of this material (or contact your investment 

representative). This report should be used as only a single factor in making investment decisions. 
 

MERRILL LYNCH (MER) NEUTRAL 

3Q08: Reducing Risky Asset Exposure Ahead of BAC Merger October 17, 2008 
 
 

James Mitchell 212-922-5534 jmitchell@buckresearch.com 

John Grassano 212-922-2019 jgrassano@buckresearch.com 
 

• MER reported a loss of $5.56 per share vs. our estimate of a loss of $4.34 and the consensus of a loss of 

$5.22, with the negative variance vs. our forecast primarily attributable to higher than expected net write-

downs (nearly $10bn vs. our forecast of $7.7bn) as MER aggressively reduced exposure to risky assets 
ahead of its pending merger with Bank of America.  

• Outside of write-downs, operating earnings were modestly below our forecast due to weaker than expected 

results in MER’s capital markets businesses.  

• Global wealth management held up well during 3Q, with revenues declining only 4% sequentially and 

pre-tax margins actually improving 500bps.  

• We are lowering our 2008 EPS estimate to a loss of $13.20 from a loss of $11.40 to account for our 

expectation of higher net write-downs, increased dividend expense related to the sale of $10bn in 
preferred equity to the US Treasury, more conservative assumptions in the capital markets business and 

the negative 3Q variance. Similarly, for 2009, we are lowering our EPS estimate to $2.10 from $2.95.  

• We continue to see little risk to the BAC/MER merger being approved by shareholders of both companies 
given the significant strategic benefits to BAC and the lack of options for MER shareholders due to its 

shakier balance sheet. Thus, investors seeking exposure to BAC can achieve additional upside by 

purchasing shares of MER (which trade at a 13.5x% discount to the merger exchange ratio). However, on 
a stand-alone basis, we reiterate our Neutral rating on shares of MER.. 

 

Target NA 

Price (10/16/2008) $18.35 

52-Week Price Range $76-$12 

Shares Out. (mil.) 1,600.1 

Market Capitalization (mil.) $29,361.8 

Float 1492.1 

Avg. Daily Vol. (mil.) 34.8 

Dividend/Yield $1.40/7.6% 

Book Value (09/08) $18.59 

Debt/Capital (09/08) 83.9% 

2 Yr. Growth Rate NM 

ROE (2008E) NM 
 

 

 
 

EARNINGS PER SHARE ESTIMATES 

FYE Dec Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Fiscal Yr FY P/E   
 

2007E $2.26A $2.24A ($2.82)A ($12.01)A ($9.69)A     NM   

2008E ($2.20)A ($4.97)A ($5.56)A ($0.45)E ($13.20)E     NM   

   prior -- -- -- $0.11E ($11.40)E    

2009E -- -- -- -- $2.10E 8.7x   

   prior -- -- -- -- $2.95E    
 
 

Company Description - Growth Drivers - Risks: MER is a global financial services firm operating in two 

business segments: 1) Global Markets and Investment Banking (55% of revenues); and 2) Global Wealth 

Management (45%); Growth drivers: increased client activity associated with stronger economic and market 

performance; broadening client relationships; and international expansion. Risk factors: Market, economic, 

and competitive risks. 
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INVESTMENT UPDATE 
 
Merrill Lynch (MER) reported a loss of $5.56 per share vs. our estimate of a loss of $4.34 and the 
consensus estimate of a loss of $5.22. The negative variance vs. our forecast was primarily attributable to 
higher than expected net write-downs (nearly $10bn vs. our forecast of $7.7bn) as MER aggressively 
reduced its exposure to high risk assets ahead of its pending merger with Bank of America (BAC, 
Accumulate). Outside of write-downs, operating earnings were modestly below our forecast due to 
weaker than expected results in MER’s capital markets businesses, which were severely impacted by the 
highly volatile global markets during the quarter (particularly in September). That said, MER’s global 
wealth management business held up well during 3Q, with revenues declining only 4% sequentially and 
pre-tax margins actually improving 500bps, as the business benefited from expense reductions, lower 
restructuring charges, and its stable fee based revenue business model. Looking ahead, we are lowering 
our 2008 EPS estimate to account for our expectation of higher net write-downs (as management is 
committed to further de-risking MER’s balance sheet), increased dividend expense related to the sale of 
$10bn in preferred equity to the US Treasury, more conservative assumptions in the capital markets 
business, and the negative 3Q variance. In total, we are lowering our 2008 EPS estimate to a loss of 

$13.20 from a loss of $11.40. Similarly, for 2009, we are lowering our EPS estimate to $2.10 from 

$2.95.  

 
On the conference call, management reiterated their desire to complete the merger with BAC and 
commented that they are actively working with BAC to speed up the integration process. Management 
expects that shareholder voting will be held in mid to late November (shareholders for both MER and 
BAC must approve the transaction), with the merger expected to close by the end of 2008. We see little 
risk to the deal being approved by shareholders of both companies given the significant strategic benefits 
to BAC and the lack of options for MER shareholders given its shakier balance sheet. On a stand-alone 
basis, we reiterate our Neutral rating on shares of MER. However, we note that assuming the 

BAC/MER merger is completed, investors could achieve additional upside to purchasing shares of 

BAC by investing in MER instead (as MER trades at a 13.5% discount to the merger exchange 

ratio). 

 
 

3Q08 Highlights: 

 

• For 3Q, total net write-downs were nearly $10bn (well ahead of our estimate of $7.7bn),  

with $4.8bn in write-downs attributable to CDOs sales, $3.1bn related to residential and 
commercial real estate, $2.1bn primarily due to GSE and Lehman Brothers exposure and $2.7bn 
in “other” write-downs (mostly related to monolines, permanent impairments in MER’s bank 
portfolio and leveraged loans). Partially offsetting 3Q write-downs was $2.8bn in liability gains 
due to widening of MER credit spreads on long-term debt liabilities. Given MER’s aggressive 
“de-risking,” exposure to many risky assets has been dramatically reduced. For example, MER 
now has only $25m in net Alt-A exposure (down 98% from 2Q08), $295m in net subprime 
exposure (down 71% vs. 2Q) and $3.3bn in non-US residential mortgage exposure (down 56% 
from 2Q). Similarly, net commercial real estate exposure is now $11.2bn, down 25% sequentially 
and net CDO exposure is $1.1bn, down 75% from $4.4bn at the end of 2Q. Looking ahead to 4Q, 
we expect MER to continue to de-risk its balance sheet, which will benefit BAC once the 
acquisition is completed. In total, we are forecasting that MER will take an additional $1.5bn in 
net write-downs during 4Q.  

 

• Outside of the write-downs, operating trends were mixed. Total revenues (ex-write-downs) 
were $5.7bn, down 31% YOY and 24% sequentially. MER’s capital markets business was 
weaker than expected, with investment banking and trading both negatively impacted by the 
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downward trending and volatile global markets. Specifically, adjusting for write-downs and non-
recurring items, FICC revenues declined 47% sequentially as strong results in FX, rates and 
commodities were more than offset by weakness in credit. Similarly, in equities, normalized 
revenues were off 45% sequentially as declines in cash trading and prime brokerage more than 
offset solid growth in derivatives. In investment banking, revenues declined 27% sequentially as 
improved results in M&A were more than offset by weakness in underwriting. Looking ahead, we 
are lowering our capital markets forecast as the global markets remain uncertain and volatile. In 
contrast to capital markets, wealth management held up well during 3Q despite the difficult 
environment, with revenues declining only 4% sequentially and operating margins improving 
nearly 500bps, benefiting from solid expense control (expenses down by nearly 10% 
sequentially). Looking ahead, we expect the wealth management business to continue to generate 
steady revenues for MER (and BAC), with significant cross sell opportunities when considering 
BAC’s large array of banking products.  
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  Exhibit 1: Merrill Lynch -- Earnings Results and Forecasts FYE- December 

($ in millions, except share and per share amounts) YE07 % Chg 1Q08 % Chg 2Q08 % Chg 3Q08 % Chg 4Q08E % Chg YE08E % Chg YE09E % Chg

Revenues

Investment Banking 5,600$     24.5% 917$        -39.4% 1,158$     -24.7% 845$        -34.0% 815$        -35.7% 3,735$     -33.3% 4,125$     10.4%

Principal transactions (12,244)    NM (2,418)      NM (4,083)      NM (6,573)      NM (1,075)      NM (14,149)    NM 4,400       NM

Commissions 7,267       19.5% 1,889       11.3% 1,811       1.4% 1,745       -6.2% 1,825       -5.1% 7,270       0.0% 7,650       5.2%

Asset management & portfolio service fees 5,602       -14.3% 1,455       7.5% 1,399       -0.9% 1,395       -0.1% 1,335       -7.3% 5,584       -0.3% 6,900       23.6%

Revenues from consolidated investments 1,303       128.6% 431          NM 111          -16.5% 4,401       NM 110          -79.3% 5,053       NM 900          -82.2%

Net interest income 5,859       25.8% 2,109       57.3% (637)         NM 1,189       -50.0% 1,200       -22.4% 3,861       -34.1% 6,100       58.0%

Other (1,420)      NM (1,449)      NM (1,875)      NM (2,986)      NM 275          NM (6,035)      NM 1,665       NM

Net revenues 11,967     -63.4% 2,934       -70.2% (2,116)      NM 16            -97.2% 4,485       NM 5,319       -55.6% 31,740     NMNM NM NM NM NM NM NM

Expenses

Compensation and benefits 15,977     5.8% 4,196       -14.1% 3,491       -26.6% 3,483       74.8% 3,130       -27.9% 14,300     -10.5% 15,394     7.6%

Brokerage, clearing and exchange fees 1,416       33.2% 387          24.8% 370          6.9% 348          -4.7% 365          -7.6% 1,470       3.8% 1,650       12.2%

Marketing and business development 790          14.2% 176          11.4% 166          -17.4% 159          -12.6% 165          -33.7% 666          -15.7% 750          12.6%

Communications and technology 2,060       11.7% 555          15.6% 566          16.9% 546          9.4% 575          -3.7% 2,242       8.8% 2,500       11.5%

Occupancy and equipment 1,145       14.7% 309          16.6% 328          18.4% 314          5.7% 325          6.2% 1,276       11.4% 1,350       5.8%

Professional services 1,024       15.8% 242          7.6% 263          7.3% 242          -0.4% 250          -19.6% 997          -2.6% 1,125       12.8%

Office supplies and postage 234          3.5% 57            -3.4% 55            -1.8% 48            -12.7% 55            -14.1% 215          -8.1% 225          4.7%

Other 1,418       35.0% 313          -0.9% 311          5.8% 3,088       NM 300          -35.8% 4,012       182.9% 2,000       -50.1%

Total non-comp expenses 8,257       15.7% 2,039       8.9% 2,059       5.8% 4,745       131.5% 2,035       -14.8% 10,878     31.7% 9,600       -11.7%

Total expenses 24,234     9.0% 6,235       -7.8% 5,550       -17.2% 8,228       103.6% 5,165       -23.2% 25,178     3.9% 24,994     -0.7%

Net income before income taxes (12,267)    NM (3,301)      NM (7,666)      NM (8,212)      NM (680)         NM (19,859)    NM 6,746       NM

Effective income tax rate 33% 40% 45% 38% 32% 41% 31%

Provision (benefit) for taxes (4,001)      NM (1,332)      NM (3,477)      NM (3,131)      NM (218)         NM (8,158)      NM 2,058       NM

Net income (8,266)$    NM (1,969)$    NM (4,189)$    NM (5,081)$    NM (462)$       NM (11,701)$  NM 4,689$     NM

Accounting changes, non-recurring expense, etc. (25)           (7)             465          39            -               497          

Asset sales -               

Preferred stock dividend requirements 270          43.6% 174          NM 237          NM 2,319       NM 290          NM 3,020       NM 1,160       -61.6%

Net income available to common (8,511)$    NM (2,136)$    NM (4,891)$    NM (7,439)$    NM (752)$       NM (15,218)$  NM 3,529$     NM

Per-Share Amounts

Net income, diluted (10.88)$    NM (2.19)$      NM (4.97)$      NM (5.56)$      NM (0.47)$      NM (13.20)$    NM 2.10$       NM

Operating earnings, diluted (10.88)$    NM (2.20)$      NM (4.97)$      NM (5.56)$      NM (0.47)$      NM (13.20)$    NM 2.10$       NM

Common Dividend 1.40$       40.0% 0.35$       0.0% 0.35$       0.0% 0.35$       0.0% 0.35$       0.0% 1.40$       0.0% 1.52$       8.6%

Book value 29.34 -29.1% 25.94 -38.6% 21.41 -50.8% 18.59 -53.0% 17.77 -39.4% 17.77 -39.4% 18.46 3.9%

Tangible book value 23.91 -37.9% 20.79 -45.5% 16.30 -58.6% 15.46 -54.4% 14.65 -38.7% 14.65 -38.7% 15.40 5.1%

Avg. shares outstanding (diluted) 875          -9.1% 974          4.7% 984          6.6% 1,339       63.0% 1,584       92.0% 1,153       31.8% 1,680       45.7%

Avg. shares outstanding (basic) 869          0.1% 974          15.8% 984          18.0% 1,339       63.0% 1,584       92.0% 1,153       32.7% 1,585       37.5%

Period end shares outstanding 939          8.2% 985          12.3% 985          14.2% 1,600       87.1% 1,600       70.4% 1,600       70.4% 1,600       0.0%

Return Statistics (operating)

Return on assets -0.83% -0.20% -0.49% -0.74% -0.07% -1.49% 0.31%

Return on common equity -26.8% -32.2% -83.9% -117.0% -10.3% -58.3% 12.2%

Return on Tangible Common Equity -30.5% -39.8% -107.1% -145.9% -12.5% -72.3% 14.7%

Productivity Statistics

Non-int expenses / net revenues 202.5% 212.5% -262.3% 51425.0% 115.2% 473.4% 78.7%

Compensation and benefits / net revenues 133.5% 143.0% -165.0% 21768.8% 69.8% 268.8% 48.5%

Non-comp expenses / net revenues 69.0% 69.5% -97.3% 29656.3% 45.4% 204.5% 30.2%

Pre-tax operating margin -102.5% -112.5% 362.3% -51325.0% -15.2% -373.4% 21.3%

Employees 64,200     14.2% 63,100     4.6% 60,000     -3.1% 60,900     -5.1% 59,250     -7.7% 59,250     -7.7% 63,700     7.5%

Net revenues per employee (in millions) 0.19$       -67.9% 0.05$       -71.5% (0.04)$      NM 0.00$       -97.1% 0.08$       NM 0.09$       -51.8% 0.50$       NM

Cash expenses per employee 0.38$       -4.6% 0.10$       -11.8% 0.09$       -14.6% 0.14$       114.6% 0.09$       -16.8% 0.42$       12.6% 0.39$       -7.7%

Comp per employee 0.25$       -7.4% 0.07$       -17.9% 0.06$       -24.3% 0.06$       84.3% 0.05$       -21.8% 0.24$       -3.0% 0.24$       0.1%

Revenues as % of net revenues

Equity underwriting 13.5% 6.8% -17.2% 297.2% 4.4% 17.1% 3.5%

Fixed income underwriting 13.0% 7.9% -18.7% 252.8% 4.4% 17.6% 3.9%

M&A Advisory 14.4% 12.9% -16.2% 491.7% 6.6% 24.2% 3.6%

Total investment banking 40.9% 27.7% -52.1% 1041.7% 15.4% 59.0% 11.0%

Equity trading 68.6% 64.7% -88.1% 8375.0% 22.1% 191.5% 22.1%

Fixed income trading -126.8% -116.1% 411.6% -13809.7% -11.0% -394.0% 19.5%

Total institutional trading -58.2% -51.4% 323.5% -5434.7% 11.0% -202.5% 41.6%

Retail commissions 32.1% 31.8% -45.8% 1012.5% 17.1% 59.9% 11.0%

Private client asset mgt. and portfolio fees 52.6% 55.9% -81.2% 2177.8% 34.7% 114.5% 22.4%

Net interest income (private client) 19.3% 21.9% -30.8% 815.3% 13.2% 43.7% 8.5%

Other private client revenue 3.4% 3.8% -3.8% 152.8% 2.2% 7.1% 1.4%

Total private client 107.4% 113.4% -161.5% 4158.3% 67.3% 225.2% 43.3%

Global investment management 9.3% 2.8% -4.1% 113.9% 1.8% 17.9% 4.1%
 

Source: Company reports and Buckingham Research estimates. 
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 
 
ANALYST CERTIFICATION 
The above-named analyst hereby certifies that the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect his/her personal views 
about the subject company and its securities. The analyst also certifies that he/she has not been, does not, and will not be receiving 
direct or indirect compensation in exchange for expressing the specific recommendation in this report. 
 

Company Disclosure 

Merrill Lynch  

 
RESEARCH DISCLOSURE LEGEND 
1) The Buckingham Research Group makes a market in the securities of the subject company. 
2) The Buckingham Research Group or associated companies own 1% or more of any class of common equity securities, warrants 
or options of the subject company. 
3) Analyst, associate or a member of household have a financial interest in any class of common equity securities, warrants or 
options of the subject company. 
4) Analyst, associate or a member of household is an officer, director, or advisory board member of the subject company. 
5) Other. 
 
Neither the Buckingham Research Group nor its employees perform investment banking services for stocks under coverage. 

 
RATINGS of Stocks Under Coverage at The Buckingham Research Group: Buys 37%; Neutral 56%; Underperform/Not Rated 7%.  
The Buckingham Research Group’s rating categories are as follows 
STRONG BUY -- We expect the stock to appreciate 25% or more within the next 6-12 months. There is good visibility and nearer-
term earnings or events catalysts are expected.   
ACCUMULATE -- We expect 15% or more appreciation over the next 6-12 months and the stock is attractively valued; however, 
near-term catalysts are lacking. 
NEUTRAL -- The stock's current price reflects our intermediate-term price objectives, and positions may be reduced. 
UNDERPERFORM -- There appears to be more risk than reward in this stock at current levels. We expect the stock to 
underperform over the next 6-12 months. 
NOT RATED -- We are not carrying a rating on this stock for the time being. Rating & estimates under review. 
 
STATEMENT OF RISK: Risks associated with attaining the target set for this stock include, but are not limited to, traditional 
economic and competitive pressures, effective execution of corporate strategies and stock market volatility. Additionally, the 
company may be subject to government regulation as well as corporate litigation, patent litigation and expirations. 
 
COMPENSATION: Analysts’ compensation is based upon activities and services intended to benefit the clients of The Buckingham 
Research Group and its affiliates (“the firm”). Like all firm employees, analysts receive performance-based compensation that is 
impacted by the individual analyst’s contribution and overall firm profitability, which includes revenues from institutional equities 
sales and the money management subsidiary. The analysts may also have funds managed by this subsidiary and make 
recommendations to this unit consistent with their public recommendations. 
 
This report is based upon information available to the public. No representation is made that it is accurate or complete. The 
Buckingham Research Group and its subsidiaries may have positions in, and may effect transactions in securities of the companies 
mentioned herein independently of and not necessarily in accordance with the recommendation. The disclosures contained in this 
report are accurate as of the date of this report. 
 
PRICE CHARTS 
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October 16, 2008 

Merrill Lynch  
3Q EPS Roughly In Line, But 
Sept Volatility Takes a Toll 
 

MER reported 3Q08 GAAP EPS of -$5.58 vs. our 
estimate of -$5.64.  September market volatility 
upsized losses during the quarter, although EPS fallout 
was offset by higher-than-expected tax benefits.  
Writedowns in illiquid assets were generally as expected.  
However, adjusted revenues from core trading business 
were ~30% below our forecast, contributing to a pre-tax 
loss in GMI segment on an adjusted basis.     

Severe market dislocations in September magnify 
pre-tax loss.  GSE and Lehman exposure, plus other 
broker/dealer counterparty spread-widening during 
September drove ~$2.1bn in pre-tax losses.     

Writedowns in legacy illiquid assets totaled $10.5bn, 
exceeding our estimate by $0.5bn.  Excluding previously 
announced writedowns of $5.7bn in late July (in 
conjunction with CDO sale to Lone Star, termination of 
certain monoline hedges), MER recorded losses of 
$4.8bn (outlined below).  Remaining illiquid exposures 
were reduced to $45bn from $56bn.   

Core trading revenues significantly weaker, 
adjusted GMI business posts pre-tax loss (after 
backing out one-timers).  Excluding writedowns and 
assorted one-time items, FICC declined 47% seq (-65% 
YoY) and Equities fell 45% (-32% YoY).  This core 
revenue weakness, in the context of a healthy 
compensation accrual, contributed to a $336m pre-tax 
loss in the GMI segment (after backing out asset 
writedowns/counterparty exposures, gains on MER debt 
spread widening and other one-time items).   

2009E to $1.75 from $2.00 and 2010E to $2.20 from 
$2.65.  4Q08E to -$0.57 from $1.59 (reflecting weaker 
backdrop, but primarily removal of projected FDS gain, 
which will no longer be sold). 

 

Morgan Stanley does and seeks to do business with 
companies covered in Morgan Stanley Research. As 
a result, investors should be aware that the firm may 
have a conflict of interest that could affect the 
objectivity of Morgan Stanley Research. Investors 
should consider Morgan Stanley Research as only a 
single factor in making their investment decision. 
Customers of Morgan Stanley in the US can receive 
independent, third-party research on companies 
covered in Morgan Stanley Research, at no cost to 
them, where such research is available. Customers 
can access this independent research at 
www.morganstanley.com/equityresearch or can call 
1-800-624-2063 to request a copy of this research. 
For analyst certification and other important 
disclosures, refer to the Disclosure Section, 
located at the end of this report. 

 
Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated Patrick Pinschmidt 

Patrick.Pinschmidt@morganstanley.com 
+1 (1)212 761 6412 

 

M O R G A N  S T A N L E Y  R E S E A R C H  
N O R T H  A M E R I C A  

Stock Rating 
Equal-weight 

Industry View 
In-Line Key Ratios and Statistics 

Reuters: MER.N  Bloomberg: MER US 
Brokers / United States of America 

Price target NA
Shr price, close (Oct 16, 2008) $18.35
Mkt cap, curr (mm) $29,362
52-Week Range $73.10-12.13
 
Fiscal Year ending 12/07 12/08e 12/09e 12/10e

ModelWare EPS ($) (10.03) (12.57) 1.75 2.20
Prior ModelWare EPS ($) - (9.75) 2.00 2.65
P/E NM NM 10.5 8.3
Consensus EPS ($)§ (10.73) (10.19) 2.48 2.86
Div yld (%) 2.6 7.6 7.6 7.6
Unless otherwise noted, all metrics are based on Morgan Stanley ModelWare 
framework (please see explanation later in this note). 
§ = Consensus data is provided by FactSet Estimates. 
e = Morgan Stanley Research estimates 

 
Quarterly ModelWare EPS 

   2008e 2008e 2009e 2009e
Quarter 2007 Prior Current Prior Current

Q1 2.26 - (2.20)a 0.63 0.54
Q2 2.10 - (4.95)a 0.45 0.43
Q3 (2.99) - (5.56)a 0.43 0.40
Q4 (12.57) 1.59 (0.57) 0.49 0.39
e = Morgan Stanley Research estimates,  a = Actual company reported data 
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Exhibit 1 
Net Write-downs and Exposures Remaining ($ in billions) 

2Q08
Net Write-

Downs Exposures Net Write- Exposures Net Write- Exposures
Asset Class To-Date Remaining Downs Remaining Downs Remaining
LBO (1.4) 7.5 7.5 (0.5) 6.1
Commercial Real Estate (Net) (0.2) 17.6 17.6 (0.8) 15.8
Residential Mortgages (Net) (27.4) 14.5 (4.4) 11.6 (2.6) 6.1

ABS CDO (21.7) 4.5 (4.4) 1.6 (0.4) 1.1
Alt-A (1.4) 1.5 1.5 (0.5) 0.0
Subprime (3.4) 1.0 1.0 (0.4) 0.3
Non-US (0.9) 7.4 7.4 (1.3) 4.6

Monoline Hedges (9.0) 2.9 (1.3) 1.1 0.0 1.4
US Banks Portfolio (P&L; Net) (3.0) 18.0 18.0 (0.9) 15.7
Total Pre-Tax Impact to Earnings (41.0) 60.5 (5.7) 55.8 (4.8) 45.0

Announced 7/28/08 Additional 3Q08

 
Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research 
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Exhibit 2 
Merrill Lynch & Co: MS Estimates vs Actual Q3 2008 Results 
 

In millions, except per share data
3Q07 2Q08 3Q08E 3Q08A 3Q07 2Q08 3Q08E 3Q07 2Q08 3Q08E

Trading
Fixed Income (5,764) (8,068) (7,374) (9,943) (4,179) (1,875) (2,569) 73% 23% 35%

Memo: Ex. Writedowns/SFAS 159 2,304 1,505 1,126 796 (1,508) (709) (330) -65% -47% -29%
Equity 1,581 1,727 6,095 6,030 4,449 4,303 (65) 281% 249% -1%

Memo: Ex. Bloomberg Gain/SFAS 159 1,407 1,727 1,295 951 (456) (776) (344) -32% -45% -27%
Total (4,183) (6,341) (1,279) (3,913) 270 2,428 (2,634) nmf nmf nmf

Investment Banking
Debt 276 367 184 182 (94) (185) (2) -34% -50% -1%
Equity 344 338 110 214 (130) (124) 104 -38% -37% 95%
Advisory 385 317 350 354 (31) 37 4 -8% 12% 1%
Total 1,005 1,022 644 750 (255) (272) 107 -25% -27% 17%

Investment Management
Retail Brokerage 3,268 3,166 3,072 2,994 (274) (172) (78) -8% -5% -3%
Asset Management 270 193 189 241 (29) 48 52 -11% 25% 28%
Total 3,538 3,359 3,261 3,235 (303) (124) (26) -9% -4% -1%

Other Corporate Revenues 20 (156) 0 (56) (332) (76) 26 nmf nmf nmf
Total Revenues 380 (2,116) 2,626 16 (364) 2,132 (2,610) -96% nmf -99%

Non-Interest Expense Items:
Employee Compensation & Benefits 1,979 3,491 3,250 3,483 1,504 (8) 233 76% 0% 7%
Technology/Communication 499 566 572 546 47 (20) (26) 9% -4% -4%
Brokerage, Clearing & Distribution Fees 364 370 377 348 (16) (22) (29) -4% -6% -8%
Occupancy 295 328 312 314 19 (14) 2 6% -4% 1%
Business Development 181 166 171 159 (22) (7) (12) -12% -4% -7%
Professional Fees 245 263 260 242 (3) (21) (18) -1% -8% -7%
Office Supplies and Postage 54 55 56 48 (6) (7) (8) -11% -13% -14%
Other 401 311 3,291 3,088 2,687 2,777 (203) 670% 893% -6%
Other, Restructuring 0 445 0 39 39 (406) 39 nmf -91% nmf

Total Non-Interest Expense 4,018 5,995 8,289 8,267 4,249 2,272 (22) 106% 38% 0%
Pretax Income (3,638) (8,111) (5,663) (8,251) (4,613) (140) (2,588) 127% 2% 46%
Provision for Income Taxes (1,258) (3,477) (531) (3,131) (1,873) 346 (2,600) 149% -10% 489%

Tax Rate 34.6% 42.9% 9.4% 37.9% 3.4% -4.9% 28.6% 10% -11% 304%
Op. Income Before Pref. Dividends (2,380) (4,634) (5,132) (5,120) (2,740) (486) 12 115% 10% 0%

Less:  Preferred Dividends 73 237 2,536 2,319 2,246 2,082 (217) 3077% 878% -9%
Operating Income (2,453) (4,871) (7,668) (7,439) (4,986) (2,568) 229 203% 53% -3%
Discontinued Operations 139 (20) 0 (32) (171) (12) (32) -123% 60% nmf
Extraordinary Items 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 nmf nmf nmf
Net Income (Reported) (2,314) (4,891) (7,668) (7,471) (5,157) (2,580) 197 223% 53% -3%

Operating EPS ($2.99) ($4.95) ($5.64) ($5.56) ($2.57) ($0.61) $0.08 86% 12% -1%
GAAP EPS ($2.82) ($4.97) ($5.64) ($5.58) ($2.76) ($0.61) $0.06 98% 12% -1%
Share Count
EOP Basic Shares 855 985 1,600 1,600 745 615 0 87% 62% 0%
Avg. Basic Shares 822 984 1,360 1,339 517 355 (21) 63% 36% -2%
Avg. Diluted Shares 822 984 1,360 1,339 517 355 (21) 63% 36% -2%

$ Variance vs. % Variance vs.

 
 
Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research 
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Exhibit 3 
Merrill Lynch & Co: Earnings Model ($ in millions, except per share data) 

INCOME STATEMENT 3Q07 4Q07 1Q08 2Q08 3Q08 4Q08E 2006 2007 2008E 2009E 2010E '07A '08E '09E '10E
GMI 

Global Market
FICC (5,764) (15,155) (3,378) (8,068) (9,943) (1,034) 7,982 (15,697) (22,423) 4,271 5,339 -297% 43% -119% 25%
Equity markets 1,581 2,171 1,883 1,727 6,030 1,100 6,730 8,286 10,740 4,843 5,667 23% 30% -55% 17%

Total Global Market Net Revenue (4,183) (12,984) (1,495) (6,341) (3,913) 66 14,712 (7,411) (11,683) 9,114 11,006 -150% 58% -178% 21%
Investment Banking

Debt 276 217 231 367 182 165 1,727 1,555 945 870 1,000 -10% -39% -8% 15%
Equity 344 375 199 338 214 200 1,220 1,629 951 1,044 1,100 34% -42% 10% 5%
Advisory 385 559 375 317 354 305 1,099 1,740 1,351 908 850 58% -22% -33% -6%

Total Investment Banking Net Revenue 1,005 1,151 805 1,022 750 670 4,046 4,924 3,247 2,822 2,950 22% -34% -13% 5%
Total GMI (3,178) (11,833) (690) (5,319) (3,163) 736 18,758 (2,487) (8,436) 11,937 13,956 -113% nm -241% 17%
GWM

Fee-Based Revenues 1,605 1,656 1,625 1,591 1,568 1,469 5,633 6,344 6,253 6,082 6,432 13% -1% -3% 6%
Transaction and Origination Revenues 989 972 926 897 729 828 3,367 3,879 3,380 3,429 3,628 15% -13% 1% 6%
Net Interest Profit and Related Hedges 584 565 638 604 587 558 2,126 2,330 2,387 2,309 2,144 10% 2% -3% -7%
Other Revenues 90 116 111 74 110 68 303 416 363 283 330 37% -13% -22% 17%
Total Global Private Client Net Revenue 3,268 3,309 3,300 3,166 2,994 2,923 11,429 12,969 12,383 12,104 12,534 13% -5% -2% 4%
Global Investment Management 270 286 299 193 241 202 541 1,122 935 905 1,088 107% -17% -3% 20%

Total GWM 3,538 3,595 3,599 3,359 3,235 3,125 11,970 14,091 13,318 13,008 13,622 18% -5% -2% 5%
Other Corporate Revenues 20 46 25 (156) (56) 0 (234) (103) (187) 0 0 -56% 82% nm nm
Total Net Revenue 380 (8,192) 2,934 (2,116) 16 3,861 32,394 11,501 4,695 24,945 27,577 -64% -59% 431% 11%

Non-Interest Expense Items:
Comp Ratio 520.8% nmf 143.0% nmf nmf 84.2% 46.5% 138.6% 307.1% 48.7% 48.0% 198% 122% -84% -1%

Employee Compensation & Benefits 1,979 4,339 4,196 3,491 3,483 3,250 15,067 15,936 14,420 12,148 13,237 6% -10% -16% 9%
Technology/Communication 499 597 555 566 546 540 1,842 2,058 2,207 2,124 2,198 12% 7% -4% 3%
Brokerage, Clearing and Distribution Fees 364 395 387 370 348 320 1,096 1,415 1,425 1,237 1,294 29% 1% -13% 5%
Occupancy 295 306 309 328 314 285 996 1,139 1,236 1,224 1,276 14% 9% -1% 4%
Business Development 181 249 176 166 159 145 690 788 646 611 651 14% -18% -5% 6%
Professional Fees 245 311 242 263 242 230 824 1,026 977 840 882 25% -5% -14% 5%
Office Supplies and Postage 54 64 57 55 48 45 226 233 205 200 206 3% -12% -2% 3%
Other 401 467 313 311 3,088 300 1,114 1,484 4,012 1,249 1,292 33% 170% -69% 3%
Restructuring charge 0 0 0 445 39 0 0 0 484 0 0

Total Non-Interest Expense 4,018 6,728 6,235 5,995 8,267 5,115 22,189 24,138 25,612 19,633 21,036 9% 6% -23% 7%
Non-Comp Expense 2,039 2,389 2,039 2,504 4,784 1,865 7,122 8,202 11,192 7,485 7,799 15% 36% -33% 4%

Pretax Income (3,638) (14,920) (3,301) (8,111) (8,251) (1,254) 10,205 (12,637) (20,917) 5,312 6,541 -224% 66% -125% 23%
Provision for Income Taxes (1,258) (4,623) (1,332) (3,477) (3,131) (464) 2,778 (4,128) (8,404) 1,594 2,028 -249% 104% -119% 27%

Tax Rate 34.6% 31.0% 40.4% 42.9% 37.9% 37.0% 27.2% 32.7% 40.2% 30.0% 31.0% 20% 23% -25% 3%
Dividends on Trust Preferred 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Operating Income Before Pref. Dividends (2,380) (10,297) (1,969) (4,634) (5,120) (790) 7,427 (8,509) (12,513) 3,719 4,513 -215% 47% -130% 21%
Less:  Preferred Dividends 73 73 174 237 2,319 170 188 270 2,900 680 680 44% 974% -77% 0%
Operating Income (2,453) (10,370) (2,143) (4,871) (7,439) (960) 7,239 (8,779) (15,413) 3,039 3,833 -221% 76% -120% 26%
Discontinued Operations 139 464 7 (20) (32) 0 144 732 (45) 0 0
Extraordinary Items 0 0 0 0 0 0 (72) 0 0 0 0
Net Income (Reported) (2,314) (9,906) (2,136) (4,891) (7,471) (960) 7,311 (8,047) (15,458) 3,039 3,833 -210% 92% -120% 26%

Operating EPS -$2.99 -$12.57 -$2.20 -$4.95 -$5.56 -$0.57 $7.52 -$10.03 -$12.57 $1.75 $2.20 -233% 25% -114% 26%

GAAP EPS -$2.82 -$12.01 -$2.19 -$4.97 -$5.58 -$0.57 $7.59 -$9.20 -$12.61 $1.75 $2.20 -221% 37% -114% 26%

Share Count
EOP Basic Shares 855 939 985 985 1,600 1,615 868 939 1,615 1,704 1,707 8% 72% 6% 0%
Avg. Basic Shares 822 825 974 984 1,339 1,608 868 830 1,226 1,662 1,706 -4% 48% 36% 3%
Avg. Diluted Shares 822 825 974 984 1,339 1,678 963 875 1,226 1,739 1,742 -9% 40% 42% 0%

Key Metrics

Book Value $39.75 $29.34 $25.93 $21.43 $18.59 $17.73 $41.35 $29.34 $17.73 $18.76 $19.63 -29.0% -39.6% 5.8% 4.6%
Tangible Book Value/Share $33.88 $23.91 $20.79 $16.29 $15.43 $14.60 $38.52 $23.91 $14.60 $15.79 $16.67 -37.9% -38.9% 8.2% 5.6%

YoY Growth
Comparisons

 
Source: Company data, Morgan Stanley Research 
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Morgan Stanley ModelWare is a proprietary analytic framework that helps clients 
uncover value, adjusting for distortions and ambiguities created by local accounting 
regulations. For example, ModelWare EPS adjusts for one-time events, capitalizes operating 
leases (where their use is significant), and converts inventory from LIFO costing to a FIFO 
basis. ModelWare also emphasizes the separation of operating performance of a company 
from its financing for a more complete view of how a company generates earnings. 
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traded on an exchange in Hong Kong or Macau, namely SEHK's Red Chip shares, including the component company of the SEHK's China-affiliated Corp Index is 
distributed only to Taiwan Securities Investment Trust Enterprises ("SITE"). The reader should independently evaluate the investment risks and is solely responsible for 
their investment decisions. Morgan Stanley Research may not be distributed to the public media or quoted or used by the public media without the express written consent 
of Morgan Stanley.  Information on securities/instruments that do not trade in Taiwan is for informational purposes only and is not to be construed as a recommendation or 
a solicitation to trade in such securities/instruments. MSTL may not execute transactions for clients in these securities/instruments. 
To our readers in Hong Kong: Information is distributed in Hong Kong by and on behalf of, and is attributable to, Morgan Stanley Asia Limited as part of its regulated 
activities in Hong Kong. If you have any queries concerning Morgan Stanley Research, please contact our Hong Kong sales representatives. 
Morgan Stanley Research is disseminated in Japan by Morgan Stanley Japan Securities Co., Ltd.; in Hong Kong by Morgan Stanley Asia Limited (which accepts 
responsibility for its contents); in Singapore by Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Pte. (Registration number 199206298Z) and/or Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) 
Securities Pte Ltd (Registration number 200008434H), regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore, which accepts responsibility for its contents; in Australia by 
Morgan Stanley Australia Limited A.B.N. 67 003 734 576, holder of Australian financial services licence No. 233742, which accepts responsibility for its contents; in Korea 
by Morgan Stanley & Co International plc, Seoul Branch; in India by Morgan Stanley India Company Private Limited; in Canada by Morgan Stanley Canada Limited, which 
has approved of, and has agreed to take responsibility for, the contents of Morgan Stanley Research in Canada; in Germany by Morgan Stanley Bank AG, Frankfurt am 
Main, regulated by Bundesanstalt fuer Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin); in Spain by Morgan Stanley, S.V., S.A., a Morgan Stanley group company, which is 
supervised by the Spanish Securities Markets Commission (CNMV) and states that Morgan Stanley Research has been written and distributed in accordance with the rules 
of conduct applicable to financial research as established under Spanish regulations; in the United States by Morgan Stanley & Co. Incorporated, which accepts 
responsibility for its contents.  Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc, authorized and regulated by Financial Services Authority, disseminates in the UK research that it has 
prepared, and approves solely for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, research which has been prepared by any of its affiliates.  
Private U.K. investors should obtain the advice of their Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc representative about the investments concerned. In Australia, Morgan Stanley 
Research, and any access to it, is intended only for "wholesale clients" within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act.  RMB Morgan Stanley (Proprietary) Limited is 
a member of the JSE Limited and regulated by the Financial Services Board in South Africa.   RMB Morgan Stanley (Proprietary) Limited is a joint venture owned equally by 
Morgan Stanley International Holdings Inc. and RMB Investment Advisory (Proprietary) Limited, which is wholly owned by FirstRand Limited. 
The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (DIFC Branch), regulated by the Dubai Financial Services 
Authority (the DFSA), and is directed at wholesale customers only, as defined by the DFSA. This research will only be made available to a wholesale customer who we are 
satisfied meets the regulatory criteria to be a client. 
The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (QFC Branch), regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre 
Regulatory Authority (the QFCRA), and is directed at business customers and market counterparties only and is not intended for Retail Customers as defined by the 
QFCRA. 
As required by the Capital Markets Board of Turkey, investment information, comments and recommendations stated here, are not within the scope of investment advisory 
activity. Investment advisory service is provided in accordance with a contract of engagement on investment advisory concluded between brokerage houses, portfolio 
management companies, non-deposit banks and clients. Comments and recommendations stated here rely on the individual opinions of the ones providing these 
comments and recommendations. These opinions may not fit to your financial status, risk and return preferences. For this reason, to make an investment decision by relying 
solely to this information stated here may not bring about outcomes that fit your expectations. 
The trademarks and service marks contained in Morgan Stanley Research are the property of their respective owners. Third-party data providers make no warranties or 
representations of any kind relating to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the data they provide and shall not have liability for any damages of any kind relating to 
such data.  The Global Industry Classification Standard ("GICS") was developed by and is the exclusive property of MSCI and S&P. 
Morgan Stanley Research, or any portion hereof may not be reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written consent of Morgan Stanley. 
Morgan Stanley Research is disseminated and available primarily electronically, and, in some cases, in printed form. 
Additional information on recommended securities/instruments is available on request. 
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Price Performance

Merrill Lynch & Co., Inc. (MER;MER US) 
 2007A 2008E

(Old)
2008E

(New)
2009E

(Old)
2009E

(New)
EPS ($) 
 Q1 (Mar) 2.12 (2.20)A (2.20)A 0.58 0.49
 Q2 (Jun) 2.10 (4.95)A (4.95)A 0.39 0.49
 Q3 (Sep) (2.99) (5.52)A (5.56)A 0.54 0.45
 Q4 (Dec) (12.57) 0.56A (0.18)A 0.77 0.68
 FY (10.73) (10.90)A (11.89)A 2.28 2.11
P/E FY NM NMA NMA 8.0 8.7
Source: Company data, Reuters, J.P. Morgan estimates. 

  
Company Data 
Price ($) 18.24
Date Of Price 15 Oct 08
52-week Range ($) 73.10 - 12.13
Mkt Cap ($ mn) 17,949.98
Fiscal Year End Dec
Shares O/S (mn) 984 

 
See page 4 for analyst certification and important disclosures.  
J.P. Morgan does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be aware that the firm may 
have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in making their 
investment decision.  Customers of J.P. Morgan in the United States can receive independent, third-party research on the company or companies 
covered in this report, at no cost to them, where such research is available.  Customers can access this independent research at 
www.morganmarkets.com or can call 1-800-477-0406 toll free to request a copy of this research. 

MER reported poor EPS of ($5.56), in line with revised expectations. Included were 
write-downs of $6.1B due to the ABS CDO exposures, $2.3B due to the resi mtg 
exposures, and $2B due to Agency and US broker-dealers exposures incl. Lehman. 
Client activity has slowed significantly, and further write-downs of fixed income 
inventory continue to be a risk as the outlook for the next few quarters remains 
unclear. That said, MER is going to benefit from the $10B TARP Capital Purchase 
program and the FDIC debt guarantee. We maintain a Neutral rating. 

• $88B exposure to risky assets reduced to $75B--expecting more losses. 
Continued deterioration in asset valuations imply further write-downs from MER’s 
$38B resi mtg portfolio, $15.7B US Banks investment sec. portfolio, $14.1B comm. 
mtg portfolio. Despite the reductions, MER’s portfolio remains sizeable and illiquid, 
and subject to losses.  

• Spread widening benefit on MER debt (DVA adjustments) should continue to 
help. MER reported a gain of $6.9B on its own debt during the past 5 quarters. We 
believe that the inevitable maturity of these notes will lead to downward BV and 
EPS revisions of app. $(4.2)/sh, 

• Bloomberg sale offset some of the losses— no longer plans to sell FDS. MER 
reported a post-tax gain of ~$4.2B from the sale of Bloomberg. MER is no longer 
planning to sell its FDS stake, for which we previously assigned a gain of $1.75B.  

• Equity and debt underwriting drops—M&A holding up well. After some 
improvement in ECM revenues in 2Q08 due to financials’ recaps, 3Q08 has been a 
disappointment with ~37% q-o-q decline. DCM has been even weaker, down ~50% 
q-o-q. On the brighter side, M&A appears to have held up well, up 12% q-o-q.  

• Brokerage performance relatively stable despite declining origination and 
transaction rev. GWM client base has been affected from the significant drop in 
equity markets leading to lower trading volume. That said, GWM franchise will 
continue to add value and will be relatively stable vs. MER’s other businesses.  

• Lowering estimates. We lower our estimates for 4Q08 to ($0.18) and ’09 to $2.11. 
We think MER's recovery remains a work in progress. 
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Valuation and Rating Analysis 
We rate MER Neutral. At 0.97 times book value, the stock is trading within the 
eight-year range of 0.62 times and 2.48 times and above the current industry average 
of 0.82 times. In our view, Merrill Lynch is overexposed to the credit markets which 
have been challenging especially in the areas where Merrill has been most active in. 
Merrill has a renowned investment banking franchise with global reach and diversity, 
which has recently expanded into commodity trading, prime brokerage, and private 
equity investing. Merrill also manages one of the premier global retail distribution 
networks, which provides best in class distribution capabilities and revenue 
diversification from volatile securities earnings. Merrill completed its divestiture of 
its investment management business to BlackRock and obtained a 49.8% interest in 
the entity, which could accelerate earnings through AUM growth and enable third 
party distribution through BlackRock.  

 

Figure 1: MER Historical P/BV 
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Source: FactSet 

Risks to Our Rating 
Merrill Lynch’s business and earnings are highly sensitive to many economic factors, 
which are subject to periods of volatility. Risks that may positively affect our rating 
include: i) material improvement in credit markets; ii) improving valuations in CDO 
and mortgage asset classes; iii) increasing levels of M&A activity, amount of debt 
and equity capital raising; iv) changes in global interest & foreign exchange rates, 
security valuations as well as geopolitical events; v) industry competition, and 
consolidation. Events that may negatively impact our firm-specific thesis include: i) 
deterioration in credit markets that will lead to further write downs; ii) inadequate 
risk management; iii) the firm’s inability to materially improve performance in fixed 
income and maintain its leading position in investment banking; iv) book value 
growing more slowly than peers; v) declining performance of BlackRock, and 
decline in the effectiveness of GPC’s industry leading sales force. 
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Figure 2: MER Earnings Model 
Merrill Lynch & Co. (NYSE: MER)

Consolidated Statement of Earnings 2006 2007 2008E 2009E 1Q07 2Q07 3Q07 4Q07 1Q08 2Q08 3Q08 4Q08E
Revenues

Principal Transactions 7,052 -12,067 2,734 3,556 -5,761 -12,596 -2,418 -4,083
Commissions 6,012 7,284 1,713 1,787 1,860 1,924 1,889 1,811
Investment Banking 4,614 5,582 1,510 1,528 1,277 1,267 917 1,158
Asset Management and Portfolio Service Fees 6,404 5,465 1,284 1,349 1,392 1,440 1,455 1,399
Consolidated Firm Investment Revenues 686 1,325 309 375 281 360 431 111
Other 3,090 -1,888 841 387 -983 -2,133 -1,449 -1,875

Total Revenues 27,858 5,701 8,391 8,982 -1,934 -9,738 825 -1,479
Interest and Dividends 40,323 56,974 12,721 14,447 15,636 14,170 11,861 7,535
Interest Expense 35,797 51,425 11,509 13,970 13,322 12,624 9,752 8,172

Net Interest Income 4,526 5,549 1,212 477 2,314 1,546 2,109 -637
Revenue from Unconsolidated Asset Mgmt 1,969 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net Revenues 34,353 11,250 6,111 29,122 9,603 9,459 380 -8,192 2,934 -2,116 16 5,277

Operating Expenses
Communications and Technology 1,842 2,057 2,192 2,193 479 482 499 597 555 566 546 525
Occupancy and Related Depreciation 996 1,139 1,263 1,315 265 273 295 306 309 328 314 312
Brokerage, Clearing, and Exchange Fees 1,085 1,415 1,474 1,456 310 346 364 395 387 370 348 369
Professional Fees 882 1,027 1,045 1,059 226 245 245 311 242 263 242 298
Advertising and Market Development 690 785 658 667 155 200 181 249 176 166 159 157
Consolidated Firm Investments Expenses 334 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Office Supplies and Postage 226 233 208 183 59 56 54 64 57 55 48 48
Other 1,115 1,522 4,746 2,200 354 300 401 467 313 756 3,127 550
Goodwill Amortization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Provision for staff reductions/research related/9/11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Non-Comp Operating Expenses 7,170 8,178 11,587 9,074 1,848 1,902 2,039 2,389 2,039 2,504 4,784 2,260

Operating Income before Comp 27,183 3,072 -5,476 20,049 7,755 7,557 -1,659 -10,581 895 -4,620 -4,768 3,017

Compensation and Benefits 16,970 15,903 14,336 14,037 4,854 4,731 1,979 4,339 4,196 3,491 3,483 3,166

Income before Taxes 10,213 -12,831 -19,812 6,011 2,901 2,826 -3,638 -14,920 -3,301 -8,111 -8,251 -149
Pre-Tax Margin 30% -114% -324% 21% 30% 30% -957% 182% -113% 383% -51569% -3%
Provision for Taxes 2,858 -4,194 -7,992 1,961 871 816 -1,258 -4,623 -1,332 -3,477 -3,131 -52
Tax Rate 28% 33% 40% 33% 30% 29% 35% 31% 40% 43% 38% 35%
Net Earnings 7,355 -8,637 -11,820 4,050 2,030 2,010 -2,380 -10,297 -1,969 -4,634 -5,120 -97
Margin (net rev.) 21% -77% -193% 14% 21% 21% -626% 126% -67% 219% -32000% -2%
Net earnings from discontinued operations 187 860 -45 0 128                  129                  139                  464                  7                      (20)                  (32)                  -                  
Preferred Stock Dividend 188 270 2,913 552 52                    72                    73                    73                    174                  237                  2,319              183                  
Net Income Applicable to Common Stock 7,354 -8,047 -14,778 3,498 2,106              2,067              (2,314)             (9,906)             (2,136)             (4,891)             (7,471)             (280)                

Basic EPS $8.47 ($9.69) ($12.15) $2.23 $2.50 $2.48 ($2.82) ($12.01) ($2.19) ($4.97) ($5.58) ($0.18)
Diluted EPS $7.64 ($9.69) ($11.93) $2.11 $2.26 $2.24 ($2.82) ($12.01) ($2.19) ($4.97) ($5.58) ($0.18)
Diluted Operating EPS $7.44 ($10.73) ($11.89) $2.11 $2.12 $2.10 ($2.99) ($12.57) ($2.20) ($4.95) ($5.56) ($0.18)
     Y/Y % Growth 48.0% -226.9% 23.1% -117.7% 86.6% 95.9% -300.9% -953.9% -196.9% -322.0% 98.1% -98.5%

Pro forma average common shares outstanding
Basic 868                  830                  1,216              1,572              841                  834                  822                  825                  974                  984                  1,339              1,569              
Diluted 963                  830                  1,239              1,661              930                  923                  822                  825                  974                  984                  1,339              1,658              

Key Ratios and Statistics

Book value per share 41.35              30.26              18.37              19.08              42.25              43.55              39.60              30.26              28.93              24.94              18.90              18.37              

Dividends paid per share 1.00                 1.40                 1.40                 1.40                 0.35                 0.35                 0.35                 0.35                 0.35                 0.35                 0.35                 0.35                 
Dividend payout ratio 13.1% -14.4% -11.7% 66.5% 15.5% 15.6% -12.4% -2.9% -16.0% -7.0% -6.3% -195.8%

Return on Average Equity 23.3% 22.1% NM NM NM NM NM -11.9%

 
Source: Company reports and JPMorgan estimates. 
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Analyst Certification:   
The research analyst(s) denoted by an “AC” on the cover of this report certifies (or, where multiple research analysts are primarily 
responsible for this report, the research analyst denoted by an “AC” on the cover or within the document individually certifies, with 
respect to each security or issuer that the research analyst covers in this research) that: (1) all of the views expressed in this report 
accurately reflect his or her personal views about any and all of the subject securities or issuers; and (2) no part of any of the research 
analyst’s compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the 
research analyst(s) in this report.  

Important Disclosures  
 

• ISE option specialist: An affiliate of JPMSI is associated with a specialist or market maker that makes a market in the options of 
Merrill Lynch, and therefore such specialist may have a position (long or short) in the options of the issuer and may be on the 
opposite side of public orders in such options.  

• ARCA/NYSE equity security specialist: JPMSI is affiliated with the specialist or market maker that makes a market in the 
common stock of Merrill Lynch, and such specialist may have a position (long or short) and may be on the opposite side of public 
orders in such common stock.  

• Lead or Co-manager: JPMSI or its affiliates acted as lead or co-manager in a public offering of equity and/or debt securities for 
Merrill Lynch within the past 12 months.  

• Client of the Firm: Merrill Lynch is or was in the past 12 months a client of JPMSI; during the past 12 months, JPMSI provided to 
the company investment banking services, non-investment banking securities-related service and non-securities-related services.  

• Investment Banking (past 12 months): JPMSI or its affiliates received in the past 12 months compensation for investment banking 
services from Merrill Lynch.  

• Investment Banking (next 3 months): JPMSI or its affiliates expect to receive, or intend to seek, compensation for investment 
banking services in the next three months from Merrill Lynch.  

• Non-Investment Banking Compensation: JPMSI has received compensation in the past 12 months for products or services other 
than investment banking from Merrill Lynch. An affiliate of JPMSI has received compensation in the past 12 months for products or 
services other than investment banking from Merrill Lynch.  
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Explanation of Equity Research Ratings and Analyst(s) Coverage Universe:   
J.P. Morgan uses the following rating system:  Overweight [Over the next six to twelve months, we expect this stock will outperform the 
average total return of the stocks in the analyst’s (or the analyst’s team’s) coverage universe.]  Neutral [Over the next six to twelve 
months, we expect this stock will perform in line with the average total return of the stocks in the analyst’s (or the analyst’s team’s) 
coverage universe.]  Underweight [Over the next six to twelve months, we expect this stock will underperform the average total return of 
the stocks in the analyst’s (or the analyst’s team’s) coverage universe.] The analyst or analyst’s team’s coverage universe is the sector 
and/or country shown on the cover of each publication.  See below for the specific stocks in the certifying analyst(s) coverage universe.  
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J.P. Morgan Equity Research Ratings Distribution, as of September 30, 2008 

 Overweight 
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Neutral 
(hold) 

Underweight 
(sell) 

JPM Global Equity Research Coverage 42% 44% 15% 
    IB clients* 53% 51% 43% 
JPMSI Equity Research Coverage 40% 48% 12% 
    IB clients* 76% 70% 59% 

*Percentage of investment banking clients in each rating category. 
For purposes only of NASD/NYSE ratings distribution rules, our Overweight rating falls into a buy rating category; our Neutral rating falls into a hold 
rating category; and our Underweight rating falls into a sell rating category. 
 

Valuation and Risks:  Please see the most recent company-specific research report for an analysis of valuation methodology and risks on 
any securities recommended herein. Research is available at http://www.morganmarkets.com , or you can contact the analyst named on 
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Reg. No.: 199405335R] which is a member of the Singapore Exchange Securities Trading Limited and is regulated by the Monetary Authority of 
Singapore (MAS) and/or JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., Singapore branch (JPMCB Singapore) which is regulated by the MAS. Malaysia: This 
material is issued and distributed in Malaysia by JPMorgan Securities (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd (18146-x) which is a Participating Organization of 
Bursa Malaysia Securities Bhd and is licensed as a dealer by the Securities Commission in Malaysia. Pakistan: J. P. Morgan Pakistan Broking 
(Pvt.) Ltd is a member of the Karachi Stock Exchange and regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan.  
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Country and Region Specific Disclosures   
U.K. and European Economic Area (EEA):  Issued and approved for distribution in the U.K. and the EEA by JPMSL.  Investment research 
issued by JPMSL has been prepared in accordance with JPMSL’s Policies for Managing Conflicts of Interest in Connection with Investment 
Research which outline the effective organisational and administrative arrangements set up within JPMSL for the prevention and avoidance of 
conflicts of interest with respect to research recommendations, including information barriers, and can be found at 
http://www.jpmorgan.com/pdfdoc/research/ConflictManagementPolicy.pdf.  This report has been issued in the U.K. only to persons of a kind 
described in Article 19 (5), 38, 47 and 49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (all such persons 
being referred to as "relevant persons"). This document must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not relevant persons. Any investment 
or investment activity to which this document relates is only available to relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. In 
other EEA countries, the report has been issued to persons regarded as professional investors (or equivalent) in their home jurisdiction 
Germany:  This material is distributed in Germany by J.P. Morgan Securities Ltd. Frankfurt Branch and JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., Frankfurt 
Branch who are regulated by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht.  Australia:  This material is issued and distributed by JPMSAL 
in Australia to “wholesale clients” only.  JPMSAL does not issue or distribute this material to “retail clients.”  The recipient of this material must 
not distribute it to any third party or outside Australia without the prior written consent of JPMSAL.  For the purposes of this paragraph the terms 
“wholesale client” and “retail client” have the meanings given to them in section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001.  Hong Kong:  The 1% 
ownership disclosure as of the previous month end satisfies the requirements under Paragraph 16.5(a) of the Hong Kong Code of Conduct for 
persons licensed by or registered with the Securities and Futures Commission. (For research published within the first ten days of the month, the 
disclosure may be based on the month end data from two months’ prior.) J.P. Morgan Broking (Hong Kong) Limited is the liquidity provider for 
derivative warrants issued by J.P. Morgan International Derivatives Ltd and listed on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited. An updated list 
can be found on HKEx website: http://www.hkex.com.hk/prod/dw/Lp.htm.  Japan: There is a risk that a loss may occur due to a change in the 
price of the shares in the case of share trading, and that a loss may occur due to the exchange rate in the case of foreign share trading. In the case 
of share trading, JPMorgan Securities Japan Co., Ltd., will be receiving a brokerage fee and consumption tax (shouhizei) calculated by 
multiplying the executed price by the commission rate which was individually agreed between JPMorgan Securities Japan Co., Ltd., and the 
customer in advance. Financial Instruments Firms: JPMorgan Securities Japan Co., Ltd., Kanto Local Finance Bureau (kinsho) No. [82] 
Participating Association / Japan Securities Dealers Association, The Financial Futures Association of Japan.  Korea:  This report may have been 
edited or contributed to from time to time by affiliates of J.P. Morgan Securities (Far East) Ltd, Seoul branch.  Singapore:  JPMSI and/or its 
affiliates may have a holding in any of the securities discussed in this report; for securities where the holding is 1% or greater, the specific holding 
is disclosed in the Important Disclosures section above.  India:  For private circulation only, not for sale. Pakistan:  For private circulation only, 
not for sale. New Zealand:   This material is issued and distributed by JPMSAL in New Zealand only to persons whose principal business is the 
investment of money or who, in the course of and for the purposes of their business, habitually invest money. JPMSAL does not issue or distribute 
this material to members of "the public" as determined in accordance with section 3 of the Securities Act 1978. The recipient of this material must 
not distribute it to any third party or outside New Zealand without the prior written consent of JPMSAL. 
  

General:  Additional information is available upon request. Information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but JPMorgan 
Chase & Co. or its affiliates and/or subsidiaries (collectively J.P. Morgan) do not warrant its completeness or accuracy except with respect to any 
disclosures relative to JPMSI and/or its affiliates and the analyst’s involvement with the issuer that is the subject of the research. All pricing is as 
of the close of market for the securities discussed, unless otherwise stated. Opinions and estimates constitute our judgment as of the date of this 
material and are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material is not intended as an offer or 
solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The opinions and recommendations herein do not take into account individual 
client circumstances, objectives, or needs and are not intended as recommendations of particular securities, financial instruments or strategies to 
particular clients. The recipient of this report must make its own independent decisions regarding any securities or financial instruments 
mentioned herein. JPMSI distributes in the U.S. research published by non-U.S. affiliates and accepts responsibility for its contents. Periodic 
updates may be provided on companies/industries based on company specific developments or announcements, market conditions or any other 
publicly available information. Clients should contact analysts and execute transactions through a J.P. Morgan subsidiary or affiliate in their home 
jurisdiction unless governing law permits otherwise.  
  

“Other Disclosures” last revised September 29, 2008.  

 
Copyright 2008 JPMorgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved. This report or any portion hereof may not be reprinted, sold or 
redistributed without the written consent of J.P. Morgan.  
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Exhibit R 

Due to its size, Exhibit R, “MER 3Q08 10-Q Review” Oppenheimer Equity Research, No. 5, 
2008, is being submitted to the Court in hardcopy only.  Copies are available from Cleary 

Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton, LLP by contacting Wendy Lau at (212) 225-3714. 
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